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KNOX COUNTY COLBY CLUB

Willkie Grateful
Stuart C. Burgess Gets An
Appreciative Letter From
the Republican Candidate

Horace Maxcy Is President and Lester
Shibles Second In Command—Meeting
In February At Copper Kettle

Ccunty Attorney-elect Stuart C.
Burgess, who was president ol the
Rockland Willkie Club has re
ceived the (ollowlng letter (rom
the man who led the Republican I
cause ln the recent Presidential
campaign:
Dear Mr. Burgess:
I wish to send you this brle(
note o( appreciation (or the work
ycu did during the campaign. As j
one o( the leaders in the great |
volunteer effort, you have every
right to be proud of the part which
you and your associates played. I
hope that you will continue your
Interest ln public affairs and your
fight for the principles in which
you and I believe.
Because it is not feasible for me
to write a letter to everybody who
worked ln your organization—
much as I would wish to do so—I
hope you wlll convey to your as
sociates my deep appreciation for
the work they did.
Sincerely yours,
Wendell L. Willkie.
A majority of Rockland stores
will remain open evenings for the
holiday business beginning next
Monday

,
Lester H. Shibles, Colby '15, of
i Horace P. Maxcy, Colby '29, who
! has been made president of the Rockland, vice president of the
Knox County Colby Club.

Horace P Maxcy was last night
made president at the newly or
BENEFIT DINNER. 11 to 1 o'clock ganized Knox County Colby Club
Tl'ESDAY. DECEMBER 17
with Lester H. Shibles of Rockport,
I. O. O. F. HALL, ROCKLAND
vice president: Miss Frances Quint,
Fancy Work Sale in Afternoon
recording secretary: Mrs. Ruth
Auspices Miriam Rebekah Lodge Brackett Spear, corresponding sec
148-150 retary and Herbert deVeber of

FISH CHOWDER

OPEN EVENINGS
A MAJORITY OF THE ROCKLAND

STORES
WILL BE OPEN EVENINGS
MONDAY, DEC. 16, UP TO CHRISTMAS
148-149

new Colby organization.

Warren, treasurer.
Mrs. Diana Wall Pitts. Rockport
was made representative to Alumnae
Council: John M. Richardson to the
Alumnus Council and ou the club's
executive board were placed Roland
Ware of Thomaston; Oeorge
Sprague of Rockland; Miss Ann
Boynton, Camden, Miss Hazel
Lane, Rockport, E C. Teague, War
ren; Dr. M. C. Stephenson, Union;
Mrs. W. H. Hahn. Friendship and
Henry K. Allen of Tenant's Har
bor
An
entertainment
committee
was appointed including George
Tibbetts of Camden, Mrs. Oarnold
Cole of Thomaston and Mrs.
Chester Wyllie of Warren. The
next meeting will be held Feb. 5 or
6 at the Copper Kettle and either
President Johnson or Prof. Wil
kinson ol Colby will be present.
The City Government last night
granted the following licenses: For
splrltons and vinous liquors, Na
than Berliawsky, Hotel Thorndike;
malt, Robert S. Brawn "Peggy's
Lunch;" Tom CarnarcarU, Capital
Lunch; Arthur Smalley, Comonln
Cafe and Walter L. Kaler, Penob
scot Grill.

FINAL DAY-TODAY
Christmas Sale of

Watkins Fur Coats
(^We know you will welcome an
other

opportunity

Christmas Sale

of

to attend this
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THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM O. PULLER
Blue Bonnet Girl Scouts
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Give
Entertainment Of
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
Decided
Merit
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
A sparkling entertainment in the
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier form of a radio program titled
was established and consolidated with the Oazette in 1882. The Free Press
“Blue Bonnet Varieties of 1940"
was established in 1865 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune. These
was given last night in the High
papers consolidated March 17, 1887.
School auditorium by Troops 2 and
3 of Girl Scouts. It was the fifth
annual presentation, and the ap
[EDITORIAL]
preciative audience found the lat
est program equally as fine in fast
moving amusement.
BRITAIN’S AWAKENING
Radio and screen personalities
The war for a long time has been spreading itself over a
were guests. Miss Faith Long, act
broad area, involving many countries, but like the famous
ing as studio announcer of station
BBGS, introduced as mistress of
Maglnot Line campaign in France there seems to have been
ceremonies, Capt. Fannye Trask
"Nothing of importance to report.” Of a sudden the situa
who boarded the audience on the
tion* has radically changed. The Greeks are in hot pursuit
good ship Imagination to meet the
of the Italians on one front and now the British are moving
guests.
with a swiftness which can only be guessed at because of
The cast Included Miss Jane
the censorship which causes the withholding of actual details.
Perry as Gloria Jean singing
In this connection the Boston Globe says:
Brahm's “Cradle Song" in a sweet
.
The caution displayed by the British War office, in de
soprano voice; Miss Vittrice Hayes
scribing sudden operations against the expeditionary forces
as Ginny Sims of Kay Kyser's or
of Marshal Grazlani in Egypt as "a large scale raid” appears
chestra, singing "Whispering Grass,"
to be a typical understatement. News from this war zone
in a manner to make the real Miss
bears all the earmarks of a major offensive. Incidentally,
Sims take notice; Dennis Trask, in
exactly this was promised only a week ago by a member of the
his familiar role of Gene Autry,
Cabinet, at London.
crooning
"Call of the Canyon” and
What has happened in Egypt? First, a day-long aerial
"Leaning on the Old Top Rail;”
blitz was launched against Graziani’s forces. Every air
Miss Dorothy Trask as Judy Gar
drome established by his Army was bombed, every plane con
land, swinging the song “5 o'clock
centration was blasted, every communications line was visited
Whistle" and "Only Forever;” Mtss
by the R. A. F. Other squadrons proceeded to bomb and
Priscilla Clarke as Priscilla Lane,
machine-gun hls troop concentrations, while ground forces,
sang "Ferryboat Serenade;” Harri
in mechanized columns, swooped upon two fortified camps,
which were demolished. Between 1200 and 4000 prisoners
son Dow as NeLson Eddy, baritone
were taken.
solo, Joyce Kilmer's immortal
Coincidentally, a British territorial column sped com
"Trees'’ and "At the Balalaika;”
pletely across the Italian line of communications, in the rear
Miss Betty Staples as Shirley
of Graziani’s main concentration, tearing up supply lines—
Temple in a tricky tap dance;
including presumably, the vitally important water pipe lines.
Douglas Perry as Donald Dixon, in
This expedition cut its way clear to the coast of the Medi
a fine voice singing "Beautiful
terranean, where it received naval support. While all this
Dreamer;” Mary Lee, Gene Autry’s
was going on a general attack along a 30-mile front was
assistant, in the person of Miss
launched against the Italian leader’s Army. If this is merely
Barbara Koster, singing “Oood
“a large raid.” then there is going to be plenty of work cut out
Bye, Little Darling,” followed by a
for Grazlani when the British African territorials make up
piano duo, Franklin Blalsdell and
thelr minds to try a full dress attack.
Emma Lou Peaslee as Nemenoff
and Luboshutz; Miss Jean Young
CRITICISM AS WAS CRITICISM
as Ruby Keeler, tapping out dif
ficult steps; Anna Nagle in the per
Occasional criticism of governmental authorities, local
son of Miss Joan Horne, singing
or national, excites attention ln this day and generation, ap
“Alice Blue Gown” Joined by a
prove d by some, wondered at by some, and resented by some,
chorus of girls ln blue costumes
but nowise comparable to the uppercuts which were swung on
doing a dance routine; and Joan
the editorial sanctums a half century ago. A friend hands
Hunt as Shirley Ross singing "Blue
us an ancient copy of the Rockland Opinion, published in the
berry Hill."
late 80 s. In the editorial column appeared these lines:
Specialties were excellent,, with
Chief Wahoo and Little Pigtails
Nobody pretends to deny that the present city govern
ment has been inefficient, extravagant, reckless and corrupt.
(Janet Smith and Frances Ross)
It will go out without a friend or an apologist. But lt is not
cutting up in a war dance; Mar
at all likely that the government for next year will be any im
jorie Mills, (Lois -Benner) giving
provement. It is exceedingly fortunate that Rockland has
holiday hints and recipes. A panatural and acquired commercial advantages that enable it
i triotic drill given by the Brownie
to endure the burden and waste of bad government, and still
Scouts and led by Miss Earlene
get along. But it would be fariuore prosperous if a portion of
Perry, was especially well done, the
Its lifeblood was not sucked by the vampires who pull the wires
songs “'God Bless America" and "I
that make the puppets Jump in the city government rooms.
am an American" assisted by Miss
Hayes making an entrance for
SALTONSTALL APPARENTLY SAFE
Uncle Sam (Ida Reams) and Statue
of Liberty (Charlotte Cowan). Miss
The attempt to oust Gov Saltonstall of Massachusetts
Joan Hunt impressively sang
through the medium of a recount appears to have met the
"Star Spangled Banner" while the
fate which overtakes recounts in nine cases out of ten. Gains
audience stood. Miss Carol Ann
and losses were discovered in numerous places, but so nearly
Wolcott was flag bearer. In an ultra
offset each other that Gov. Saltonstall's retention in office was
fashionable costume Miss Tizzy
Llsh was presented, in the person
not seriously imperiled. Carelessness rather than criminal
of Dennis Trask, who gave a
intent is seen in many polling places and in any election.
clever monologue, covering the
recipe for "Lay Flat Salad." (Eat
OF ANCIENT VINTAGE
some, and it lays you flat).
The final number encored Don
The Duchess of Windsor went to Miami to have her tooth
aid Dixon singing "The End of a
fixed, but she had it done in a hospital and thereby missed
Perfect Day," with the whole cast
the dentist’s waiting room and the National Geographic Mag
Joining on the final chorus, which
azine for July, 1935—Boston Globe.
brought the end of a perfect pro
The allusion to ancient literature falls far short of pos
gram .
sibilities. The National Geographic Magazine referred to was
Corsages were presented to Capt
only flve years old. Think of the barber shops only a short
Trask, Miss Dorothy Trask and a
time ago which were regaling their patrons with copies of the
corsage and gift to Mrs. Marguerite
Police Gazette published a quarter century before.
Johnson, who acted as accompan
ist for the entire program—by
Ruth Ward.
the Social Security Board' Augusta
____________
WAGE INQUIRY CARD
Rudy Wallace and his orchestra
Temporary Christmas employ field office. Hls office will supply
without charge a “wage inquiry wilj provide music for the Christment. back in 1837, may prove
card’ to any worker on request, mas Ball of the Camden-Rockport
important some day in an appli so that the worker may make sure Lions Club which will be held Dec.
cation for Federal old-age and all wages were correctly recorded 26 at Community Building. Its
survivors insurance, according to by the Board for the years 1937, aim is to raise money for the charLeroy F. Kittredge, manager of 1938 and 1939.
ity fund.

Coats. Many new styles have been

arc made by Annis, world's foremost

SECURITY TRUST CO.

furriers (associated with Holt-Ren1

Tu

frew & Co., Ltd., of Canada). Our

FINAL DIVIDEND 3 PERCENT

guarantee of complete satisfaction,

backed by Watkins’ 51 years of busi

To Savings Depositors and Christmas Club

ness integrity throughout the State,

Members Only
Payable Thursday, Dec. 19,1940
Deposit Books should be presented at The Knox County

BUDGET PAYMENT PLAN

Trust Co., at Rockland, Caniden, Vinalhaven, Union and
Warren. Apply at office at which your account in Security

WORLD-WIDE INSURANCE

Trust Co. was carried.

A reasonable period of time will be permitted for pres

Liberal Allowance For Your

Old Fur Coat

VESPER A. LEACH
THE SPECIALTY STORE

(By The Roving Reporter)

Unique among the numberless
souvenirs received by The Black
Cat since this column came into
existence ls Che blue clay model
of a black cat made and brought to
this office Tuesday by Mrs. Rose
B. Hupper of Tenant's Harbor.
The modeling was most cleverly
done and this "souvenir of the
Maine coast," as Mrs. Hupper calls
it, wilt occupy a prominent and
permanent position tn The Black
Cat collection.

Writing from Washington, D. C.
to Tenew her subscription to The
Courler-Ozette," CEP.” says:
“Having read ln The CourierGazette of names that correspond
to the owner's occupation, I am
sending you some that I have no
ticed. They are: Senator from
Oeofgia, Mr. Oeorge; Judge, Mr.
Laws; clergyman, Mr. Christian;
teacher, Mr. Tralnum; financier,
Mr. Thrift; member of choir. Mr,
Tune; furniture dealer, Mr. House;
owner of ten-cent store, Mr. Worthmore; fancy skater, Mr Legg; and
chef, Mr. Cook.” A Maine town
once had an undertaker by the
name of Waltz.

The contest involving the pret
tiest black cat has been extended
until Jan. 1st as a convenience to
entrants who may yet wish to have
thelr ebon-hued pets photographed.
Thc Cunningham comet, one of
The numerous entries thus far re
ceived include some very attractive the most brilliant to flash near
the earth since Halley's comet ap
contenders.
peared in 1910, can now be seen
ln tiie northwestern night sky
Capt. William H Wincapaw. who about a third above the horizon
has been located in Bolivia, South with the aid of a small telescope or
America the past two years, is eight-power binoculars. The comet
back cn American soil temporarily. trailing a blazing trail, will become
This time not with thc intention of visible to the unaided eye within a
resuming his duties as "The Fly few days—possibly this weekend.
ing Santa Claus." but strictly on
business. A note written by Bill
Since the basic colors ln men's
from Miami, Fla. says he has clothing remain brown, grey, blue
bought a Bellanca airbus cargo and green, lt falls to the lot of the
plane from the Cuban government, accessories to lend the color accents.
and is having radios installed on Mufflers for tcwn are found in
it at Miami before flying the ma solid colors, but they branch out
chine back to Bolivia. Captain into checks and plaids ln bright
Wincapaw now holds a Bolivian, colors when subjected to a bit of
Cuban and CA A. commercial co-intry air. Also in the country
pilot's ratings.
category are the fur-pile gloves Pig
-o—
skin remains the leader for allOn a recent visit to Wiscasset around everyday wear for the busy
I found in charge of the tcwn man. Socks are found in bright
library a man whom I knew well diamond plaids for country wear.
and respected highly when he was For town and business wear, there
pastor of the Congregational are the wools and lisle-wool-cotton
Church in Warren. I have refer mixtures ln solid colors, clocked or
ence to Rev. H. W. Webb, against striped.
whom I once pitched in an old—O—
One year ago: Mrs. Hudson G.
timers' ball game at Warren. It
was not much of a ball game, as Hall, 94, died at her home in this
far as agility and skill went, but city.—Frank L Payson died at the
it drew the largest "gate" ever age of 83 —Myron Young waa elect
known ln Warren up to that time, ed master of Limerock Valley Po
not even excluding the games in mona Orange.—Isidor Gordon sold
which Powers, Sockalexis and Cur the schooner George E. Kllnck to
ley played. The Rockland team Jay Bushway of Newton, Mass was accompanied by a brass band, Warren High School presented the
and it was a gala occasion, never one-act plays “Yours and Mine'*
to be forgotten by the participants. and “A Vane Effort.”
FIRE AT CRESCENT
STREET SCHOOL

Just as this paper went to
press a diaphone alarm took the
fire department to Crescent
street school where a smoulder
ing fire was in progress under
the flrst floor, near the furnace.
All the children were sent out
in perfect order at the first sign
of smoke ln the building. Dam
age slight. School as usual this
afternoon.

Limerock Valley Pomona meets
Saturday
with
Wessaweskeag
Grange in South Thomaston. This
program will be presented: Open
ing song; greeting, worthy master
host Grange; response, Ellena Fre
dette; Christmas carols; shore
Christmas
play.
Owl’s Head
Grange; roll call “My Merriest
Christmas," host Orange. There
will be election of officers. Mem
bers are asked to take gifts for the
joke Christmas tree.

Robert Dyer of Somerville was
in Municipal Court yesterday
charged with obtaining money
under false pretenses. He was re
quired to furnish ball ln the sum
of $500. and was bound over to
the February term of Superior
Court. Arrest was made by Sheriff
Ludwick and State Patrolman
Harold Mitchell, whose search led
them to Augusta. Elwood E. Hart,
of Montille, in Municipal Court
Tuesday, was found guilty of driv
ing a motor vehicle while under
the
influence of
intoxicating
j liquor, and was fined $100 and costs
{of $7.12, with alternative sentence
i of 30 days in Jail. The arrest was
{made Dec. 9 by State Patrolman
! Ray Foley on route 1, between
[Thomaston and Rockland.

Humidity ls ncessary. The sun
would boll the earth without it, or
the world would freeze.

Finland now has approximately
United States in 1938.
175.000 evacuees.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
nirK’^
SERVICE STATION

safeguards your purchase as long as

you own the coat.

The Black Cat

POMONA IN SO. THOMASTON

Gorgeous Fur

added for this event. Watkins Furs

Volume 95............ Number 149.

TWELVE PAGES

If I had my life to live again 1

! would have made a rule to read tome

poetry and llaten to some mualc at
least once a week. The loee of theee
'nates ta a loee of happineee. Charlee

MAIN ST., COR. WINTER
j Darwin
Next to Strand Theatre
A PRAYER
TYDOL 'FLYING A’ GASOLINE
Ood let me blossom as a tree
TYDOL-VEEDOL LUBRICAT'N
That bears the storms with majesty,
Let Us Grease Your Car While ■ bet mv young body, washed by pain.
Be refreshed as trees from rain,
You Are In the Movies
Let me crow sturdy as a flr
That feels the winds with gentle atlr
FREE PARKING FOR
Of
all Its branches, yet ls still.
CUSTOMERS
Teach me. O Ood. to live and grow
Parking For Others, 15c
As straight as trees ln sun and snow;

Richard Ellingwood, Prop.

And with the trees that bear old scars
Lift my young body to the stars!

• Eleanor Allen

entation of books for payment; but, as this is a final release,
it is suggested that depositors collect as promptly as pos
sible. After a period, not yet definitely fixed, the fund will

BASKETBALL

undoubtedly be ordered transferred to some State office

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

in Augusta, and withdrawal of yeur dividend may be sub

BOYS AND GIRLS

stantially more complicated.

LAWRENCE HIGH SCHOOL
BOYS AND GIRLS

ENSIGN OTIS, Receiver.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
FRIDAY NIGHT, DECEMBER 13
7.30 P. M.

149-152

ADMISSION 35c. 25c
149-lt
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But I will deliver thee in that
day, saith the Lord: and thou shalt
not -be given into the hand of the
men of whom thou art afraid.—
Jer. 39: 17.

A Football Hero
Tommy Harmon Is the No.
1 Popular Athlete, As
Voted By the Press Boxe
Footballs mounting popularity
is reflected in the overwhelm:
margin by which Tommy Harir-n
Michigan's greSt back, has been

voted the outstanding male athlete
of 1940 by sports experts participat
ing in the annual Associated Press
poll.
Thirty of the 71 press box seers
who sent in tlieir ballots named
the Wolverine wow their No. 1
choice for his personal exploits in
leading his team to a once-de
feated season and for breaking Red
Orange's record for scoring over a
three-year period.
Hank Greenberg, Detroit's slug
ging outfielder, ran a weak second
with 11 first-place votes and a total
of 57 pcints to Harmon's 141.
Points are counted on a basis of
three for a first choice, two for sec
ond choice and one for third..
Bucky Walters. Cincinnati pitch
er, placed third with 36 points, in
cluding six firsts, while Bobby Fel

ler, Cleveland fircballer, gained
fourth witli 31 points and seven
firsts. In all, 38 sports figures got
their names in the balloting, and 15
of them had at least one admirer
who thought they were tops.
Tills is the second straight year
that a football hero has grabbed
the brass ring. Last year it was
Niles Kinnick of Iowa, but he had
a close brush with Joe DtMaggio of
the Yankees before the polls closed,
winning by eight points. Neither
of them got a single point this time.
Kinnick having left the gridiron
and DiMaggio having had the mis
fortune to play with a losing club.

Two Main Bouts
’Twill Be a Regular
Christmas Season At Park
Street Arena Friday Night

Santa Claus is right on the job
these days, and he will be at the
Park Street Arena Friday night
to present the boxing fans with a
card which this time will include
two main bouts.
Jackie Fisher of Waterville has
at last heeded the several chal
lenges which Eddie Siviski of Dex
ter has hurled at him, and they
George Ryan is clerking at B. will meet tomorrow night, neither
F. Segal’s clothing store during dismayed by the fact that it is
Friday the Thirteenth. Between
the Christmas rush.

We Are Proud Indeed Of Our Huge Gift Stocks This Year—Practical, Sensible Gifts,
That Live With Your Loved Ones and Serve Them Year After Year. Visit Our Great
Store. We Are Entirely At Your Command.

“BURPEE’S—HOME OF A THOUSAND SATISFYING GIFTS”

An Attractive Group of

DINING ROOM SUITES

Club and Side
Chairs

This is the year to replace the old dining room suite,
and Christmas is the time of year

They are graceful in de

sign and of almost un

believable comfort.

Handsome Tables
For every corner of the

home.

They make the

"finished’’ homes.

Give A
Group ... of

Table and Chair

Our new living room suites
are handsome—and very
reasonable in price. Prices
are due to rise.

These exceptional

values in fine furni
ture will provide you
with more than one
practical,

not - ex

Ilow ran you enjoy extra cowl meals. anil still make bln
savings'* Come Io your A.XI’ Super Market, (ind the answer
ill tlie low price tans you II see! Take ASP Coffee, for ex
ample. All 3—Kiitlit O'clock, Keil Circle anil Unbar—are
now at the lowest prices in history! These famous coffees are
the pick ol the plantations!
Have your favorite Custom
tiioiinil—exactly right for your coffee pot—Imlay! Try all
the fine foods both made and sold by A&P! They're grand
buys because we do away with many extra in-between ex
penses, share savings with you. Come—buy—save!

How Paper Is Made
Rockland Lions See and
Hear—Christmas Dinner
For Boys Next Week
An attendance of 96 percent was
recorded at yesterday's meeting of
the Rockland Lions Club, a fact
which was announced with a smile
by King Lion Bob Gregory.
A most cordial greeting was ex
tended to the club's honeymooner,
George W. Gow. Jr., who made the
trip from Bangor to be with his
leonine brethren. Visitors yester
day included Rev Dr. Guy Wilson,
and Lions J G. Hutchins and Jack
Prcctor cf the Camden-Rockport
Club. Applause greeted the an
nouncement that Dr. Wilson would
addrecs the club in January. He is
an ever popular speaker with this
organization.
The meeting next Wednesday will
take the form of a Christmas din
ner for the boys, each member
adopting one for the day. •
•'Pard" Kenyon and Gramp Bur
gess were named by General Chair
man Frank H. Ingraham for the
month of January.
Yesterday’s entertainment con
sisted of talking pictures descrip
tive of the Seaboard Paper Com
pany's industry at Bucksport Every
factor entering into the manufac
ture cf newsprint was shown in
the excellent films together with
some interesting nearby scenes,
including the “Old Jed Prouty
Tavern'' in Bucksport where Presi
dents have registered, together
with many persons from Rockland
and vicinity. It may Interest the
Liens to know that these lines are
printed on paper which came from
this same Bucksport mill.
The club is indebted to Principal
Blaisdell for the use of the High
School projector, and to Clarence
deRochemont who manipulated it.
these lads is the old, old story of
jealousy which stalks in every
walk of life whether it is the opera
stage or the squared circle. Fisher
and Sivinski belonged to the same
club and each thought the other
was
hogging
things.
Siviski
changed his camping ground to
Dexter, and ever since has been
telling the world what he will do
when he steps into the ring and
finds Fisher there. The admirers
of the Waterville boy are wonder
ing.
Back into the ring steps Butch
Wooster to test the wares of
Salem Thomas, a Waterville youth
who uses none but sassy language
when he discusses the Rockland
pugilist. But when Butch sets his
lips in that grim, straight line,
the warrior from Waterville had
better watch out.
Another Wooster. Alton
by
name, will mix 'em up with a
Fairfield boy who travels under
the name of Young Champaine.
Will the latter sparkle like the
well known beverage, or will Alton
Wooster remove the bubbles?
In the first prelim Buster Rcbinson of Thomaston clashes with
Young Terry of Rockport.

SUPER

* FINE QUALITy MEATS * <
WHOLE or RIB HALF

PORK LOINS
GENUINE SPRING

LAMS LEGS
NORTHWESTERN

BORANGE U' save on all
\jSTAMPgJ7 your food
needs!
We’re happy to co-operate

with the Federal Surplus

A double feature laugh and ac
tion pictures are booked for the
Comique Theatre. Camden Fri
day ar.d Saturday. Jane Withers
is back in her latest role "Youth
Will Be Served." Jane's pappy was
picked up by the "revenoors" and
Jane along wtih her red headed
companion Joe Brown. Jr., go north
to break pappy out of jail. Jane
is side tracked by Jane Darwell.
good natured and lovable, and en
rolled in a youth camp.
"Wagon Train’ starring Tim
Holt is the story of a struggle
against nature and man. The bit
ter life history of the pioneer. The
ships that pass in the night be
ing prairie schooners. The fight
against Indians and bad men wrote
the pages of history in blood. Out
of this mess rose great men and
leaders of our nation.
ANNUAL MEETING OF
THE FIST NATIONAL BANK OF
ROCKLAND
Notice Is hereby given that the an
nual meeting of the stockholders of
The First National Bank of Rockland
will be held at Its banking rooms on
Tuesday. January 14. 1941, at 10 o’clock
a m . to fix the number of and elect
a board of directors for the ensuing
year, and to transact such other busi
ness as may properly come before the
meeting.
Per order.

Rockland Stores Only

Mackerel
Scallops
Mackerel
Oysters

FANCY
DEEP SEA

FOR STEWING

Boliom

GRAPEFRUIT FLORIDA
TANGERINES
POTATOES c
CALIF. CARROTS
APPLES MHATIVEH
LPASCAL CELERY

HiUHtniR

Dac. Issue of Woman's
Cay - Hew on Sale!

BUDGET SAVERS.
SILVE8BROOK

S'JNMYFIELO
, IB PRINTS

W
JANE PARKER

Dated Donuts
IZ

PLAIN, SUGARED
or ONNAMON DOZ

Coffee Table

■

Tray Table

STMAS AT BURPEE’S

4 A'
»>-lK

Cashier
12 1940
149. 153-S-5

Lux Flakes
Lux toilet Soap 3 I
Woodbury’s sSS 3
Oxydol
2
Oxydol
2
Duz 2?m«15c2
Pard Dog Food 3
Dog FoodSHRE°S? 4
Veg-All veSes 2
Friend’s <
Babo
Babbitt’s
Ikrshey’s

'

;e a Year—Make 1940 a memorable anniversary with a gift that carries its mesWe invite you to stroll through all the departments of our great store. You will

21c
17c
20c
15c
37c
37c
25c
19c
17c
17
216
11c
25c

Midco
Sparkle I
Bosco
Coconog
Gelatine
SOS Cleaner
American stepl*d*00
C&M Corn Relish
My-T-Fine
Calo Dog Food 3
NBC Cookies cepl*o
Our Own Tea
Ann Page Beans

. _

CANS
14 OZ
TINS
14 OZ
CANS

BARS

ECONO

Icebox Freeze
all flavor*

CANS

PUDDING
ANN PAGE

OESSERTS

Chocolate. Vanilla and Nu1

WITH PORK or TOMATO

CANS

28 OZ
CAN

16 OZ
CAN

Brown, White or Smoke

FRESH CHEESE
N. Y. STATE MILO

sR. E. Nutt Shoe Stores
The Little Store With the

DOZ

Ull

CANS

$2.50, $3.00, $4.00

g

MED. SIZE

24HLB
SUNNYFIELD BAC

CANS

For Girls

&

EUUd
||D

CANS

SNOW AND SKI BOOTS

What, a happy holiday a new bedroom «uite would
mean in your home. The new models are handsome.

REFINED

f* o

100% Pure Hydroge.

Soft Soles or Leather

BED ROOM SUITES

SUNNYFIELD

C-—nated Veg.

FELT SLIPPERS
69c. 85c, $1.00, $1.25

"’’F

*11

er

$1.00, $1.50, $1.75
to $3.00

F

LB

Wilbert’s f
39c Peanut Butter
2cans25C
B&M Beans
B&M Brown Bread
Refres'i-R R^L 35c4.n°/J
Madonna Tomato Paste
Hermel’s Chili Ccn Cams
Hcrmel’c Spam
Dinty Moore Beef Stew
Snow’s Clam Chowder
Snow’s Welsh Rarebit

Sizes 5. infants’, to 12. men's

J '

44

TOP GRADE QUALITY

,

? WSB&jT

ROLLS

Top Grado of Genuine Heavy Corn-Fed Steer
Beef. Each Pound Carries Our Famous Guar
antee •'Complete Satisfaction or Your
Money Refunded.”

SCOTCH
OATMEAL

Lamp Table
Drum Table
Magazine Rack

ROLLS

FLORIDA MEDIUM SIZE

For the Whole Family

v-■

SMOKED

C TO 8 LB. AVE
Shoulders
Smoked Hams
SUNNYFIELD
Cooked Ham WHOLE or EITHER HALF
Link Sausage

WALDORF
4
SCOTT TISSUE 3
SCOTT TOWELS

SHEEPSKIN SLIPPERS

-r UI

FOR BROILING or FRYING - 2H-3 LB AVG

,15‘
22'
,29'
-22'
25'

PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY. DEC

WARM

n u

FANCY FOWL

VALUES!

Tapestry Club Chair
Leather Club Chair
Damask Side Chair
Tapestry Side Chair

X?

4-5 POUND AVERAGE

NATIVE CHICKENS
FRESH

JOSEPH EMERY.

Rockland, Maine. Dec

FANCY TURKEYS

Foods Stamp Plan.

Comique Theatre

pensive gift idea!

•jjfi

162 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

{5

Blue Front

6436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. MF.g

LB

Red Skin Cheese
Muenster Cheese

WHITE
HOUSE

Shortening
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TALKOFTHETOWN TH£ LAWRY

Paqe Three

■an

|N UNIFORM

WE REDEEM BLUE AND ORANGE STAMPS

s
'/jWtUU?
Dec. 13—St. George -Senior class
play. “Look Who's Here.
Dec. 13—City schools close.
Dec. 13—Camden—Senior play "One
Mad Night" at Opera Howe
Dec. 14—Pomona Grange meets with
Wessaweskeag Grange, South Thom
aston (Joke Christmas tree)
Dec. 20—Warren Radio Round Up
Revue at Glover hall
Dec. 21—Camden Benefit Christmas
party at Opera House by Doris Heald
School ot Dancing.
Dec. 25—Christmas Dav
Dec.
25 Camden-Rockport
Lions
Club Christmas Ball at Community
Building
Dec. 30- Winter term ot city schools
begins
Jan 5—Golden Jubilee guest meet
ing ot Lady Knox Chapter. D A.R. at
Community Building

Earle E. McAuliffe of Fulton
street is home for a few days be
fore Joining the tug Nottingham
at New York.

CUT FROM YOUNG FORKERS

PORK CHOPS

I

senger agent, for Grace Line, with
The Robert Messer property on UNION NOTICE
offices in the Little Building, Bos
ton, was a caller at The Courier- North Main and Warren streets
Notice to members of U.C.L. & G.
has been sold througli Freeman S. Workers International. Local No.
Gazette office Wednesday.
Young's agency to Mrs. Margaret 35.
There will be a supper at K. of
Nicholas.
A WELCOME GIFT
P Hall Thomaston, Tuesday, Dec.
The stores of Rockland offer
Basketball games between Rock 17 at 6.30. Meeting for election of
almost anything anybody might
land High School boys and girls officers will follow.
want to buy lor a Christmas
and Lawrence High School ot
William Valenta.
present, but tltere's always an
Fairfield boys and girls will be
Recording Secretary.
easy solution If you are puzzleu
played Friday night at Community
140-150
The Courier-Oazette can be sent
building, first game at 7.30.
into any place in the United
More Talk of the Town on Page 5
States three times a week for $3,
The
third
in
Uie
Winter
series
of
and we do the mailing. The re
There may be the impression in
cipient will be grateful to the teaching clinical sessions was held the community that the x-ray de
Dec
10.
at
the
Kncx
County
Hos

sender 156 times a year.
pital with 20 physicians in atten partment of the Knox County Gendance from Kncx, Lincoln and 1 eral Hospital ls not prepared to
From the Rotary Bulletin: Next Waldo counties. Dr. Henry Marble 1 receive patients, due to Dr. North's
week we arc to have a mystery cf Massachusetts Oeneral Hospital i temporary absence, because of 111program, one In which many will conducted the clinic. The exer 'ness. During Dr. North’s absence
take part. Carl Sonntag has for cises were under the auspices of ' the x-ray department is operating
saken us again. This time we I the medical staff of the Knox Hos ! under the direction of Dr Howard
' Appolonio and Dr. Roland Clapp.
hear from him in Ohio. Tonight pital.
: Radiologist of the Central Maine
the Boothbay Harbor Club Ls hav
ing its first annual meeting in the
An address of a different nature General Hospital In Lewiston.
Methodist vestry.
The sponsor from any which he has yet deliv
Beano at the Elks every Friday
club 'Damariscotta- Newcastle) is ered in Kncx County will be pre
129-tf
meeting with them having can sented by E. Carl Moran at the night
celled Its regular meeting of Baptist Men’s League meeting to
Visit Lucien K. Oreen & Son for
Tuesday. We are pleased to re night A guess as to its nature
i Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for
port our sick members on the might be that it would give some
Dresses. Complete stocks always
recovery list.
Bill Ellingwood impressions of the National Capi on hand. New merchandise coming
made up at the Boston Club after tal. as applied to today's world con In every day at moderate prices.
his stay in the hospital. We will ditions. But whatever his subject, See them today. Odd Fellows Block,.
the former Congressman and for School street. Rockland.
welcome them all back.
107-tf
mer Maritime Commissioner al
Public supp# Saturday 5-7 o'clock ways has something and official to
in St Peters Undercroft. Menu, say. And President Bruntoerg re
cold ham, beans, broyn bread, minds the members of another fea
homemade rolls, dBBhgc salad, ture, that "steaming hot supper ’
pickles, cake, doughnut?, coffee — which awaits them at 6.30.
adv.

MINCE PIE

DIED
Gross At Westboro. Mass.. Dec 10.
Randall A Gross, aged 68 years, 2
months 10 days Funeral Friday at
2 o'clock from Burpee funeral home.
Bernet At Rockland. Dec 11. Nellie
M.. wife of Capt John Bem.'t. aged
77 vears. 1 month. 27 days Funeral
Saturday at 2 o'clock from residence
Pease omit flowers
CARD OF THANKS
The Salvation Army wishes to thank
the Helies Bakery of Brunswick for
the bread given to them for distribu
tion.
•
Major and Mrs Thompson

All Makes—New and Used
New Portables.

129.50, $3150. LPM. $51.50

Rockland Typewriter Co.
71 Park St.

Rockland

Tel. 297-W

Dance Saturday Night
SOUTH HOPE GRANGE HALL
Old and New Dances
WOODCOCK'S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c, 35c (tax includedl
140Th-tf

A delicious fish chowder (made
with real milk) piping hot—.will be
served 11 to 1 o'clock Tuesday. Dec.
17 In I OOP. Hall, School street,
made by the Rebekah's best cooks,
pickles and gingerbread with
whipped cream top it off, and all
for a quarter. Think that over and
be at Odd Fellows hall Tuesday
noon, for the dinner is only a quar
ter and benefits Christmas baskets
for Rebekah shut-ins.
14C<‘150

Have your car greased while you
go to the movies. Just leave it
at Dick s Service Station next
north of Strand Theatre. Next
time you go to the movies drive
up to Dick's "Flying A'' pump. Say
"Fill her up. Dick" and have no
parking worries, for Dick will park
your car free on his lot.—adv.*

wM that wonefe'i.fu.L
otet-fashioned. flavor

"PHILLIPS DELICIOUS"

Sun-Ripened Beauties—
Delightful To Eat

TOMATO SOUP,

3 ™s 13C

"PHILLIPS DELICIOUS"

a

PEACHES

CHICKEN SOUP,

O™s2oC

I—-

MKOY-ro-USf

MINCE MEAT

All Waste, Rubbish, Etc.. Taken
Care Of. Prompt. Dependable
Service. General Trucking.
PHONE 8841

DICK'S SERVICE STATION
Main SL, Corner Winter
Next To Strand Theatre

149'It

Sn
£
n tis.

PORK STEAK
FRESH BACON,
SAUSAGE,
PIG’S LIVER, fresh,
FANCY SOFT MEATED

9C
gg
tin IOC
tin

FAME BRAND

PINEAPPLE JUICE,

PINEAPPLE

15C
LB.
JAR 41/

TOMATO JUICE, Ige tin

SLICED OR
CRUSHED

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• • •

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

ALWAYS WELCOME
Particularly acceptable
are gifts of Potted Plants
and Cut Flowers. They
convey a Christmas wish
as can no other gift.
Miniature figures in a
large assortment for your
collector friends.
Suet Feeders for bird

lovers.
Pin Cushion Flower Hold
ers so indispensable to
flower lovers and at scarce
ly the price of a Christmas
card.
Christmas shop at—

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 318-W

148-149

“HIRED WIFE”

BESTvou ever tasted
dt

DOUBLE

YOUR MONEY BACK

Franco-American
SPAGHETTI | MACARONI

2 tins 18c

© /s^^Nesox r0f>

A

SATURDAY ONLY, DEC. 14
LUPE VELEZ. LEON ERROL
in

“MEXICAN SPITFIRE
OUT WEST”
also
JACK HOLT
in

“THE GREAT PLANE
ROBBERY”
SUN.-MON.. DEC. 15-16
TYRONE POWER
LINDA DARNELL
Basil Rathbone, Eugene rallette
in

BONELESS
BONE IN
BONE IN

BEEF LIVER,

17c

LEANCHUCK ROAST,
MEATY
BONELESS
POT ROAST,
SMOKED SHOULDERS,

lb 17/
Ib 27/
Ib 14/

LB.

STRICTLY FRESH

2 - 23C

COD TONGUES
FANCY FRESH

10c

FLOUNDERS TIT*
FRESH SHRIMP

FRESH NATIVE SCALLOPS

HERE IS SOMETHING REALLY DELICIOUS

SPICED CAKE D’NUTS

6 for 10/

FRESH EVERY DAY FROM OUR FAMOUS ROBOT

TEA ROLLS ™

~ 10/

RADIO SALE

THE MARJORIE MILLS HOUR SPECIALS
MORRF.LL E-Z CUT HAM. whole or half
NESTLE’S SEMI-SWEET CHOCOLATE
FRIENDS MINCE MEAT
KNOX GELATINE
TETIEV TEt

pkg 10c

TIIE HOUSEWIVES' PROGRAM
WLBZ AND AFFILIATED STATIONS

BREAD has been called the staff of life, and so it is! It is as essential to the welfarr of the school
children as sunshine and fresh air! Give it to your children at every meal—and watch them grow
mere healthfully, more strongly.

HONEY BOV WHITE BREAD
IS FINE IN TEXTURE, RICH
IN FLAVOR. AND HEALTH
FUL IN QUALITY.

LARGE
LOAVES

3 pkgs 25c

2 pkgs 41c
IVORY SOAP

99 44-100';

2 d°?- 29/

PURE—IT FLOATS

GUEST IVORY

LARGE

DOUGHNUTS

Make Each Meal
A Real Treat! Serve
Fresh Doughnuts. Ours Are
Just Fresh Every Hour

3 for 25c

4c

3 for 22c

SCOTTOWELS Roll

WALDORF

4

LBS.

ORANGES
FLORIDA—VERY JUICY

LBS.

STOCK UP
*wp SAVE
scottissue

SUGAR 10
50/
LARD
2
15/
69/
FLOUR
SODACR’KERS 2 14c
GRA. CR’KERS 2 17c
17c
OLEO
2

9C

for 17c

HOLDER FOR SCOTTOWELS
IN RED, IVORY OR GREEN

ALL
PURPOSE

24 W LB.
BAG

LB.
BOX

IB.
BOX

■C

DOZ.

43c

POTATOES, U. S. No. 1 Grade, pk 17c
LETTUCE. Ige heads........ 2 for 15c
CARROTS................... 2 bchs 15c
MclNTOSK APPLES......... 5 lbs 25c

LBS.

CPPQ Native, Ige size .... doz 33c
LUUO Native Pullets......... doz 25c

FRESII

SPINACH ;

CRISP

LEAN

“THE MARK OF ZORRO”
also
“The March of Time No. 3”
"MEXICO"
and Wall Disney's
"Mr. Mouse Takes a Trip''

15c

MEDIUM

LARGE

5c

25c
25c
35c
33c

2 pkgs 29c

KRE-MEL SURPRISE

IVORY FLAKES-IVORY SNOW

MEDIUM

Ib 29c

2 pkgs
tin
2 pkgs
........ W lb pkg

I'-ALL-NO MINTS

** **

IDIAS

WASTELESS

33c
39c
33c
25c
29c

AT OUR FISH COUNTERS

39/s
MA

BONELESS

ARMOUR’S STAR SAUSAGE, in 1 Ib bowls. ,. 25c

IVORY SOAP .... med. bar 5c; 3 Ige bars 25c
GRAPENUTS............................... pkg 12c
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR........ pkg 20c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE........ i/2 lb cake 15c
ROLLED OATS..................... 2 Ige pkgs 29c
BAKER'S COCOA................... 1 lb tin 14c
SALADA TEA, Red Label....... i/2 lb pkg 38c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP.......... tin 8c
MATCHES........................... 6 boxes 17c
SALT, free running......... 2 2-lb boxes 13c
SPRY or CRISCO.... 1 lb tin 17c; 3 lb tin 47c
JEWEL or TEX SHORTENING ... 3 lb tin 37c
RINSO or OXYDOL................ 2 Ige pkgs 37c
CONFECTIONER’S SUGAR ..3 1-lbpkgs 19c
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES....... 3 pkgs 20c
KELLOGG’S ALL BRAN................. pkg 18c
CHEF BOY-AR-DtE Spaghetti Dinner, pkg 29c

t

Ib
lb
lb
lb
lb

WASTELESS

HAMBURG STEAK,
STEWING BEEF,

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

RICE KRISPIES
MARSHMALLOW SQUARES
h cup butter
S teaspoon vanillt
If lb. marshmallows (about 30)
1 pkg. Kellogg’s Rica Kfispiea <5)f 02.)
Melt butter and marshmallows in double
boiler. Add vanilla; beat well. Put Rice Krispies in large buttered bowl and peuron marsh
mallow mixture. Press into shallow buttered
-I pan. Cut into squares. Yield:
’ - -> 16
meh squares
r \ <10x10 inch pan I.
‘ O\V
Not*:nut
B'kh n>«U»nd
cocoanut
may be
added.

BONELESS

SIRLOIN,
PORTERHOUSE,
RUMP STEAK,
SIRLOIN,
PORTERHOUSE,

Maine Peas, fancy............. 2 tins 25c
String Beans................... 4 tins 29c
Peas............................. 4 tins 29c Evaporated Milk................ 4 tins 27c
Corn on Cob................. '. 2 tins 29c Dill Pickles.................... 2% tin 10c
Friends Beans.................. 2
tins25cCorned Beef........... 2 12-oz tins 35c
Friends Indian Pudding......... tin 10c
Dried Peaches.......... 11 oz pkg 10c
Campbell’s Chicken Soup .... tin 10c Grapefruit Juice......... 2 Ige tins 35c
Campbell’s Soups............ 3 tins 25c Thrivo Dog Food............ 3 tins 23c
except chicken and mushroom
Gerber’s Baby Food............ 3 tins 20c .Veal Loaf............ 2 7-oz tins 25c
Gorton’s Codfish Cakes......... tin 12c
Asparagus..................... 2 tins 29c
Mixed Vegetables............ 2 tins 13c
Burnett’s Vanilla......... 2 oz bot 25c
Pink Salmon................... 2 tins 29c
Ketchup................... 2 Ige bots 25c
TEA. Orange Pekoe .... 1/2 lb pkg 25c B. & M. Corn Relish........ 2 jars 23c
Red Salmon ........................ tin 22c
Chase & Sanborn Coffee....... lb 21c
Crabmeat............................ tin 19c
Southern Fruit Cake......... loaf 29c
Shrimp............................... tin 11c

with a big cast including
Rosalind Russell, Brian Ahcrne.
Virginia Bruce, Robert Benchley
John Carroll

Ib 35/
Ib 25/

kidney
rib

- STEAKS -

TODAY & FRIDAY. DEC. 12-13

BURPEE'S

35c
14c
23c
19c

LAMB CHOPS, FOREQUARTER
Ib 19c
LAMB for stewing,
2 lbs 25c

2 ;s 35/

—Actually Ripened on the Plant in Hawaii.

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

Universal presents their out
standing comedy of the new sea
son—

lb
lb
lb
2 lbs

ib 23c

LAMB LEGS
LAMB CHOPS
LAMB CHOPS

_

"PHILLIPS DELICIOUS"

PURE GRAPE JAM

WALDO THEATRE
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

19/

LB

CUT FROM
NATIVE FIGS
CUT FROM
NATIVE PIGS
HOME MADE
PURE PORK

—Pure, Full Flavored and Low Priced—a Reminder of Mother's Home-Made Jam.

3 tins 23c

Free Dinner; $10 Merchandise and
Specials Given Away

CORN,

2 25c

(MQT DW

nipicQ
WASTE DISPOSAL
SERVICE

CENTER
CUTS

MAINE GOLDEN BANTAM

TRY THIS CANDY RECIPE

BINGO

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!! Spear Hall, Friday Nite, 7.30
Why spend money on useless pile
remedies? Pile Driver will give
relief at once. Money back if not
delighted. H. A. MARR. Warren
Me. (mailed anywhere in Maine,
$1.00). On sale at Carroll's Cut
Rate Store, Rockland. 122Th-tf

14c

LB.

These are Rockland's well known Lawry boys. LeH to right are:
Son Richard E. of Batery F at Portland; center. Charles M., the father,
lately transportation officer for Battery F at Fort McKinley, and sched
uled to return shortly; and finally son Milton W„ headquarters and serv
ice company at Fort Logan. Colo., 1st class private, and assistant truckWinslow Dwight, traveling pas master.

The 9-lb. wonder—tnilv portsble.

2’i TO 3 LB.
AVERAGE

PORK ROAST

THE

PERRY

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY * USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET

TK.

17/

I
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Foot

loch and daughter, Carolyn, Mr. I dian Song and drill by the third was presented to Mrs. Vinal, by
recent guests of his mother, Mrs
WARREN
nnd Mrs. John Beaton, Mr aud and fourth grades, in Indian Barbara Marr.
Ida Whitcomb.
Added1 to the list of names of Mrs. Fred Anderson. Mr. and Mrs. ' suits: Christmas Drill by the boys
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Boggs are
Mr. and. Mrs. George Greenlaw those taking part ln the pageant
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette
in Boston where they will make
of grade 2. A gift from the school
attended a reception Saturday
the chimes Rang” are. War- Lewis Thompson and son, Wayne j
their home.
all
of
Rockland,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
;
nlght in Augusta in honor of Prank ren Phiibrook. Charlotte Moore.
Miss Orace Simmons was a
Charles Taylor and Joseph Hooper
Douglas, grand patriarch of the and Martha oriffln.
IFT'tWWnmiRWfmWI WFCKW)
Portland visitor Tuesday.
c
of Tenant's Harbor. Mr. and Mrs. S
Grand Encampment of Odd PelThe
Dorcas
Circle
of
Kings
Norman Hooper of South Portland.
Birthday night was observed | iows
Daughters will meet Monday aft Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kalloch of
Monday at Meenahga Grange. Tire
Miss Florence Lupien is visiting
ernoon at the home of Mrs. Wil- North Warren, Miss Lizzie Wins
third and fourth degees were in Portland.
1 lis Vinal to fill Christmas boxes low. Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hooper i
worked on four candidates. A
Thirty-six members and guests
baked bean supper was served of the Woman’s Club attended the for the ill and shut in. Each mem and son Robert, and G. Dudley I
after the program. Forty mem monthly luncheon at the Com- | ber is asked to take an appropriate Gould. Cards and beano were
| card for her box.
played and refreshments were |
bers were present.
rnunity Garden Club House Tues
The Oeorges Valley 4-H Club is served Mrs. KaUoch received manyMr. and Mrs. Stanley Lenfest day. Mrs. Alice McGouldrick. secand son. David are spending a few [ retary of the Maine Public Health i PlanninS a Christmas party Mon nice gifts.
days in Hamilton. Mass.
j Association spoke on her work and day following a meeting at 6.30 at
Services Sunday at the Congre
I^Don’t think slippers
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Creamer ’ Mrs. Elsie Mank gave a report on the home of the local leader. Earle gational Church will be: At 10 30
and Mrs. Raymond Bagley passed j the distribution of clothing t0 Moore. Sr. Each member will take a. m "Before Bethlehem,” and at
dull and unin
7 p. m.. "Spiritual Discernment.'’
Hostesses were a ten-cent gift for the tree.
Wednesday and Thursday in Lew needy families.
teresting!
They're
Offl.’ers will be elected Tuesday Church school will meet at 9.30
Mrs. Fannie Brooks. Mrs. Maude
iston.
C.
Gay.
Mrs.
Evelyn
Spear.
Mrs.
I
at
the
meeting
of
Warren
Grange,
a.
m
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston
bright, and bring the
and Mrs. Bessie Kuhn visited Wed- | Lydia Morse. Mrs. Ida Soule and | After the business, there will be
The Pilgrim Club will meet Mon
children visions of
Mrs. Louise Miller.
I a Christmas party, each member day right with Joan Smith, the
nesday in Portland.
High
School
Notes
lo
furnish
a
ten-cent
present
for
Mrs. William Flint and Miss
hostess to be leader.
happy rest.
The Honor RoU for the second the tree.
Refreshments will be
Marcia Blaney were Portland visi
Services Sunday at the Baptist
ranking period is: Post Graduates served.
tors Tuesday.
Church will be: At 10.30 a. m. "The
The Men s Committee on Fin- Gifts of God." and at 7 p. m. "The
There will be no meeting of the —Crystal Fitch. Gerald Hilton,
1 nish Relief will give a Relief pro- Call of Jesus." Church schqol will
Community Garden Club this Thelma Nutter.
Seniors—Annie Heald. Donald . gram of moving pictures of Fin- meet at noon. Miss Ella Simmons
week. The next meeting will be in
Heyer. Clayton Hoak. Robert IfiU. i land Saturday night at Olover will be the leader of the B Y P U.
January.
Mrs. Alfred Storer and Miss Vera Jameson, Dewey Moody. Mona hall. The program will be followed at 6 o'clock.
by dancing.
Marion Storer were Portland visi Winchenbach.
Tlie annual meeting of the War
A delightful surprise
party.
Juniors—Arthur Burgess. Robert
tors Tuesday.
ren Farmer's Mutual Fire Insur
Miss Frances Simmons and War Creamer. Inez Hilton. Elizabeth complimenting Mrs. O O. Kalloch
ance Co. will be held at the Town
ren Simmons have returned from Jameson, Ernest McLain. Mary of Thomaston on her birthday
House. Saturday at 2 o'clock. A
Miller. Bessie Stahl. Maynard Wal was given Tuesday night by Mrs.
a visit in Boston.
Isaac Hooper. Present were Mr directors' meeting will be held at
Mrs. Frances Reed has returned^ lace.
from a few days visit ln Portland.^ Sophomores — Frances Creamer. and Mrs. O. O Kalloch of Thom- } o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Abbott Spear of
Mrs. Bessie Kuhn entertains the Pauline Creamer, Joyce Fitzgerald, aston. Mr ar.d Mrs. Norman KaiBarbara Picinich.
========= Newton Centre. Mass, were en
Bridge Club tonight.
tertained Saturday by Mr and
Freshmen — Ernest Fitzgerald. boys won three and lost none and
The Dramatics Club will present
Mrs Wilder Moore, at a venison
in assembly Friday. “Four Little Beryl Gross. Arthur Kennedy. Mar- the Sophomore girls won one and
supper.
Women Plan A Merry Christmas '' garet Mank. Leonard Newbert. J lost two. William Dixon is giving
Rehearsals are in progress in
In the cast are Barbara Picinich. Richard Osier, Louise Teague.
Kenneth Cole a Christmas tree
the Baptist Choir for special mu
Peggy Jameson. Barbara Scott,
Grade VIII—Otis Benner. Robert who in turn, shall present it to
sic at the morning service Sunday.
Mona Winchenbach, and Vera Kane, Helen Putansu. Frances the Sophomore Class.
Richards. Berton Scott, Marie | The Girls Olee Club recently Pupils Dramatize Christmas
Jameson.
Schools close Friday for Christ Waltz.
! practiced cheers. At a recent asChildren of the Hinckley Corner
Buttoned cuff
Grade VII—James Currie, Robert | sembly Doctor Buker. a mission- Primary School presented the op
mas vacation of two weeks.
slipper, in
Mr and Mrs. John Whitcomb Heyer, Marion Hilt, Ruth John- | ary from Burma, told of his work eretta
"Christmas Awakening,"
and son John of Portland have been son. Arlene Kennedy, Gloria Mena- I among the natives and Lepers.
warm flannel.
Wednesday. Parts were taken by
han, Herbert Morse. Dorothy Spear
The semi-finals for the Public I Barbara Marr, Alice Kenniston,
Tryouts for the Sophomore Class Speaking were held Friday as an Marion Farris. Dorothy Aho. Anita
play, “Which is the Way To Bos- assembly in the gym. These stu- Robinson. Arthur Jenkins. Dale
ton,' were held Monday. As yet dents participated: Inez Hilton. Messer. Joan Maxey. Maxine LindOpen toe slip
Used Chevrolets, Fords and
the participants have not been an- Nellie Moody. Madelyn Genthner. sey. Kathleen Marr. Glendon Simper with fur
International Trucks
nounced. The mighty sophomore j Mary Miller, Mary Steele. Arthur i mons. Charles Berry. Gary Ken-»
$50.00 Up
cuff.
Suede.
volley-ball Juggernaut continued ] Burgess David Achorn. Ada Smal- r.iston. Roy Pease. Mart- Berry',
Will Finance To Suit
along in its blitzkrieg fashion un- ley. Richard Miller, Mona Win- Incidental solos were sung by
The girls team broke its ; cher.bach. Shirley Howard. Virginia Charles Berry. Mary Berry and
Mack Motor Truck Co. J checked.
losing
streak
and finally downed Oenthner, and Helen Levensaller. Roy Pease.
116 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Kid slipper
, the Freshmen girls 15 to 13 while Marcia Benner acted as chairman
Other program numbers includ
TEL. 1178
with satin
the boys were victorious 15 to 11 Inez Hilton, Nellie Moody. Madelyn ed. vocal solos by Alice Kenniston,
148-150
|The present standing: Sophomore Genthner. Mary Steele. Richard Alfred Kenniston. Dale Messer. I
lining.
-------- - M il
and Virginia Genthner Joan Maxey and Maxine Lindsey:
were chosen by the faculty to take j vocal duet by Barbara Marr and !
STYLES FOR GIRLS
part ln the finals.
Kathleen Mann; recitations by
Kid slipper,
In the seventh and eighth grade Annette Cogan, Kenneth Farris. '
• STYLES FOR BOYS
volley-ball games Friday,
the Janet Philbrook, Rae Cogan. Nancy
fleece
lined,
GET IN LINE NOW FOR A BIG PAY JOB
eighth grade boys and girls won.
Aho. Paul W’atts. James Anderson.
Be a Qualified Welder
cuff.
•
STYLES
FOR
TOTS
The seventh gTade is to put on Marion Starrett. Russell Starrett. |
All Practical Training By Expert Instructors
a play Friday for the Eighth Grade and Norman Peabody, and the '
Day and Evening Classes—Low Tuition Rates
Both grades are planning to have school chorus, accompanied by i
BATH WELDING CO.
a Christmas tree.
j Anita Robinson, piano, and Arthur
3 SIMMER ST.
BATH, ME.
TELEPHONE 992
The Junior High Girl’s Glee Club Jerkins, harmonica. Mrs. Willis
147*152
met Monday and sang Christmas Vinal was accompanist for the
Carols.
| other musical numbers.
——— - —— —
————There were also recitations by
ROCKLAND, ME.
Phlllp Pease Leat!‘ce Dolham , 432 MAIN STREET,
Bertha Keto and Esther Overlcck; y
________
piano >olo by Anita Robinson; In- ' weWHW’CWK’C’MW'M’W'K'C’e’C'MX'Ct’CWtKXK’re'M’tWW’C’k

WALDOBORO

'

SENTER-CRANE'S

Colorful Slippers [«ihe Children

End Of Year Sale

S In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

$2.45

$1.39

LEARN WELDING

$1.49

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

A

Come to Bangor and see

fi--------

FREESE’S
CHRISTMAS
WONDERLAND

BE SURE TO SEE
Santa Claus . . . The Moving Picture Machine . . . Flipo The Dog . . . and The Roll
over Cat in Freese s Huge Toyland . , . Radio City on Freese’s Fourth Floor of
Home Furnishings . . . Tlie Handkerchief City on Freese's Street Floor . . . The
Electrical Gift Shop in Freese’s Pickering Square Store, and dozens of other mar
velous Christmas features!

See our 31 brilliant display windows
ablaze with lights—and crammed with
Christmas gifts for all the family.

citv

YOUNG rabbit dog found tn Thom
aston. Dr 8 veliow and white name
on tag John Kinney, 1 Donahue Place.
R rkland I- at MR PIERPONTS
Thomastcn
149 151

FOR SALE

for low price; white gold settings
NOTICE—-Is licrepy given of the loss
Write •A BC.'' care The Courier____
On
149-1- Qf deposit book AInf.bered 37038 and
bette.
the owner of dtie book a-ks for duPORTABLE adding machines and plicate In accoHknce with thc protypewriters for Christmas Bookkeeping vision of thi' l-tste Law
ROCKLAND
machines, cash registers and supplies SAVINGS BANK. By Edward J. Helnew and rebuilt at lowest prices DI- he- Treas . Rockland. Me Dee. 12.
rcct factory agentD-llvery serv’ce 1940
149-Th 155
.! W THOMAS ii CO 22 Llild ". St
..
.
. i i. .
Tel 807.
149-151
op
snrlng; size 30x54. 13 50 34 CRESTFVT
149*lt
ST.
LIVE bait lor sale. H H CRIE tt CO
APARTMENT D to let at The Lau
328 Main St„ City
148-150 ricttr Schoo! St. Inquire at THE
r- __________________________
COPPER KETTLE
149-151
KNIGHTS Templar regalia for .uie.
ln fair condition. 125 hat size 7', 1 HOUSE to rent at 17 Suffolk St.. 8
I J. SHUMAN 15 Pleasant St. 148-150 r cm- and bath, garage, furnace inSIX and-one electric
e< mblnatlon U1llr i.t MRS MARGARET KNIGHT
149-151
sawing ' u-flt for sale Price right A 34 Pleasant St.
W DEMUTH South Warren.
148-150
UNFURNISHED aparifnent to let. 4
DODGE motor 1929 for sale. $10; r in». sun porch, toilet and heiter
Chevrolet coupe 1930 In fine running Inquire 12 Knox St.. TEL. 156-W.
condition, $50 MRS H C PARSON. __________________________________ 148-tf
North Haven. Me
148-150
FURNISHED heated apartment to
PAIR of one-horse sleds for sale. let at 14 MASONIC ST
148*150
RALPH BENNETT. Bonnie Brae St .
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3
Camden_______________________ 147-149
ro tn- bath, call 29 Rockland St.
£
147-ll»
SINGLE-horse sled for sale
TEL TEI. 607-R
28 11. Warren_________________ 147-149
34-FT boat for sale the "Prtaea
let. 84 week luSTTh
MOUSE. 77 Park
WILMER AMES Matinicus. Me 144-149 St.
146-tf
ONE modern white enamel gas stove
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limerock
for sale, good as new; also dinette set 4 St. Inquire at PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY
Bargain for quick sale 48 Talbot Ave
144 tf
TEL 781-3
143-tf j-----ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. TEL
Hard woou per loot, fitted. 81.50;
.
579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS 145-tf
Sewed gt 40: long, 81 30 M BAG O
PERRY Tel 487________________ 145-tf
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
for aale, $14 50; Pocahontas lumpy
soft. $9; fitted dry hard wood. $1 50 ft.
J B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62
PERIODICAL Subscription Service
__________________________________145 tf
R S Shermxn. 76 Masonic St.. Rock
D As H hard coal, egg, stove, nut land TEL 1168 or send post card lor
$14 50 per ton, del. Household solt coal catalogue
_________ 149 151
TYPING neatly and accurately done

1m

TO LET

MISCELLANEOUS

At Main Street Hardware Co.
(tfYear after year that Merry Old Gen
tleman makes his Christmas Headquarters
at Ihe Maine Street Hardware Co., and
this year Santa Rides Again bringing with
him his finest selection of the newest of
new toys and modernized versions of old
favorites. Conte in today and shop io
your heart's content, profit by our low
prices and help make this the merriest
Christmas of ail.

AT CHRISTMAS TIME—THE SHOW SPOT OF MAINE

See the biggest and finest display
of Christmas decorations in all of New
England — a huge store bright with
thousands of electric lights—six floors
of Christmas cheer inside and out—
sixty three complete departments pack
ed with thousands of Christmas gifts
from roof to cellar!
People marvelled at Freese’s Christ
mas Wonderland last year! This year
it is more spectacular than ever be
fore. Don’t miss it-

KEY ring lost Saturday or Sundav
Advertisement* in thia oulumn no.
three keys. cockxcrew and
to exceed three line* lneerted once for ,omainlng
utile opener. Finder please TEL
2} cento three time* for 50 cento. Ad
148-150
dltlonal lines Ove cento each for on» —-------- -—'
■ - .
time. 10 cento for three tlmea Five
WHITE Spitz dog loxt; black harsmall words to 4 line
ne- Reward MBS DORIS MERRILL
2-1 Walnut 8t . oft Park. City
149-151

SLEDS

Made in Maine

VELOCIPEDES
$1.29 and up

girl wants position
as mothers helper or as housekeeper
Write "L. M." care The Courier-Oa
zette:
149-151
POSITION caring for invalid or do
ing housework wanted. MRS R s.
WHITE, Owls Head_____________ 149-151
RELIABLE man wanted to care lor
local business. Married man preferred.
Inside apd outside position Car es
sential Write P O BOX 146. Water
ville. Me for appointment
148-150
POSITION as office clerk wanted,
experienced and good references TEI,
. W.
il *1247
"*'"■•.
—- ----------------------------- -148-150
------FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered T J FI.EMING. 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W. 137-148-tf

SKIS
Famous
Lund Brand

From 98c

$1.29 and up
An inexpensive toy that
every boy and girl must
have. Disc wheels with
roller bearings. All sizes
. . . bright colors.

98c
and up

See Our Special Maple Ridge Top
With Bindings Attached. Extra Special.

$6.95
CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTS
From 29c
CANDLES. 29c up
See Our Special Clusters of Three

5 in. Christmas Foil Bells $2.89
Also Special 7-Light Merry
Christmas Garlands at $3.39

PAINTS • STOVES - KITCHENWARE
"FORMERLY VEAZ/E'S "

f6 - 7441 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Vz,

T?L 6&W
Cltv
147-149
MEN, Women! Want Vim? Stimu
lants, tcnlcs In Oatiex tablets pep up
bodies lacking vitamin B-l, Iron. Cal
cium. Phosphorus Get 35c size Ostrex
today. First package satisfies or mak
er refunds low price
Call, write C.
H MOOR & CO. and all other good
drug stOTes
145-153
MALE Instruction—It you like to
draw skclch or paint, write for talent
test (no feel Give age and occupa
tion. BOX "F. S 1." care CourierOazette.
148-150

PUBLIC NOTICE
TO THE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF
THE CITY OF ROCKLAND. MAINE
Central Maine Power Company, a
corporation duly organized and exist| ln ;
an(j by virtue of the laws
Of the State ol Maine, and having Its
principal office and place of business
p, Augusta. In the County ol Ken
nebec ln said State and authorized
Uu transmit and distribute electricity
In the Olty tl Rockland. Maine, lit

When shamnooingr rugs avoid,
strong soaps that will cause the
wool liber t>0 become harsh ana tltlcns for permission in accordance
wlth law. to erect and maintain poles
ary.
with cross arms carrying wires, to

From 98c

SCOOTERS

WAGONS

A WANTED
A EXPERIENCED

The Best in America

See our great variety of
the very newest bikes.
All styles, sizes, colors.
Come in early while our
selection is largest.

Colorful, speedy boxtype wagons. Rubber
tires. Newest stream
lined model with pro
tective rounded corners.

c ° PERBV,?

jg [

«!

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
WHEREAS. Gladys
Murphy and
P “ Ellen Knowlton, both of Roekland In
JS I the County of Knox and State of
OT Maine, bv thelr mortgage deed dated
JST | June 4 1934. recorded In the Knox
OT ! Registry of Deeds. Book 241. Page 19.
JS I conveyed to the Home Owners Loan
Corporation, a Corporation duly es
tablished under the laws .of the
United States of America, having Its
office and principal place of business
in Washington, District of Columbia,
the following described real estate,
situated In Roekland. ln the County
of Knox and State of Maine:
"A certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, and
known as the homestead ol the
late Nellie O Ulmer, located on
the North side of Park Street, ln
said Rockland, and the land ad.. Jacent thereto as owned by her.
but excepting and reserving the
i
field on the South side of Park
I
Street and opposite said home
stead Also excepting and reserv
ing from the above described
premises, such mineral rights as
have been heretofore conveyed by
said Nellie G. Ulmer or her for
bears "
WHEREAS, the condition of said
Mortgage ls broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of thc
breach of the condition thereof, the
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation
by Elisha W Pike. Its Attorney there
unto duly authorized by Its power of
attorney dated October 1. 1936. end
recorded ln the Knox County Reg stry
of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313. claims
a foreclosure of said mortgage and
gives this notice for that purpose.
Dated this tenth day df December.
A D 1940
HOME OWNERS’ LOAN
CORPORATION.
By Elisha W. Pike.
149-TH-155

gether with the necc sary sustaining
and supporting wires and fixtures re
quired therefor, upon, and along the
following named highways and pub
lic roads In aid City of Rockland:
Reconstruction of the pole plant to
Include the relocation of several
poles on Maverick Street; on Talbot
Ave, (Union St to top of Talbot
Avenue hill); Norlh Main Street. (Rankin Block to R-R Railroad crossing);
Broadway. Pole 43 to 63 Inclusive
CENTRAL MAINE POWER
COMPANY
Bv H P Blodgett
H P Blodgett Division Manager
November 29. 1940
Rockland. Maine. December 3 1940
Upon the foregoing petition, it Is
Ordered lhat a hearing be held
thereon at the City Council Room,
ln the City of Rockland on Monday,
the sixth day of January, 1941. at 7 30
oclock in the afternoon at which
time and place residents and owners
of property upon the highways to be
affected thereby shall nave full op
portunity to show cause why such
permit should not be granted; and
that public notice thereof be given
by publishing a copy of said petition
a.tested by the City Clerk, together
with this order of notice thereon,
once a week for 2 successive weeks in
the Rockland Courier-Oazette, a news
paper printed in the said City of
Rockland, the last publication to be
fourteen days before said hearing.
EDWARD R VEAZIE, Mayor
Louis R. Cates,
John Bemet,
F. D. Orne.
R C Perry,
William J. Sullivan.
M M. Condon.
C M Havener,
•
Aldermen.
True Copy
I 4 4,,i 4 > *
Attpst:
E. R. KEENE.
City Clerk.

148-151

night witli Mia Sada Robbins.
Mrs. Nellie York, returned Mon- ( Moses Webster Lodge. FA-M.
day to North Haven having beer, conferred the entered apprentice
gucrt of Mr. and Mrs. William degree Tuesday night on three can
didates. Supper was served.
Lawry.
Mrs Mildred Torfason Ls in NewMrs. Ora Jcnes and Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick Jones went Tuesday York, where 'he has employment
at the home of Mr. and Mrs Wil
to their heme in Belfast.
At the close of the meeting cf liam Warner.
Marguerite Chapter O ES. , Dec., Mrs. Walter Staples and infant
16. a Christmas tree and party will son Walter who have been at the
be held
Members are asked to home of Mrs. Lucy Skoog, are pass
take a 10-cent gift. Chairman of ing a few weeks with relatives, be
fore going to Plainville, N. J.
Committee is Lois Webster.
The Winners 4-H Club met Mon
The Knit-Wits met Tuesday
ni"''t with Mrs. Barbara Nutting. day night, with Ruth Arey Lead
The Bridge Eight met Wednesday er Mrs. Scott Littlefdield and As

VINALHAVEN

sistant Leader Mrs. Kenneth Cook
were present.
The girls were
taught how to use the sewing ma
chine. Refreshments were served.
Mrs Walter Ingerson is ln Port
land to visit her daughter Mrs.
Walter Black.
Mrs. Fred Ccombs went Wednes
day to Portland (for a few weeks'
visit with her grandsen. Kendall
Hatch.

LAMONT'S NORTH HAVEN ESTATE

MAKE EXTRA SAYINGS

Greenland recently purchased
two American land planes .

tor EffltA JfiOUDAY BlW/NG fi

Credo. .
No matter how funny
you think it is, it is not a pleasantry

£fi

WW

'mum

Paqe Five
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Every-Other-Dav

RN1TURE
The, Gift
Supreme!
Visit Our Great Gift Store—Select Your Gifts
-We Will Hold Them Until Christmas
For Delivery
TWO MAGIC NAMES

“LANE” and “CAVALIER”

A partial view of Ihe estate of Thomas W. Lamont on the western

fi side of North Haven, not far from the Dwight W. Morrow cottage. It is
fi one of the show places on (lie Lsland with its sunken garden and wonderful
flower display in Summer.
fi
2
fi

TALK OF THE TOWN TALK OF THE TOWN

2

The public response to the
Christmas apoeal made by City
Matron Corbett through The Cou
A rier-Oazette has been most grati
fi fying.

fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi

Rockland Lodge. F.A M., will ob
serve past masters' night tn South
Thomaston next Tuesday night.
Dr. H. L. Richards will act as
worshipful master.

Tlie remarkable artist who could
draw pictures with salt, and made
such a hit at Perry s Main street
market three years ago. has been
secured for three days for Com
munity Food Fair which will be
held Feb. 17-22 in Community
A representative of the Augusta Building.
Field Offlce of the Social Security
The American Legion will enter
Board will be- at the Rockland
Deputy Collector's Offlce at nocn. tain at a Christmas party Dec. 22.
Dec. 18. He will be pleaded to as for children of the community.
sist applicants who may wish to They will be guests of Manager
.file claims, or assLst them in other Lawrence Dandeneau at Park
Theatre. Austin Brewer Is chair
matters.
man of the affair, and is being
Harvey Gamage announced yes assisted by Donald Kelsey,
terday that the government had
A headline misprint in Tuesday’s
awarded his shipbuilding firm at
fi South Bristol contracts for the Issue made it seem that the Uni
fi construction of two mine sweepers versal Bible Sunday exhibit was at
at a total cost of 83COC30. Carn the Rockland First Baptist Church
age said the vessels, each to be 97 instead of the Rockport First Bap
feet long would be completed in tist Church. The article which ac
companied the picture, and which
four months.
was written by our Rockport cor
At the annual meeting of Pleas respondent Mrs. Lnda Champney.
ant Valley Orange on Tuesday eve carried the information correctly.
ning these officers were elected:
Anderson Camp. Sons of Union
Master, Raymond L. Andersen:
lecturer, Florence Ycung: steward. Veterans of the Civil War, held its
Raymond Young: assistant stew annual meeting last night and
ard. Frederick Bartlett: chaplain, elected these officers: Commander.
Nettie Farrand; treasurer, Lee Herbert Higgins; senior vice com
Mcrse; secretary, Etta Andersen; mander, Vernon Oiles; junior vice,
gatekeeper. Joseph Hamlin; Ceres. S. E Norwood; secretary, Albert
Edna Harvey: Pomona, Vallie Mac- Thcmas; treasurer. I Leslie Cross.
Laughlin; Flora. Susan Bowley; These officers will be installed
lady steward. Rosalie Harvey; ex jointly with the Auxiliary on Jan. 8.
ecutive committee for three years,
Arthur Bowley. The vacancy of
overseer will be filled at the next
meeting.
Roads are in excellent condition
for motoring again and many are
enjoying the sparkling beauty of
the Winter in runs up the coast
and over the fine roads to the
Westward. .

F/iesk calcss TazitL

CEDAR CHEST

(•Truly the ’ First" gift is a Cedar Chest, and we stock in
a wide array of finishes and sizes the two top flight makes,

"Lane" and "Cavalier.”

LAMPS

DESKS

have just received a com

Tambours,

Rnvflei

A
L
L
P
R
I
C
E
D

Desks—Gov.

Knee

Hole

and Secretary Desks. See them—

L
A
M
P
S

L
A
M
P
S

LARD
FLOUR

*1

Matches
STRIKE ANYWHERE
20 CUBIC INCH BOXES

6

17«

FRESH CUCUMBER
Assorted - Sandwich Snacks

2

Spices

2 LB
PKGS

13c

Pard Dog Food

3

I LB
TINS

23c

TIN
ol I?

21c

RICHMOND
SOLID RIPE

3

19 or
TINS

29c

Tomatoes

RICHMOND
SOLID RIPE

2

28 or
TINS

25c

CLEANSER

2

TINS

1

New Super Speed

3 PKGS 25 C

French's Bird Seed SS 14c
French's Bird Gravel «’ 10e

Relish

FINAST TOMATO JUICE

TIMBERLAKE
SWEET AND SPICY

RICH JUICE PRESSED FROM SELECTED RED RIPE TOMATOES
ACCEPTED BY TME AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

9c17c

25«

FRUITCOCKTAIL
FINAST
5 Kinds Cuba
Shaped Fruits (or the Salad

VEGETABLE

MARVO SHORTENING
Save Several Pennies on Every
Pound

Me
37c

FRUIT SALAD
Finast ■ 5 Kinds Delicious
Fruits (or a Quick Salad

TOY TOWN
BOYS' OR GIRLS'

FLORIDA ORANGES
2=25c 2= 35c
GRAPEFRUIT HOKn’ '6 for 19c
BANANAS,

SLEDS
89c up

DOLL CARRIAGES
$1.19 up

1I

fi

A Blenc for Every Taste

COFFEE

2 TINS 17c
2 tins'25c
2T,NS 29c

fi

DOLLS
39c up

i

fi
I

Pancake Flour WHITE
SPRAY 200
PKG 5c
TIMBERSyrup LAKE
BOT IOC

BREAD 2 20oz
LVS. 15c

’.•We are pleased to show a fine new line of
Cellarettes in Mahogany and Walnut

FOR GIRLS

Stonington Furniture Co.
313-325 Main St.

Rockland

Tel. 980 |

VELOCIPEDES
$2.39 up
440 MAIN ST.

.98
.49

Christmas Lights, .29 up
Single Candles,
.29 up
Xmas Tree Stands .49 up
Tree Mats,
.49
Bulbs,'small 2 for 5c up

ROCKLAND, ME.

'Ml

TEL801'W P

SHOULDERS

•

COPLEY

•

Vacuum Packed
Drip or Regular Grind

LB TIN

SMOKED
SHORT SHANK
LEAN
4 TO 8 LB. AVE.

I LB
BAGS

Az

,„

2
4
4

LB.
PKG.

SODA CRACKERS
|EE| I I IX’
EVANGELINE

TALL
TINS

EVAPORATED

Toilet Tissue

JkfiW

CB •

MAYFLOWER

IvlILlBek

I LB
BAGS

A Superior Bland of
veral Fi
Fin. Coffees
Several

KYBO

BFST PRFAD FOR TOASTING WE’VE EVER SEEN

29c up
Sewing Sets,
Chemcraft Sets, 1 19 up Kitchen Cabinet,
1.19
.49
.49
Cutlery
Set,
Farm Sets,
Aluminum
Kiddycook
.98
Texas Gun,
1 1o
Coast Defense,

Jb BAGS Jfa w

A New England (avorite (or many years

Olde Style New England

CELLARETTES—1941 MODELS

Lincoln Log,

I LB

A Popular Co((ee
At A Popular Price

JOHN ALDEN •

A Hearty BreakfastWith

I

.98 Sweeping Set,
.49 Stoves,

•

RICHMOND

bot

Ours Is Literally the Store of a Thousand Gifts. Prac
tical, Enduring. Satisfying, from Toys and Sleds to Bed
room, Living Room and Dining Room Suites. Special—
A Carload of Living Room Suites by Kroehler. just rerpivpri
CASH OR EASY TERMS
GOODS HELD UNTIL CHRISTMAS
STORE-WIDE CHRISTMAS REDUCTIONS

4 lbs 25c

fi

$8.55 to $59.00

FOR EOYS

MELORIPE

GRAPES, EMPEROB 2 lbs 17c
LETTUCE, •<CEBERG 2 hds 17c
TURNIP, YELLOW 4 lbs 10c
SOI ID
CABBAGE, HEADS 4 lbs 10c
CARROTS, FANCY 2 bch 15c
5 lbs 15c
ONIONS, NATIVE

FUJI CHINESE FOODS

Bean Sprouts
Chop Suey
Noodles

3™“17«

FRUITS W VEGETABLES

FOR A DELICIOUS CHINESE MEAL

SKIS
98c up

15c

WHITE SPRAY

Apple Sauce fin«t 2 !?« 15c

I LB TIN

ed**'

LGE
2 PKGS
37c
4 BARS
> 125'

Rinso FOR WHITER WASHES
Lux Toilet Soap

Cake Flour

15c

DAINTY DOT
ALL 9c AND 10c KINDS

Addron: RvIl

HOCKEY SKATES
Freight,
$4.49
$3.19 up
Passenger,
5.59
Mechanical Trains, 1.79 Fancy Figure Skates 5.95

SI 9C

Tomatoes
Old Dutch

jars!9c

ford Boking Powder — Be* F, Rumford, R I

ELECTRIC TRAINS

1 LB.
PKGS

2

keeps ^sklaote ard.

Send (or FREE recipe book

MARGARINE

Crystallite Salt

natunaf wi oisfiue fkol

tocliwe
cunfauto nu duwt.na'er
fculeo a. (nJIg/tTatTe.

FINAST
BREAD
24’. I.B. BAG

Oxo Cubes

Pickles

15c
73c
17c

I.B9.

OLEO

netavn

fades

GOFKAUF'S

S
T
Y
L
E

Winthrop.

kettca! RuwiW Bcjcwuj

PURE

ROCKLAND STORES ONLY

3 LB TIN

A
L
L

of

Omer B Ketchum of Topeka.
Kansas, director of Extension of
the Veterans cf Foreign Wars of
the U. 8., and Joe D. Chittenden
of Washington. D. C. National
Rehabilitation Officer and Director
Nationa! Service Bureau of thc
V. F. W. while in Maine will in
stitute a new V. F. W. Post at
Boothbay, Friday at 6 p. m.
Charles C .Weeman, commander of
the Department of Maine, VFW.
and his staff, will assist. Saturday
morning, at 9. these national of
ficers will attend a major meeting
of the veterans at Togus. Satur
day night they will be guests at the
Department of Maine Conference
banquet, to be held at Auburn.

We Redeem
Orange and Blue Stamps

ARE ALWAYS RIGHT

FOR CHRISTMAS

plete assortment

With Christmas shopping here and all those extra things to buy .
savings on your food budget will mean more than ever to you now
• Let First National show you the way lo bigger savings on fine
foods • so you will have more money (or your Christmas shopping.

RICHMOND

PRICES ROCKLAND, ROCKPORT, CAMDEN ONLY

ROLLS

•
£
A &

ft

2V
14c
14c
27c
15c

Page Six
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comprise the association member' tions as a leader in carrying out . and the credit of this high record COM'R PACKARD CIIOSEN
wick. A Christmas tree bore gifts assisting the hostess. Mrs. Milli
Dr. Bertram E. Packard. Maine's ship. Dr. Packard, head of Maine's
goes
to
Mr.
Shibles.
! his program.
The W.C.T.U. meets Friday night for those present and re'resl:- ken was the guest of Mrs. Chaples
Education Commissioner, and for- | edurntioral setup several years,
Throughout the presentation. Mr
Tribute was paid Lester H
at 7.30 at the home of Mrs. H. F inents were served. Mrs. Annie during her stay in Thomnton. She
mer superintendent of Camden i Iras been active in the council for ■
State Club Leader Gave Shibles of Rockport, who has Lovejoy was clever and amusing. schools,
Mank will be hostess to the club left last night for her home in
Leach.
has been elected president 1 some time.
The thrift sale held Tuesday for *n
weeks,
Fine Address To Lions
worked tirelessly to build up and
of the National Council of State ,
-' ------------------West Baldwin.
the benefit of the Baptist Junior
Weymouth Grange held the anAir is a mixture of gases and is
There's no red tape about trav School Officers. State education
improve the 4-H Club. Mr. LoveClub In Camden
Sgt. Richard Moore, who is train
choir was a success. Tea was nual election of officers Monday ing at Fort MaKinley, passed the
------; joy said "Lester H. Shibles is the eling to Nassau, Bahamas, even in commissioners and superintendents I not a chemical compound.
served by a committee of choir night with these results: Worthy weekend with his parents Mr. and
The
Camden-Rockport
Lions smartest 4-H Club Leader ever these days when passports are re
mothers. Mrs. Norman Simmons master. Earle Maxcy; overseer, Mrs. Everett Condon.
Club was amusingly and delightful- happened." Maine has the high quired at many other places. Nas
and Mrs. William Vinai. Another Walter Henry; lecturer. Mrs. Nelly entertained Tuesday night at est record in the country for its sau travel remains unhmpered by
sale will be held next Tuesday at , l e Orff; secretary. Mrs. Minnie Mrs. Anna L. Hanson
boys ar.d girls completing projects visas or passports. ,
Wadsworth Inn. by Kenneth C.
Newbert;
treasurer. LawTence
Funeral services were held this
the Baptist vestry from 2 to 5.
Lovejoy who is State 4-H Club
Prize winners at the card party Hahn; Ceres. Mrs. Ella Flye; Po morning from the residence of
mona.
Mrs.
Nettie
Robinson;
leader
and is located at the Col
Mrs.
Hilma
Johnson,
for
Anna
L..
sponsored by the Star Circle of
Grace Chapter Monday night were Flora, Miss Betty Fales; Lady as wife of John Hanson, who died lege of Agriculture at the Uni
Mrs. E. R. Biggers, Mrs. A. J. sistant steward. Miss Evelyn Hahn; Monday. Mrs. Hanson was the versity’ of Maine. Mr. Lovejoy was
Spaulding. Mrs. Clifford Clark and assistant steward. Eugene Fales; daughter of the late Alec and Hil- guest of Clifford Robbins of Hope,
Mrs. Audrey Teel, at auction. War gate-keeper. George Green; stew ma (Laurilla) Johnsen, and was in charge of the program .and was
ren Knights at “63". and Mrs. Jo. ard, Carl Gray; chaplain. Mrs. born at Quincy, Mass.. July 7. 1904. also a college classmate of Mr.
SMALL. LEAN. TENDER—3' , TO 4 LB. AVE.
sephine Stone was awarded the Do™thy Jameson Fester Fales and She formerly resided in the Bronx. Robbins.
Levi
Ccpeland
were
appointed
on
New York, and came here to live
fn an interesting manner. Mr.
door prize.
last June.
Lovejoy explained the 4-H Club
Tri-County Osteopathic Society the executive board.
Survivors are her husband, two and its organization in general,
Elwyn Tabbutt. wUo has been
met Monday’ night at Webber's
TENDER, MEATY
Inn. Following dinner the busi- at tlle home of his sister, Mrs. sons. John E and^arl R Hanson, its principles, its connection with
ness meeting was conducted by Dr. Orvel P Williams, while a broken her mother, eight sisters and two the Department of Agriculture in
E. R. Moss, vice-president. The «nkle was mending, has returned brothers. Rev. J. Charles McDon Washington, etc. He stressed the
II. GERRISH, Dealer
LEAN. TENDER
speaker of the evening was Dr. ^3 his work at Bunker & Savage ald officiated at the funeral ser fact that 4-H Club is open to all
76
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
vice
and
burial
was
in
the
Thom

3
”
boys and girls of the ages between
Earl Oedney. chief of staff of the Architects. Augusta.
10 and 21. In Maine, the enroll
Bangor Osteopathic Hospital. Dr.
The C. & S. Club met at Mrs. aston Cemetery.
ment is 7.700. The Club is divid *4
Robert Van Wart, chief of staff ' Wilson Carter’s yesterday afterPURE PORK. HOME MADE iCENTER CUT
S C. L. Hat Shop. Tailored and ed into groups which have their
of the Winthrop Osteopathic Hos- noon.
A social afternoon was
lacc
trim
satin
slips.
*2.
Copper
own officers, presidents, vice presipital was also guest. Dr. Gedney's ' spent and Mrs. Loring Orff invited
£
dents, secretaries and treasurers. ; Sf
topic was "Osteopathic Principles." the members to meet at her heme Kettle.—adv.
LEAN, FRESH GROUND
LEAN
and the advantage of adult lead- 1
IT’S THE TALK OF THE TOWN!
Members and guests attending next Wednesday,
ership.
These
leaders
give
their
1
were Dr. and Mrs. Verne Rice of
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary held CAMDEN
services gratis and in 1939 over fr Carroll s have a selection of Hundreds of Items—
Searsport. Dr Sherwood Armstrong a special meeting Tuesday night at
Mr and Mrs. William Chater
and Dr. and Mrs. Harry Petta- the heme of Mrs. Letitia Starrett. are spending a few days in Bos S135CO9 was made by members in Sr nationally advertised of Early American—Helena
JtWIFT’S
raising and selling of live-stock, «•* Rubinstein, Coty, Yardley, Evening in Paris, H. H.
LARGE FLORIDA
piece of Camden. Dr. and Mrs. The Department president. Mrs. ton.
farming
results
and
canning.
This
Edwin Scarlott of Rcckland. Dr Mary Milliken of West Baldwin,
Wer.dell Gilchrist, son of Mr.
Ayer and Many Others at Lowest Possible Prices.
fi
E. R. Biggers ar.d Dr. and Mrs was present, ard gave an interest and Mrs. Fred Gilchrist, was re however, did not include the ad
Moss of Thomaston. Dr. Louis ing talk following the business cently summoned to Baltimore ditional 2 000 members who made
fi
FOR HIM
FOR HER
Benson of Cushing. Dr. Franklin meeting
Mrs. Bernice Jackson. where he will re-join the yacht no returns on foods, clothing,
fi
which were exhibited.
I NATIVE
NATIVE
Randolph of Waldoboro, and department vice president
of! Sea Fcx.
EARLY AMERICAN
HELENA
RUBINSTEIN'S
fi
The
Government
awards
a
Gold
Charles DPerry of Wiscasset. The Rockland, was also a guest. It
Fred Trask is visiting his mother
"OLD
SPICE
”
APPLE BLOSSOM
Seal of Achievement for those ob
next meeting will be held in Jan- was decided during the business in Uxbridge. Mass.
fi
SHAVE MUG
taining
the
highest
record
in
com,
.
«
uary at which time the annual meeting to have the Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Preston D. Wvsong
COLOGNE
£
I CHASE A SANBORN
TENDER
$1.00
election of officers will be held.
party on December 18
Anyone his daughter Alison C. Wysong and pie ting and carrying through, their Sr
$1.00
Frank Richards is a patient at having toys or children s clothing have as guests their brother and proposed programs. Yearly, two
Sets. $1.75 to $3.75 £
Kncx Hospital, having undergone ' to contribute may get in touch with | Miss Marian of Port Washington. boys and two girls from the State
Sets
up
to
$5.00
are sent to enter the National Con- fr
S1.00
LEAN
an appendectomy there.
Mrs. Sadie Charles, president or N. Y.
£
MEATY
Mrs. John Mitchell of Friendship —
call
” any Auxiliary member.
A
Mrs. George Hurd of Ashpoint
Williams.
Colgate.
EARLY
AMERICAN
Mr. Lovejoy told of the unique Sr
was guest of her daughter Mrs food sale was planned for seme ar.d sons R. F. Hurd and G. K
"OLD SPICE”
Palmolive Sets
time in January, the definite date j Hurd, who have been visiting Mr. Club Tour Plan which creates more
Ellis Young. Tuesday.
89c
TALC
Mrs Nettie Robinson enter- to be announced, and Mrs. Star- j and Mrs. Charles Atkins recently interest and activity among the ud
tained members of the Beano Club rett was appointed chairman. Foi- are in Philadelphia for an indefi- groups. The members meet and
50c
Gillette Razor and Blade fi
then go in a group to inspect the y
Wednesday night
_
_ Mrs. Milliken's
______ ___________
___
High
score lowing
talk refresh- ' nite visit
fi
prize fell to Mrs. Ann Day and ments were served. Mrs. Edna
Bernard Young of Lincolnville I
of some particular memSets. 49c
Sets. $1.00 to $5.00
ber,
thereby
arousing
pride
and
fi
conioiation to Mrs. Ada Chad- Smith and Mrs. Eunice Morse, as- ' underwent a tonsil operation re- !
more extensive plans for the fu- | M
LUCIEN LELONG
COLLEGE CLUB SETS fi
'------- ■ *
1
' ■■■!■
_
cently at Community Hospital.
Miss Eleanor McCobb. Mrs. Flor- | ture. As well as enjoyment. Mr. 1 fr
$1.19
fi
Cologne or Perfume
Lovejoy has his trials and tribula- , Sr
ice Pitcher and Miss Cornelia Mc$1.00 up
Kenr.cn sper.t Wednesday in Ban- 1
Yardley Shave Bowl fi
fi
i gor.
$1.00
£
Mrs. Helen Gray a patient at the
fi
Evening In Paris Sets
Sets up to $5.00
Kncx Hospital, will be transferred
fi 'dfZJZHPJ2f2Hf2fznjzjaizrejzjafzrajefgJ2JZJZjafZJgfafZfgmzHraf2Jc
95c to $15.00
to Community Hospital this week
SHAVE
BRUSHES
Dr. Lee Dickens. Daniel J.
HARRIET HUBBARD AYER
49c to $3.89
Dickers and A. Burton Stevenson.
Jr., motored Tuesday to Bridgeton.
5-Piece Beauty Kit
VELVEX SHAVE SET
* With them was Mrs. Alton Crone
S1AO Value
£ who joined Mr. Crone there.
$1.00
The Methodist Choir will meet '
89c
Pink Clover Sets 85c up
fi
Friday at 7.30 at the home of Mrs. !
Flora Harris for the weekly re- 1
ZIPPER TRAVEL KITS fi
New England Dressed Pork Roasts......... lb .20
hearsal.
These are very fanc y ribs, sweet and tender.
COTY SETS
$1.00
to
$5.C0
fi
Rev. Horace I. Holt of Rockport
$1.95 up
Small Boneless Hams, 5 to 11 Ibs each ... lb .28
fi
was guest speaker Tuesday at the J
S1.75 COLLEGE CLUB
These are tenderized and wasteless—niee to boil or
Rotary Club. Rev. Mr. Holt who
V
fi
BOWL, LOTION. COMB
bake.
who is always welcomed by the I
YARDLEY
fi
$1.19
Johnson’s Beans................ at .10: peck .80
Club, gave a scholarly address on j
GIFT SETS
fi
This may be the last time we ran sell these nice beans
a subject to which he has given |
S’
Other combinations at slightly
BILL
FOLDS
at this prire.
95c to $8.50
fi
much study. "An Interpretation of j
higher prices
25c to $3.69
Biblical Prophesies With Relation
Native Fowl.........................................lb .2"
to World War No. II", Louis !
AU bulbs tested before being
DRESSER SETS
PIPES
Native Chickens.................................... !b 93
Walker of Rockland and P. G
wrapped
$1.49 to $8.50
fi
Freeman of Waterville were visit- |
$1.00 and $-1.50
Fancy Northern SpyApples.........
pe'k .35
ing Rotarians.
fi
REVLON
McIntosh
Red
Apples
..............
'•T..
.
peck
.45
The Famous Ensembl
Mrs. Pearl Willey. Mrs. E. A
EVANS LIGHTERS
fi
S'
Your own selections at any
MANICURE
SETS
S3AO Value
Robbins and Mrs. Nerita Wight at
Extra Fancy Waldo County PotatoesSKIS. TOYS. SLEDS
fi
S'
price you wish to pay of
Red Cross Shoes
tended the Winter Flower Show
I
$2.19
$1.00
to
$5.00
328 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
peck .18: bushel .70
Shirt. Tie and Sox
I
fi
Tuesday in Portland.
I
$6.50
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Inman
$1.75 to $5.00
Baxter’s Horticultural Shell Beans—
Handsome Gift Box Free
spent Wednesday in Bangor.
can .15: 3 cans .40
Mrs. R. W. Pettapiece who has
If you rare for shell beam the*e are almost like fresh
been making a visit with Dr. and
onr.i.
I
Mrs. Carmen Pettapiece of Port
Baxter’s Cut Refugee Stringless Beans—
I
land. has returned to Camden,
fi
where he will be the guest of Dr.
2 cans .25: 6 cans .70
fi
and Mrs. Harry Pettapiece.
Superba Solid Packed Tomatoes—
j
fi
Mrs. Hattie Calderwood returned
2 cans .25: 6 cans .70
Sunday from Stockton where she
fi
We think these are the best tomatoes we ever sold.
has been guest of friends for two
fi
weeks.
20 Oz. Superba Tomato Juice.............. can .10
Robert Drown has been trans
Precious gifts that long will be remembered, and
Grape Fruit Juice. No. 2 cans.............. can .10
ferred from Monticello to the State
Highway Commission in Augusta.
Welch Grape Juice, 1 qt bot, 1 pt bot: both for .46
whether the gift you choose be a dollar or a thousand the fl
Harold Dougherty, who has been
A great bargain.
fi
I
a patient at the Deaconess Hos
enjoyment
will
be
enhanced
if
the
presentation
box
bears
I
Cranberry Juice Cocktail............. pint bot .20
fi
pital returned home Wednesday.
SPECIAL
Big Buster Pop Com...................... 3 Ibs .25
fi

THOMASTON

Explained 4-H Work

ARROL 1

Perfume
GIFT

I

1
£
££

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
Telephone 993
Deliver

ROASTING PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 15c

CHUCK ROAST, cut to order ... lb 17c
POT ROASTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 23c, 25c
Sausage,

ib21c Pork Chops, lb 19c

Hamburg,

lb 17c Stewing Beef lb 21c

*5

g
£

Pard Dog Food,
3 cans 25c Oranges, 2 doz 39c

Veal Chops, lb 27c I Veal Steak, lb 35c

y

A

Cube Steak, lb 23c I Coffee,

£

Soup Bones, lb 13c|SleW1"g

M

lb 21c

25c

We Are Co-operating with
The Food Stamp Plan

JJ

ELECTRIC

|

WINDOW an dTREE

LIGHTS

8

£

y

WEEKEND SPECIALS

CANDLES OR

FESTOONS

Each

V
$

S>

£

S'

g

H. H. CRIE & CO.

X

£

S'

8
88
8

Beautiful Pajamas
New Satin Stripes in Green,
Blue and Woodrosc

$5 Polly Preston
Dress Shoe Sale
$3.85

$3.95
Hand Stitched Pajamas
$1.75

“U. S. Gaytees”
Fur Trimmed Velvets in
Wine, Gray, Black and Brown

$2.95 and $5.00
Gossamer Zippers
$3.00
Fit Like a Glove
Other Rubber Fleecelincd

Overshoes $1 up
All Wool

Flannel Lounge Robes

Slippers

$5.95

Dainty Slippers
Some Eur Trimmed
In Wine, Blue and Black

Brocades

$2.50

$3.95

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST.

ORFF’S CORNER

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Reed and 8
daughter June visited friends Sun
day In Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bucklin
have moved to Waldoboro village. S'
Jj
Mrs Turner <of South Jefferson
is spending the Winter at Mrs.
£ Mabelle Porter's.
rt! Mr. and Mrs. Bernard York,
Mrs. Kenneth Elwell and daugh
ter Beatrice were Rockland visites last Thursday.
Several children from here are
attending Sunday Schcol at the
Baptist Church in the village.
Farm Bureau met Friday at
Community House with an at
tendance cf 17. The subject was
“Christmas Cakes and Cookies” in
£ charge of Mrs. Fannie Weaver and
Mrs Amber Childs. Several kinds
of cookies were made at the meet
ing which were later served at an
informal afternoon tea.

y

5

Beige, Green, Blue

Naw, Brown and Wine

ySF

ROCKLAND

TEL. 593-M

Italy needs nickel so badly that
Mussolini has withdrawn from
circulation nickel coins of one and
two lire <5 and 10 cents in our
money). Thus about 1600 metric
tons of nickel have been acquired.
Another 2900 tons will becomee
$ available when all nickel coins of
« smal denomination have been caled
8 in.
ti--------------------------------------------------------------I,
fi ,
Till: ANNUAL MEETING
fi
OF THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK
1

fl

fl

i

fl
fl
fl |
fl i
fl I
fl
fl
fl |
J

Notice is hereby given tliat the Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of
The Thomaston National Bank will
be held at their banking rooms on
Tuesday. January 14, 1941, at 10 o'clock
A M . for the purpose of fixing the
number and electing a hoard of Dlrectors for the ensuing year, and for
the transaction of any other business
that may legally come before them,
Per order.
HAROLD F DANA,
Cashier
Thomaston Maine Dec. 14. 1940
150-8-150

Est. 1892

DANIELS

Jewelers

*3

the name DANIELS, JEWELERS.

fi
fi
Our selection of Watches, the best ever this year,
fi
fi
watch for everyone in the family.
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
POCKET WATCHES
fi
fi
A pocket watch for his dressfi
WRIST WATCHES
up occasion, with Knife and
fi
Chain to match.
Ladies' Wrist Watches that we fi
guarantee as perfect time fi
fi
pieces.
fi
fi
fi
fi
DIAMONDS
A Diamond is always a dia
fi
mond. Other gilvs may wear
fi
out or go out of style and be
forgotten, but f e gift of a
fi
STRAP WATCHES
Diamond has always thr same
fi
eternal beauty.
A Strap Watch he will find
fi
Iigr We will br glad to buy Old
bandy for every-day wear. The
Gold from you in part pay
fi
world’s finest watches in a
ment on Christmas Gifts.
fi
variety to plrase. At prices
fi
to suit every pocketbook.
fi
».*
Be sure to see our "Gift of Jewelry" window display this week—full of splen- fi
did gift suggestions. Make Christmas shopping a joy this year.

Come to—

£
£

DANIELS’
“The Store of Beautiful Gifts”

Try Our Home Made Doughnuts.......... doz .30
Order Your Christmas Poultry Any Time
You Will Be Pleased With Our Poultry
Salted Dandelions.......................... 2 Ibs .25
Howard’s Pure Raspberry or Strawberry
Preserves...... 1 lb jars .25; 2 lb jars .40
16 Oz. Jars Crabapple Jelly........................... 15
Jane Grey Thin Mints................. 1 lb pkg .25
These are sure to make yon happy.

New Pitted Dates................................. lb
Large Shrimp.................................... can
Superba Crab Meat............................ can
Superba White Tuna Fish.................... can
Superba Fruit for Cocktails................. can
Florida Juice Oranges.......... .......... 2 doz
Baxter’s Fruit Pudding...................... can
Heat and serve w ith hard sauce, cream, or ice cream.

.18
.183

.28
.20
.15
.35
.15

SURPLUS COMMODITIES
Which May Be Purchased With Blue Stamps
BUTTER
EGGS
ONIONS
POTATOES
RAISINS
PRUNES
RICE
HOMINY GRITS ORANGES
Appi cc
ArrLLo
PORK
DRY BEANS
PEARS
LARD
FLOUR
GRAPE FRUIT
CORN MEAL
GRAHAM
CABBAGE
We are making especially low prices on these items.
BRING YOUR STAMPS HERE

si

fi

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs. Helen H. Carlson was re
elected as president, of Arts and
Craft Society Monday night, at a
attended meeting held in the
Statewide Store Employe well
What-Not Shop.
Mrs. Evelyn
Dinner Held In Lewiston Peaslee and Miss Maud Hall were
—Ovation For Ben Cohen chosen vice presidents; Mrs. Anne
Snow, secretary; Mrs. Raymond K.
The state-wide staff of the sev Oreene. treasurer. A banquet will
eral Bell Shops in Maine gathered be held in January.
recently in Lewiston for the an
nual banquet with Max and Mor
Elizabeth M McAlary, daughter
ris Feldberg of Boston, heads of of Mr. and Mrs. Allan F. McAlary
the great chain, as honor guests. of Rockland, has been named a
The affair was held in the DeWitt member of the Commencement
Hotel with the full staffs present Ball committee at the University
from the stores in Rockland, Lew of Maine. Miss McAlary, a Senior
iston, Biddeford. Portland and the in home economics in the college
associated K. C. Store, also of of agriculture is a member of the
Home Economics Club, the Univer
Lewiston.
The Messrs Feldberg addressed sity Chorus and Alpha Omicron Pi
the group and other company of sorority. Last year she was a mem
ficials and department buyers ber of the Junior year book staff
added their words including Mur and active in the women's athletics.
ray Shell. Harold Tuck, Leonard
"While we are so far from home
Corwin, Oeorge Paulsen. Harry
Sherman, E. F. Bourque and Mor The Courier-Gazette ts an espe
ris Cherenson. Tire irrepressible cially welcome visitor," writes Mrs.
Sam Smith, corset buyer for the H. D. Crie, who Is at present lo
Bell system, served as master of cated at 3236 Bayside Walk, Mis
ceremonies. A special welcome sion Bay, Calif.
awaited Supervisor Ben Cohen,
A 30-hour clock ls included in the
well known in this city, who was
given warm proof of how the girls equipment of the 1941 Ford Super
DeLuxe cars.
feel about him.
From the Rockland Bell Shop
Manager Ruth Hoch. Minerva
Small, Shirley Stickney, Aletha
Friday and Saturday
Munro and Eva Jones were in at
tendance.
tv 3 MiiQurrctPS

The “Bell” Banquet

This And That

Mrs. Alvin W. Foss will enter
tain Diligent Dames this afternoon
at her home on Beech street, and
will have Miss Anne Blackington
and Miss Charlotte Buffum as co
hostesses. Members will bring dolls
for distribution.

EARLY AMERICAN

Mrs. Alvin Walter of Lawry
spent the weekend with her mother,
Mrs Lillian Blood, who has been
111 the past three weeks.

Mrs. E. K. Leighton of Talbot
avenue entertained at luncheon
and a movie party Tuesday with
College days. A prominent bank
Mrs. R. L. Esslinger has returned Mrs. Harold G. Philbrook out of
to her home in Flushing, Long town guest, seeing the beautiful er in New York City was once a
student in a Kansas ^University
Island, after spending Thanksgiv picture, ‘'Bittersweet.'’
where a religious revival was in
ing and the past week with her
Mrs. Ernest Knight entertained progress. It happened to be around
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Pat
the Thimble Club this week at her Thanksgiving time and few could
terson, Lawrence street.
get home for that event. Some of
home on Frederick street.
the beys wanted a Thanksgiving
Privates Milton Lawry and Al
Mrs. Forrest Brackett and son turkey, so they "borrowed" one,
bert Barlow of Fort Logan. Colo,
have been spending a two weeks Thomas of Lewiston have been re had ft cooked and were feasting
furlough Ft their homes, making cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. I. F. aJter all lights’ out hour. The
banker heard someone in the far
Brackett, Broad street.
the 23C3 mile trip by motor.
end of the hall and he looked
ROUND
through the transom and saw a
The
Band
Mcthers,
a
recently
Mrs. Ernest Buswell was hostess
DUSTING POWDER
professor coming.
He quickly
Monday afternoon to Mite Club, at organized club to premote activi threw’ a blanket over the table,
7 M„ $1.00
her heme on Mechanic street. Con ties of the Rockland High School
lowered the lights and said to the
TOILET WATER
tract prizes were won by Mrs. Band, entertained rAembers of the boys, "Get down on your knees
4 «t., $1.00
Henrietta Simmons, Mrs. Charles band and their fathers Monday quick," and he began to pray. The
A. Emery and Mrs. Nathan Cobb. night at the Hljh School. Under professor opened the door a bit
The moonlight-and-Iace
the leadership of the director,
Refreshments were served.
loveliness of an old Southern
Oeorge Law, the Band played three and hearing the prayer in progress
selections which were well received thought it was a special meeting
garden weaves its enchant
Mr. Law’ was presented with a and went quietly away.
music brief case, given in behalf
ment anew in this exquisite
It would surprise you, possibly, to
of the band by Mrs. Fannie Trask,
TALCUM
sequence of toilet luxuries.
"president of the club. After the know that your hair would grow to
4 «i., 50<
THURSDAY. DEC. 1*
meeting, a social hour was spent a length of 43 feet ln 72 years if
The delicate bouquet, com
Last Times Today
ln the gymnasium and refreeb- it never was cut or did not fall out
panion fragrance to Shulton’s
ments
served by Mrs. Albert frem lack of proper care.
Foreign Correspondent Havener,were
Old Spice, is a subtle blend of
assisted
by Mrs. Clarence
with
President Kenneth C. M Sills ol
Dornan, Mrs. William Oregcry
Joel McCrea, Laraine Day
dew-drenched blossoms. The
Bowdoin was elected a member ol
and Mrs. Ansel Wooster.
the Church National Council ai
FRI.-SAT., DEC. 13-14
beautiful containers are ro
Saturday Come Collect $80
Mr and Mrs. John G Robbins of the recent Kansas City House ol
mantically decorated
Stage Show Sat. Evg. Only
2630 Newton street, N. E. Wash Bishops of the Episcopal meeting.
with birds and
"Youth Will Be Served” ington, D. C. were guests Satur It is interesting to learn that
day night ot Representative Mar
with
garlands.
garet Chase Smith at a dinner Diamond Shoals, just off Cape
Jane Withers, Jane Darwell
party at Dodge Hotel in that city. Hatteras, N. C., holds the greatest
Plus
Other guests were County Commis area of quicksand in the world.
“WAGON TRAIN”
sioner and Mrs. Charles Gray of
with
Army experts are doing their
Prospect with their two sens Quin
Tim Holl. Martha O'Driscofl
ton of Washington and Vincent best to find spider webs in Britain
Short Subjects
of Bar Harbor, and Capt. and Mrs. to be used in the manufacture of
SUN.-MON, DEC. 15-16
Walter E. Cleveland and son Por delicate war instruments. Who
SACHET
ter of Montpelier. Vt. and Langley would ever have thought the web
6 ijhlrlt, $1.00
“WYOMING”
Wallace Beery, Ann Rutherford Field, Va. Mr. and Mrs Robbins of spiders would ccme into play
were fcrmerly of this city. Mr. for defeating the Germans?
Robbins is on the staff of the Vet
erans' Administration in Washing
Many children sent to England
ton. and Mrs. Robbins is associated before the dreadful war to attend
with the American Red Cross.
schools, have just been able to get
returned home to Rio de Janeiro
The Congregational Woman's As ancj safety.
sociation met yesterday in the
Church
parlors. Miss Mabelle
The tobacco consumption in the
Spear leading the devotions . The United States has Increased so
afternoon was spent in relief sew greatly that It has become very
ing under the direction of the alarming. In 19C0, there are 381,chairman, Mrs. Harris Cram. The OCOjCOO pounds in use and in 1939
Junior Choir sang Christmas car over 900.000,000 pounds were con
ols, led by Its director. Mrs. Faith sulted
Berry. In the group were the
Misses Eloise Law,' Betty Cram,
Ik has become a fad in some
Nancy Howard. Mary Lamb, Mary parts of the world to take snuff in
Ramsdell, Barbara Lamb, Louise the old manner, and from the fact
Smith, Corinne Smith, Ruth Emery. that 38,003000 pounds of this
Margaret Huntley. Ruth Spear. article were manufactured and sold
Priscilla Clark, Gwendolyn Dean. in 1939. it would seem that the
Eileen Beach and Charlotte Cowan habit is growing.
Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy was the
guest entertainer, and read selec
According to statistics, the rail
tions from "Mrs. Minerva" which roads of the United States now
were especially interesting. Tea own or operate more automobile
was served, Mrs Henry B Bird trucks than locomotives.
being assisted by Mrs. Cleveland
Sleeper, Sr.. Mrs William Graves,
Close Call
and Mrs. Arthur L. Ome.
The rookie was cleaning his rifle,
and looked up to see a shadowy
Spencer Individual Designing figure approaching. “Hey, you."
8ervice. Corsets, girdles, brassieres, he demanded, "give me a hand
and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona with this pull-through."
M. McIntosh. 235 Broadway. Tel.
The aid was given, and the
22-M—adv.
149-152
rookie looked up. to discover him
self in the presence of a colonel.
"Oh. I beg yer pardon, sir," he
chattered, as he jumped up With
his knees shaking.
"It's all right, buddy," said the
There is a gift of sheer luxury that will
colonel. "But it's fortunate I wasn't
delight ony fastidious woman on your gift
a sergeant."

■XOMlOt/f

SENTEK^CKANE'S

list ond that won’t play havoc with
your bank balance. It's our exquisite
NoMend Stockings—Ihe hosiery preferred
by thousands of smart women all over
the country and Ihe perfect choice for a
modestly-priced gift in excellent taste.

Give a
Corona. See
6 tnodela it

KARL LEIGHTON

Here s an old-fashioned, prewar
kind of story about a Negro maid.
Her mistress had to speak to her
about, one annoying fault^ignoring the telephoe when it rang, and
allowing other members of the
household to come running. "After
this. I want you to answer the
telephone. Clarice," she said.
“Yas'm," thc maid replied, glumly.
"Seems sort of silly, though. Nine
times out of ten it's for you."—
Tlte New Yorker.

Mr. and Mrs. Almon Bird, in
Florida for the Winter, are resid
ing at 644 Third Avenue South, St.
Petersburg.

Mrs. Arthur Doherty was hostess
las night to Wednesday Night Club.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Ray Foley
and Mrs. James Burgess, Mrs.
Foley also winning the traveling

Mrs. Mary Dinsmore, president
of Winslow-Holbrook Unit A.L.A.
has been appointed a member of
the E'strict Child Welfare com
mittee by Department President
Mary I. Milliken.

The Third District Council.
American Legion Auxiliary, will
meet in Bath Friday at 1.30 in
Legion Hall.

Chummy Club was entertained
Tuesday night at the home of Mrs.
Pearl Look, for cards and luncheon.
Awards went to Mrs. Emerson Sad
ler, Mrs. Frank Fields and Mrs. E.
W Freeman.

Fridav and Saturday

Dr. Kildare tavti his ro
mance ... and salvos his

most baffling easel

Law »»* Lioxel
AYRES * BARRYMORE
Laraine DAY • An4 the
GueatStar Robert YOUNG

NOW PLAYING
".SOUTH OF SUEZ”
BRENDA M tRSIIALL
GEORGE BRENT

Today In Person
“JIM SMALL A CO."
RADIO SHOW
On The Screen
SHE COULDN'T SAY NO
with ROGER PRYOR

Mr. and Mrs. Dcnald Cummings
are spending the week in Boston.
A WELCOME GIFT

The stores of Rockland offer
almost anything anybody might
want to buy for a Christmas
present, but there’s always an
easy solution if ycu are puzzled
The Courier-Gazette can be sent
into any place in the United
States three times a week for $3.
and we do the mailing. The re
cipient will be grateful to the
sender 156 times a year.

Strand?

Week Days,
Sundays.

RALPH P. CONANT

434 MAIN STREET,

The Catholic Wcmer.'s Clut
will meet tonight in St. Bernard ;
Church basement, witli a suppe
at 6.33 preceding the business meet r|
ing.

Mrs. Mary I- Milliken, Depart
ment President cf the American
Legion Auxiliary was a special
guest of Winsliw-HcJbrook Unit
Monday night. Other guests were
Commander Gilman Seabury, De
partment V-ce Commander Earl
J. Alden, Department Vice Presi
dent Bernice Jackson. Flcrea Well
man, Commander of Chailes C.
Lilly Post, Waldoboro, and Mary
Wellman, president cf Charles C.
Lilly Unit were also present. Mrs.
Milliken gave a very interesting
resume of her trip to Indianapolis
to the Department presidents and
Department secretaries Conference.
She complimented Winslow-Hol
brook Unit on its fine showing of
membership at annuel round up.
Contributions were made to Na
tional Child Welfare and Rehabili
tation. program to carry on Christ
mas work among hospitalized vet
erans and their families. Pcppies
w’ere also ordered from Togus. A
short prcgram of sor.gs by Ernest
Munroe and selections on electric
guitar by Edith Jackson followed
the meeting. Lunch was served by
Mrs. Mildred Wallace, Mrs. Delia
Day, Mrs. Amelia Kenney and
Mrs. Catherine Libby. Mrs. Milli
ken was presented with a gift
from the Unit by President Mrs.
Mary Dinsmore.

CLOTHIER

ROCKLAND. MAINE

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHRISTMAS
FOR MEN
FOR BOYS

JACKETS AND MACKINAWS
FLANNEL AND WOOL
$2.95 to $7210
SHIRTS
FLANNEL AND WOOL
$1.00 to $550
SHIRTS
$1.00 and $2255
JACKETS AND MACKINAWS
DRESS SHIRTS
$2 95 to $10.00
59c and 79c
DRESS
SHIRTS
PAJAMAS
$1.00 to $1.95
OUTING AND COTTON
75c and $1.00
STOCKINGS
25c to 75c
GLOVES AND MITTENS
35c to $1.25
TIES, 25c. 50c, $1.00
STOCKINGS
PAJAMAS
25c. 50c
$1.00, $150, $1.98
TIES. 25c

1940
FUR COATS
WHAT BETTER MORE SATISFYING GIFT!
(X?W'c have a Large stork. If we haven't exactly
what you want, we will gladly get it.
Custom Tailored Furs

MODERATE PRIC

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
SCHOOL STREET,

Special Christmas gifts at Sarah
G. Linnell hat shop; bags—-calfsuede. and alligator. Very smart
shapes at $3. Copper Kettle.—adv.
A special lot of Fall coats, both
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply
-educed prices have been received
at Lucien K. Green * Son and
Burdell's Dress Shop. Odd Fellows
Block, 16 School street, Rockland,
—adv.
137-tf

ROCKLAND, ME,

Out on roof ridges,
Near the water.
Gulls sit and think
Of what they oughtcr
Do for a living, now 'tis cold.
And fishing demands
Thelr search be more bcld.

GIFT REVUE

1940

HOUSECOATS IN MANY LOVELY STYLES

TOYLAND
A Real Live Santa Claus is Here To See You!
Starting Saturday, every morning from 10 to 11
afternoons from 3 to 4
NOTE TO PARENTS! Bring the children and let
them get the real thrill out of seeing and shaking
hands with Santa,
We are rather proud at Senter Crane's of our
storewide Christmas Spirit. Clerks that are Really
Helpful. A Toy Department where thc Kiddies get
a real welcome and are allowed a rather free hand
to see and play with the Toys. Most Imoortant of

all. Our Remarkably Low Prices on Toys!

BABY SHOES

TAFFETA SLIPS IN NUMEROUS COLORS

FOR CHRISTMAS

SMART AND ATTRACTIVE DRESSES
HOSIERY
SILK LINGERIE

Soft Soles for the ererper; this
sole is just firm enough to help
and protect in creeping.
Intermediate Soles for the
toddler, to be used when baby
begins to take first .steps; this
sole is roughened so it will not
slip and firm enough to encour
age walking.
Flexible Hard Soles for the
walker; the walking soles are so
flexible that tiny foot muscles
easily bend them. Thc lifts are
on the inside instead of outside
of heels, which makes them less
likely to catch on rugs.
Soft Soles are made in sixes
from 1 to 4. Hard Soles 3 to 8.

CROCKETTS
BABY SHOP
9 LIMEROCK ST.. ROCKLAND

HANDBAGS

SKIRTS AND SWEATERS
JERSEY AND SILK BLOUSES

ANGORA MITTENS

Alfreda Perry
7 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND. ME

l

Pilgrim’s Progress
Oratorio To Be Presented
In Portland—Knox
County Represented
|
More than 11 choirs and choral j
groups throughout the State have i
a'readv registered with Mrs F erett L Littlefield cf Kennebunk as
members of massed choir to prenmtnrin

Every-Other-Dav
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Pane Eiflhl
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rcctor, St. Laurence Church Choir,
Mrs. Bertrand Cobb, director, all
of Portland; Foss Street Metho
dist Church hoir. Miss Marion
Hawkes, director; and Renouf
Choral Society. Mrs. Heloise Renouf. director, both of Biddeford;
a group from the Thomaston Baptlst Choral
Choral Society,
Society Mrs. Orace
Strout. director, chorus from Philharmonic Club. Lewiston and Auburn- Mrs Edward Grant, director.
8 8r0Up from the Rubins,ein
club of ^^,,4 Mrs Edward
Berry, director.
Dr. John Warren Erb of New
York, chairman of orchestras and
chamber music for the National
Federation of Music Clubs, will
direct the chorus, and will also
direct several rehearsals through
the Spring. Music for the ora;orio- written by 07 Ed6ar Still
man Kelley, dean of American
composers, will be sent to the
affiliated groups immediately after
the holidays.
-----------------'

• nt the oratorio. The F.lgnra (
Progress.-' next May in Portland.
as a feature of the annual convenr.n of the Maine Federation of
Music Clubs. The combined group
j
nt present represents a chorus of
more than 400. with more groups
,
to become affiliated later.
Small groups of male voices, not
ffil.ated with organized groups
rre planning to take part in the
chorus, and will register Individu
ally from their own towns
These groups, whose leaders have
already enrolled them, include the
Oardiner Choral Society. Mrs. SOMERVILLE
Clyde H Potter director, which
■Isle Hisler passed Friday night
formed the nucleus of the first at the home of her sister Mrs.
massed State chorus last May at Percy Eaton
Gardiner; the Richmond Olee
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Hisler were
Club of Sanford and Springvale, weekend guests Of Mrs Flora Avery.
Ethelbert Nevin Club of Sanford
Mrs. Rosa Marsh and daughter
and Springvale, augmented by Madlyn of Windsor were tecent callmen's voices under the direction ers at the home of Mrs. Wjrren
of Mme. Cora Pierre Richmond; Glldden.
Immanuel Baptist Evening Choir.
Miss Frances Crooker Sand Hill
Miss Susan O. Ccffln. director; school teacher, ls boarding at the
Chestnut Street Methodist Church heme of Mrs. Mont Orotton for a
Choir, Mrs. Maude H Hains, di- . few weeks.
-------- 6 o'clock and following the meet

Johnston at Groton, Oonn During NORTH APPLETON
her absence her daughter. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. E.wln Mank. Mr.
Alice MacDonald Is staying at the and Mrs. Frank Meservey and Mrs
home of Mrs Mildred Colby.
Edgeburt House were guests SunA highly enjoyable meeting of day of Mr. and Mrs. William Carter
the Garden Club was held Tues- in Jefferson. Mrs. Meservey ls
day night at the home of Mrs. visiting her daughter for a short
Viola Spear. President Lester P. time.
Shibles presided, and. after the
Leland Johnson with his team,
reading of reports by secretary Ef Is employed in the woods at North
fie L. Salisbury* and treasurer Ar Searsmont for James Robbins and i
thur K. Walker, introduced the son.
guest speaker. Frank A. Winslow,
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Cullinan
associate editor of The Courier- were visitors Sunday at Ben CulllOazette. Mr Winslow gave an in- nan's.
cresting travel talk, which em- | John Gushee is visiting his sister
braced the highlights of a few of In Boston
bis many trips which he has taken | Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene
as the "Roving Reporter,” and in made a business trip last Thursday
addition, at the request of Presl- J to Camden and Rockland.
dent Shibles. spoke briefly on his I Raymond Gushee who has been
impressions of the recent political UI with pneumonia ls slowly imelectlon, enlivening this part of proving.
his talk with humorous Incidents High School Notes
which he recalled In connection
could ever tell the story of this Christmas men’s
The basketball teams went to
with Presidential elections during Friendship recently. The girls wen
stock of gifts that is as fresh as a baby’s cheek.
his boyhood days. This being the by a score of 30-1; boys by 48-13
last meeting of the Club year. Mrs. The Friendship girls and boys
f^JHcre are the gifts you’d see if you were in New
Nina Carroll and Mrs. Marlon showed good sportsmanship at the
York or Chicago this week . . . the very articles as
Richards were chosen as the nom end of the games, by serving sand
inating committee to submit a wiches and cocoa. Appleton later
advertised in Esquire.
slate of officers to be voted upon played Erskine Academy, which Is
at the next meeting. Jan. 7. which one of the League teams, in River
f£The Gregory stock of stocking fillers for men is
will be held at the home of Mrs. side Hall at Appleton. The girls
open and we want every mother, wife sister and
Mary 8pear.
ended with a score 25-25. The boys
open and we want every mother, wife, sister and
of Appleton lost by 31-13. Players
Edwin II. Storms
carry the male clear off his feet this Christmas.
of both teams and their positions
Funeral serslces for Edwin H
are:
Storms, 80. of Portland, retired
Appleton—Salo. rf. 2 (3); Hus
Rockport interior decorator, who
LUGGAGE OF ALL KINDS
died Dec 7 at Everett, Mass were tus. If. 3 11); Hill, c 3 1I1; Dwel
ley, 2: Griffin, eg Edgecomb. rg;
$3.50 to $25.00
held in the Glenwood Square BapAldus. Cunningham, lg
tist Church in Portland. Interment
Erskine—Tamb, 6. Arnold. T.
was In Evergreen Cemetery.
TRAVEL PALS. $2.98 to $10.00
Dow, E. Louden. 5 <3>. Arnold, H
Mr. Storms who was visiting in
BILL FOLDS and KEYTAINERS for men and women
ing there will be a Christmas tree'Everett Mass , at the time of his Lewis. Pinkham. Corey.
Following are the boys of both
and social hour. Each member Is death, resided most of his life in
teams:
NECKWEAR. SHIRTS. HOSIERY. GLOVES
requested to furnish a dune gift this tewn. He retired frem ac
Erskine—Kunscer, s 6 (3); Tabor,
for exchange, and also to con tive work about ten years ago, and
CIGARETTE CASES, MEMORY PADS
tribute toward the kitchen shower moved to Portland three years ago f, 3 <2), Lockhart, c 2; Pir.kham,
g il); Clowes, g 1 il); Lamb,
Miss Marion Weidman, who has
He was born Oct. 7. 1860 in New
REMINGTON RAZORS
been visiting Mrs David Johnston York. He was a charter member Swlngny
Appleton—Jewell, f (1); Smith, f.
in Quincy, Mass., returned home of Spring Valley iNew Yorki Lodge
Fish, Pease, c, 2 il); Griffin g. 2
In Fact, Everything For a Man!
Monday.
of Odd Fellows, was a member of
The Baptist Ladies Circle held the Masonic Order and of the Bap il; Hustus. g (2); Rcbbins
The pupils of the High School
an all-day session Wednesday at tist Church.
and Grammar School are aiding In
the home of the president. Mrs
Surviving are two daughters, Mrs.
with
Maud Walker. A picnic dinner Earl H Harlow of Portland, with the fight against. tuberculosis
,
was served at noon and the after- whom he resided and Mrs Oerad th* “e
This week the actors in the
noon was spent in tacking quilts. Clough of Everett. Mass. and a
416 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 294 «
Mrs. Ernest
Demmons
and son Edwin H. Storms. Jr. of Cam Senior class play are planning to
daughter Mary of North Haven, den. also three grandsons and three put all their spare in practicing.1
Therefore. Appleton will not play'
who have been visiting Mrs Ken granddaughters.
any games during the week but |
“——"j—a
neth Daucett. returned home Tues
Friday both teams are going to turned from a visit with her sister visited tlieir daughter Mrs Thomas
day.
Waldoboro to play another League Mrs. Herman R. Winchenbaugh in Winchenbaugh
Miss Lillian Whitmore spent UNION
game.
Tuesday as guest of her aunt, Mrs Nazarene Church Nates
Rockland
Mr. and Mrs Eben Wallace and
Raymond Gushee. a student cf
Communion was observed Sun
R. W Studley a: Glencove
Mrs. Alice Creamer and Frank son, Mrs Ella Wallace, and Mr. and
Harold Spear returned Wednes day morning. A special song "The Appletcn High School, who has Cieamer liave moved to West Wal- Mrs. W K. Winchenbach were Au_
_
__ hr Dearest Friend" was sung by Mrs been ill with pneumonia is im doboro where they will occupy part gusta visitors Friday.
day from Knox
Hospital
where
has been receiving treatment hav- He-en Cramer After the study of proving.
of the house owned by Alfred Jack__ r________
ing crushed the third finger of ills BlbIe S^001
le£son
birthday
£pn
Argentina 1ms mofe than doubled
left hand Monday in the grinder ,
'*erc J’Shted in honor cf
Mr and Mrs Edward Fairbrother its weol sbitfnents to the United
DUTCH NECK
at the Bicknell Machine Shop Mrs Halver Hart and the money
Mis Elsie Stahl of Arlington,) and family of Edgecomb recently states in the last year.
went in the bank for foreign mis
where he is employed.
Mass., passed several days recently
The first psalm was read by
...
...
. ....
Mr. and Mrs. E. H St Clair, sons sions.
..
. ,
.77
,
.
with her parents Mr. and Mrs Herthe
school
and
the
closing
hymn
.__
Warner and Emery and daughter
bert Stahl
Elizabeth of Owl's Head were re What a Friend We Have in
Mr and Mrs. Everett Orne and
cent visitors at the home of Mrs Jesus" was sung by the Girls’ Class. two children have moved to BoothThe
NY
PS.
song
service
was
St Clairs parents. Mr and Mrs
bay.
led by Robert Cunningham. A porD A. Whitmore.
Miss Phyllis Winchenbach reMrs. Augusta O. Shibles, who ob tion of the Book of Genesis was centjy £pent a few days with Mr.
served her 91st birthday anniver- ’ taken in Bible study The subject an{j ^jrs Tlioma^ Winchenbach.
sary Tuesday, was made happy by of tile pastor’s evening message
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy H Gross and
' calls from many of her relatives was "Light and Responsibility." children of Randolph. Vt, have
and friends, and also by the reWorship next Sunday will be at been recent visitors at the home
celpt of several nice gifts.
10 o'clock; Bible School. 11.15; N. Y. of Mr and Mrs. W K. Winchen
Mrs. W A Paul is somewhat P S 6; evening service at 7. The bach.
improved from recent illness, which subject for study in the Bible
Miss Mabel Chase of Allston.
confined her to the bed for a few Schcol wiil be "Jesus Teaches His Mass passed the holiday weekend (
days.
Disciples to Pray ”
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. W
Mrs Ccmelia MacDonald is visi
The N Y.PS service will be one F. Chase.
ting her daughter, Mrs Stuart Qj espeejaj interest, in which Mil- j Mrs Celesta Winchenbaugh of
dred Best. Ivah Howard and Hes- Wollaston, Mass, was at her home
for students comparable to such ter Cargill will have part, includ- here for a week recently. Mb-s Ada
agencies a Phi Beta Kappa and ing the song service and the pres- Winchenbaugh and Richard Robie,
entation of the topic.
also of Wollaston came for the
the Rhodes Scholarship Award.
Prayer meeting tonight will be weekend and Mrs. Winchenbaugh
Miss Reed was President of the
Sophomore Class, has held the at 7.30 followed by the meeting of returned with them.
I Mrs. Therese Shuman has reVice Presidency and also the the Church Beard
Presidency of the Dramatic Club,
was a member of the Brown Hall
House Committee, and on the ex
BEAUTIFUL
ecutive Committee of the Secre
tarial Club.
GIFT CHESTS FREE
Miss Reed graduated at Steph
WITH EVERY 3 PAIRS
ens High School in the class of
1935, and during her high school
career was active In dramatics, a
member of the Dean's Council,
held offices in the French and
Latin Clubs, and was a member
of the National Honor Society.—
Rumford Falls Times
Miss Reed is a daughter of the
former Linthel C. Ripley of Rock
port. and a grand-daughter of the
late Minnie A. Weed.

“Who’s Who” Student ROCKPORT

The Nltsumsosum Club and husbands met Monday night at the
Daughter of a Former
home of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Bis
bee for supper and bridge High
Rockport Woman Will
ncnoii were won by Mrs. A. V. Mc
Receive Coveted Rating Intyre and Frederick Richards
Miss Dorothy A Reed, daughter with Mrs Bisbee and Walter Carof Mr- and Mrs Marshall E fteed, roll receiving low.
Members of Harbor Light Chap
Roxbury, who will receive her B
ter CES. who attended Guest Ofg degree from Nas6on College In fleers' Night at Anchor Chapter
June. is among those students wire Searsport, Monday with Mr. and
»U1 be listed in the 1940-41 issue Mrs Russen staples, Mrs Cora Upof Who's Who Among Students in ham. Mis,- Marion Upham and Mrs
- .  Orra Burns The trip was made in
American ~
Universities and- Col
leges. The book will be released in Staples' Bus. and the Rockport delegation was accompanied by Lura
January or February*.
This publication is published Libby, Marlon GrafUn, Madolin
through the-cooperation of over Spear and Dorethy Libby of Grace
500 American universities and col- Chapter. Thomaston .
leges. It is the only means of naMrs. Vellle Simmons ls a patient
tlonal recognition for graduates at Community Hospital where she
which is devoid of politics, fees was taken Saturday night after
and dues. Several students from having suffered a severe ill turn at
accredited colleges are selected her home on Russell avenue earlier
each year by an unprejudiced com- in the day.
mittee. for their biographies to
A covered dish supper preceded
appear in Who's Who Among Stu- the meeting of the Trytohelp Club
dents in American Universities Monday at the Baptist vestry, after
and CoIle?e
ThMe books are which the time was devoted to
P'aced 1,1 tbe hands of hundreds work on the Christmas sunshine
of companies and others who an- baskets.
nuall>' recrult outstanding students
Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham re
for employment.
turned Sunday from Waltham.
The purpose of Who's Who is to Mass., where she visited ten days
serve as an incentive for students with her parents. Mr. and Mrs
t0 set the most out of thetr college Charles Everett.
careers: as a means of compensaThe annual Christmas party of
tion to students for what they Harbor Light Chapter O.ES. will
have already done: as a r«om-itakf place m connection with its
mendation to the business world; 'stated meeting Tuesday. A covand as a standard of measurement ered dish supper will be served at
i

NO ADVERTISEMENT

WITHOUT WHISKERS

GREGORY’S

v

Decorate Your
Family Tree With
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Ijg (jgeThe exciting array of lovely things at this well-storked gift renter
makes it easy to choose a scintillating gift for every branch of your family
tree. Wc ran help you choose a gift that Mother will be proud of . . .
something that will melt a smile from Sister ... a presi nt that will win a
pat on the back from Dad or a pleased "Oh, boy!" from Brother. There's
plenty of latitude for your budget in our grand assortment and wide range
of prices.

YARDLEY TOILET SETS
(We carry the complete line)

gB
(W
(i

CUTEX NAIL SETS
$1.00 to $5.00

Q

r

OLD SPICE SETS
$1.00 to $10.00
OLD SOUTH TOILETRIES
COTY’S GIFT SETS
‘•EVENING IN PARIS” SETS
“EARLY AMERICAN OLD SPICE”
WILLIAM’S MEN’S SETS
89c
KAYWOOuiE PIPES
$3.50 to $12.50
FULL LINE OF MEN’S BILLFOLDS
$1.00 to $5.00

fl

COLOGNES
Tender, romantic
fragrance in quaint
bottles designed
from rare old glass.
The hand-blown
Decanter Jug,
$1.75. Violin Bot
tle, designed from
original antique,
$1.00. Two bou
quets—Plantation
Garden and Wood
land Spice.

LEMON JUICE RECIPE
CHECKS RHEUMATIC
PAIN QUICKLY

SPECIALLY GOOD ASSORTMENT OF
KEYTAINERS
CHOICE LINE OF
CANDIES
Whitman’s. Lovell & Covel

IN COMPLETE HOLIDAY LINE

PAGE & SHAW’S CANDY
Complete Line of
CIGARS
CIGARETTES
AND TOBACCOS
IN HOLIDAY WRAPPERS

«itDRN
PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGISTS

A
§
£
(5

TEL.378 6H1 UiTiH Je) TEL.378
MAIN AT LIMEROCK STS. - ROCKLAND

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan'*
Island and Frenchboro

DRUG STORE

MAIL
ORDERS

If you suffer from rheumatic, ar
thritis or neuritis pain, try this simple
Inexpensive home recipe that thou
sands are using. Oet a package of
Ru-Ex Compound, a two week supply,
today Mix It with a quart of aster,
add the Juice of 4 lemons It's easy.
No trouble at all and pleasant. You
need only 2 tablespoonsful two times
a day. Often within « hours—some
times over night—splendid results are
obtained. If the pains do not quickly
leave and If you do not feel better, re
turn the empty package and Ru Ex
will cost you nothing to try as it ls
sold by your druggist under an abso
lute money back guarantee
Ru-Ex
Compound ls for sale and recommend
ed by C. H MOOR dc COMPANY and
drug stores everywhere.

ti

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
5.30 Lv.
6.30 Lv.
7.30 Lv.
8.30 Lv.
9J0 Ar.

P. M.
Swan’s Island,
Stonington,
North Haven,
Vinalhaven,
Rockland,

Ar. 6.00
Ar.
Ar,
Ar.
Lv.

4.40
3.30
2.45
1.30
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New Number Plates
Will Show a Somber
Trend, But Some Will
Outshine the Rainbow

Home Defense Corps

Lobster Industry
Some Of Its Problems To
Have Airing In Boston
Tomorrow and Saturday

Troubles confronting the lobster
A somber trend In 1941 automo
bile license plate colors leaves industry will get a real airing in
“enough hues tn the forthcoming ' Boston. Friday and Saturday when
1941 galaxy of tags to make the a number of important issues in
seven-toned rainbow a colorless cluding Canadian imports, uni
splotch by comparison,'' the Amer form sizes, marketing, propagation
ican Automobile Association said and conservation will be discussed
last week in announcing its round by the North Atlantic Lobster Re
up of color combinations proposed search Committee of which. Com
for next year by the 48 States, the missioner Greenleaf is a member.
District of Columbia, the terri Greenleaf said that he would par
tories and possessions, and the ticipate in the discussions, accom
panied by Dick Reed of the Maine
Canadian provinces
"The realm of the primary col Development Commission, who will
ors. with simple names, has been report on an on-the-scene survey
left far behind in the selections of of the Canadian situation which
some of the territorial units," the he made sometime ago for the
report said, pointing to Pennsyl fishery department.
The committee made up of fish
vania's golden yellow on ultra
marine blue, Wisconsin's black on eries heads and experts of the
federal yellow. Arkansas' green on seven American producing States
aluminum. Hawaiis cardinal red and representatives of the U. S.
on rustic gray and the Philippines' Bureau of Fisheries will prepare a
list of recommendations for action
gold on celestial blue.
"Once again. Puerto Rico is the by a general conference to be
only State, territory or province called early next year. According
to use a three color combination- to Greenleaf the purpose of this
black on tan and blue for 1941: movement is to bring about closer
red. white and blue this year,'' it cooperation between the producing
States and the Canadian provinces
was added.
Twenty-seven States have adopt in settling mutual problems.
Discussions will be held on these
ed new color schemes this year,
while 20 States and the District points: The effect of Canadian
of Columbia have satisfied them Imports on American markets and
selves by merely reversing the order prices; uses of sizes, prices and
of color on background and num grades by producers and dealers in
lobsters;
erals. according to the report Con de-emphasizing small
necticut continues the use of per discussion of policy regarding the
manent black-on-alumlnum plates. purchase of seed lobsters; possi
bility of controlling extent of the
The association went on:
"Ten States have decided on lobster fishery by limiting amount
black-and-white for 1941. against of gear each fisherman would be
seven this year. Also, there are allowed to use; a progressive and
nine using a yellow-and-black cooperative system of collecting
scheme next year, compared with data on the catch and the biologi
but seven in 1940 Variations of cal aspects of the Industry;
the yellow-and-black plate are al whether or not have Canada re
most as many in orange-and-black presented at the big 1941 general
and gold-and-black.'’
conference: the possibility of at
Color scheme for 1941 automo tempting to make trade and quota
bile plates in Maine will be red agreements with Canada; other
on aluminum."
pertinent problems.
Oreenleaf said that the North
Subscribe to The Courier-Oaaette Atlantic Lobster Conference of

The Medomak Region

Winterport and Frankfort
Swing Into Game With
Senator Fernald As
Chairman

Mrs. Perkins, Director,
Names Committees—Mrs.
Elliot To Arrange
Annual Meeting

At the meeting of the Winterport Chamber of Commerce held
today in Winterport, the organiza
tion voted to sponsor a Home De
fense Corps to be known as The
Winterport-Frankfort Home De
fense Corps.
Senator Roy L. Fernald, presi
dent of The Winterport Chamber
of Commerce, was elected chairman
of the home defense committee,
while the enrollment drive was
placed in charge of George D.
Thorndike of Winterport and Rich
ard Laffln of Frankfort.
Cher 60 persons in these two
towns have already enrolled. All
men over 35 years of age are urged
to join the Winterport-Frankfort
Defense Corps if residents of either
town, in order to give protection to
these towns in time of need.
If Interested sign enrollment
blanks with either Senator Roy L.
Fernald and George D. Thorndike
of Winterport or Richard Laffln
of Frankfort.

Mrs. James B. Perkins, director
of Medomak Region has an
nounced her Federation committeflb as follows:
Ate. Richard O. Elliot of the
Thomaston Garden Club will rep
resent the Medomak Region on
the Committee for arranging the
program for the annual meeting
of the State Federation in June.
Mrs. Leon A. Dodge of the Old
Bristol Oarden Club will repre
sent the Medomak Region on the
nominating committee of the Fed
eration.
Regional Committee Chairman:
Conservation—Mrs. Sumner Sew
all. Bath.
Birds—Mrs. Guy Colby, Top
sham.
Horticulture — Mrs. Wentworth
Shackleton, Boothbay,
Junior Nature—Mrs. Leon A.
Dodge, Damariscotta.
Roadside Development—Mrs, Ed
mund Rothwell Bath.
Civic Improvement — Miss Alice
Hanson, Camden.
AU members are urged to at
tend the midwinter meeting of the
Federation of Augusta.

which he is chairman has been in
existence for three years and ex
pects to be in a position to take
definite action on many Issues
within the coming j-ear. He said
that Maine was much interested
in the situation, due to the large
fishery which it maintains and
that he had high hopes for the
eventual accomplishments of the
conference.
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“NEVER TOUCHED ME”

WILL SUPPLY FORMS
Uom'r. Helvering of Internal
Revenue Department Tells
How and Where Obtained

Commissioner of Internal Rev
enue Ouy T. Helvering announced
today that persons having urgent
need for Form 1041, Fiduciary In
come and Defense Tax Return, i
may obtain a supply by calling at
the office of the Collector of In
ternal Revenue for their districts
on or after Monday, Dec. 16. This
form is for returns covering the
calendar year 1940 or fiscal year
beginning in 1940 and ending In
1941.
Commissioner
Helvering
ex
plained that making Form 1041
available at this time was In re
sponse to urgent requets from per

Next time he may be "tagged out.”

of the Rockport schools. These
bull-fights are conducted In much
the same way as in Spain. Goya
N. Y. A. Girls Entertained painted these scenes with a ter
and painful realism.
By Fr. Kenyon’s Talk On rifying
One of the lovelist things
DECEMBER
Mexico—Other Features brought back from Mexico by
[For The Courier-Oazette]
The first speaker of the month Father Kenyon was a silvered
December leads the way
Td gray and snowy day.
was
Rev. Ernest O Kenyon. Tak wood-carving of Our Lady of
For wind Swept hills
ing
Mexico
for his subject, Father Guadalupe. We were told that
And frozen rills
And skiing parties thrills.
Kenyon took us across the Rio J sweet story, old yet ever new. of
Hearts warm wtth wool
ST. GEORGE
Grande to Anahuac (the name by Juan and the Virgin, and the im
Snugly worn for health.
"Look Who's Here," the senior
which Mexico was originally age which Juan Diego found
Feet shod with clogs
painted on his blanket or tllma.
Not boots for stealth
class play, will be presented Friday.
known).
But good thick pelts.
Following Father Kenyon's talk
It is a farce In three acts and is
Father Kenyon spoke of the low
All hearts are gay
on
Mexico Mrs. H. P. Blodgett
directed by the assistant, Carolyn
civilization
of
our
own
American
With Christmas thought
spoke before the N.YA. Girls on
Oreens on the way
McIntosh In the cast are: Donald
Indians
when
compared
with
the
For gifts, early bought
Clark, Marion Seavey, Malcolm
very high civilization of the In Opportunity Farm. This farm for
To swell the hearts
Of precious tote.
Pierson, Thelma Miller, Virginia
dians of Mexico. The conquering boys between the ages of 8 and 14
k s. r.
Kinney, Dora Seavey, Marlon
Spanish were astonished at the has always been a project of the
Rockland.
Dowling, Shirley Johnson and
culture of the races they found In State DAR. Chapters throughout
the State give financial assistance,
Henry Melquist.
Coal consumers in Italy could Mexico.
get in October only 20 percent of
“Most people have more than and each year at Christmas time
Read The Courier-Gazette
the amount needed for the Winter. one motive In life," Father Kenyon send boxes to the home wtth gifts
said, “and even so did Cortes, the for the boys and the home.
This year in the box from Lady
conqueror of Mexico." The first
even as today, was gold1; the sec Knox Chapter will be found a
ond was the conversion of the hooked rug, hooked mat. and an
tribes of Mexico, the chief of which embroidered framed map of Maine.
All of these articles were made by
were the Aztecs.
Outside of Mexico City, are pyra the N.YA. Girls on Project 18-Y.
On the afternoon of the 25th
mids as great and as old. some
archeologists assert, as those in Helen Hyde Carlson, vocational
Egypt. These pyramids built In constant, told the N.Y.A. Girls
honor of the sun and the moon the story of the Christmas seal
are situated near the village of San and Its originator Miss Emily P.
Juan Teotihuacan (City of the Bissell.
Mrs. Carlson's friend, Miss Bis
Gods). From this ancient Toltec
city, Fr. Kenyon had brought a sell. Is known by the nom-de-plume
clay figurine of the Moon Goddess of Priscilla Leonard. Miss Bissell
interested the Red Cross In her
with the Sun god in her arms.
Our attention was called to the idea, and the first campaign for
effect of altitude; the very thin the sale of these stamps was held
air which makes one breath very in Delaware in 1907. The next
fast. We were told of the siesta, year the campaign came under
from noon until 3. which like the direction of the National AntiAssociation.
The
many things Mexican seems to be Tuberculosis
miraculous sum of more than
of Spanish origin.
Everyone in Mexico is an artist, ♦175,000000 has been realized for
though primitive, and understands the fight that is being waged
form and line. These people un against the great white plage.
A Pilet crochet chair set con
like ourselves are not self-con
taining 1187*4 yards of crochet
scious.
The bull-fight came In for its cotton and made by Miss Rosalie
own description. This seems to Harvey was presented to the Bok
be a most popular feature of Nurses Home. A small size red
Father Kenyon's talk as was af romper suit, material donated by
firmed by the letters from pupils Mrs. Edward W Peaslee, was
given Miss Corbett for her Christ
mas work.
Why wait until the last minute . . . buy now . pay a
Three girls from Project 18-Y,
Misses Mildred O. Ferrln, Barbara
little each pay day. Open your account today ... no
Rogers and Ruth Rogers, have been
fuss, no red tape, no carrying charges."
working under regional director
Bernard J. Miller. Philadelphia,
Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out ol Penn., and Norman C. Fitz-Patrick
Bed in tho Morning Rahn' to Co
in the Mayor's private office help
Tho liver ehouid pour 2 plnta of bile Juice
ing to put over Rockland's Food
into rour boweia every day. If thia bile le
not flovrlnr freely, your food may not diStamp Plan. Miss Ferrin took dic
amt- It may Juet decay In the boweia. Then
tation and typed around 400 iden
vas bloata up your itomach. You act conatipated. You teal aour, aunk and the world
tification cards besides typing full
looke punk.
.
’*kCT thoee ,ow!- 0,<1 Carter*! Little
reports of progress made in regard
Liver Pilla to pet these 2 pint! of bUe flowto the stamp plan. Misses Bar
Ina freely to make you feel "up and up."
Get a package today. Tike aa directed.
bara and Ruth Rogers (now Mrs.
Zipper and w r a t
Ama,Ing In makina bile flow freely. Aik
for Carter’! Llttli Liver Pille. 1M ond 2Sr. i Rydkyi typed Identification cards
around housecoats
with full sweeping
skirts, in jewel shades
and pastels. Quilted
cotton robes in smart
prints.

EVERYTHING at

PURITAN

Cultured Indians

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Housecoats 22
and

ROBES

Coat Sale
Sport

* n d 8

AO

dremy styles > 4<e“®
All sines.
np

Snow
Suits
Sizes 3 to 16.

5«98

ELECTRICAL
DECORATIONS

oed.

La
or

and Crystaline Ornaments
for your

L o v ely styles,
tearose, blue.

CHRISTMAS TREE

up

Christmas Wrappings
Christmas Cards
(very large assortment)

High
bro a d
whitea,
tems.
sizes.

Christmas Toys
Christmas Candies
Christmas Tree Decorations
Christmas Gifts
At All Prices and
Amazing Values

count
cloth,
p a tA I 1

> 1.69
3

Men’s

COATS - SUITS
Ace quality
fabrics
snappy mod
els. Free
alterations.

24-50
29.50

Jackets

Leather, leather £
and cloth, well
made. All sizes.

for 4.50

Sox
New patterns.

Fine quality.

AjP

J

up

2

for $1

3 pairs $1

Men’s ROBES
Warm, smart,
in rich patterns. Fine value.

a

IF®

PURITAN Clothing Stores
477 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

E. B. CROCKETT 510c to $1. Store
CHRISTMAS GIFT HEADQUARTERS
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

PAY CONVENIENTLY on Budget Payment Terms

410 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
149&151

and envelopes.
Miss Marlon Freeman and Rosa
lie Harvey arc assisting In the
Chamber of Commerce Office. Miss
Barbara Rogers ls serving a few
hours each day in the Custodians
Office. Extra hours of service are
made possible by this co-operation
on the part of the N.YA. Girls.
Again, through the kindness of
James Flanagan, director of activi
ties. Community Building, the
girls of the project are to be able
to play basketball and ping pong.
This, of course, on thetr own time.
Albert O. Perkins, district direc
tor has visited the project this
month. Project 18-Y has also been
favored with a visit from C. C.
Robinson special vocational con
sultant. Mr. Robinson, who was
accompanied by William Foley,
assistant State supervisor of work
projects, gave the girls a ques
tionnaire. Mr. Robinson, a former
Y.M.C.A. worker in Hawaii, ls a
gifted and able speaker.
Nine have received the Advanced
Red Cross First Aid certificate and
three the Red Cross First Aid cer
tificate. A new Red Cross First Aid
nignt at the N.YA. Girls' work
class was formed last Thursday
at the Community Building. This
class ls under the instruction of
Mr Dodge of Camden. Twentyone were present to sign up for
the course.
Among ;l>e pictures exhibited at
Project 18-Y Ls an extraordinary
charcoal drawing by the late Al
bert W. Merchant
Tlie subject
“Venus at the Bath" is Jewel-like
in its perfection. From Mrs. Mer
chant we have the gray coat of
arms and bookplate, both the work
of her own hands and without
flaw.
E. L. Eown has brought us in
two oils. The Crmpanile a vibrant,
shimmering vision of reflected
light. The seascape bjF Brown Is
“visual music"; but wc think the
bell-tower the loveliest thing ex
hibited so far.
An arresting print "Andromache "
has been lent to the project by the
supervisor of the group. Two copies
in color of examples of Peasant
Embroidery from the Brodklyn
Museum have been framed and
hung on the walls of the N.YA,,
work room. These were done by
Vada Alley Hoffses and Arlene
Sprowl.
The N.YA. Girls’ staff met In
the N.Y.A. Girls' work room, Com
munity Building, Tuesday night.
Flora G. Merchant. Maine Art
Project, gave her fourth lesson on
block printing.
Wilhelmina T. Fogg,
Supervisor,
NY,A. Project 18-Y.
SB"

sons required to prepare large
numbers of returns on this form,
and who represented that such
action would materially faell.tate
the timely filing of such returns.
He also stated that Individual und
partnership income tax return
forms will be available for release
or distribution by Collectors of
Internal Revenue Jan. 3, 1941.
The release date for corporation
income tax return forms will be
announced later.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
The Union Aid meets Dec. 19 at
Mrs. Dorothy Winchenbach’s, with
Mrs. George Palmer and Mrs. Clara
Winchenbach as hostesses.
Mrs. Karl Pitcher has been visit
ing her sister, Mrs. Paul Wnichenbach in Bangor.

Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette.

youtself be

lowlier in

Ytuvl^rrurrvl
Nlockings
Bathed In
"Preeloue< omelle Olla"*
• ..Kver-Na-Falady Scented

These stockings are designed
for women whose creed
is more loyous living . . .
women who make presentday fashions a delight Io
the eyel
That's why you're always
more glamorous
North'mont Stockings...bathed in — (
"Precious Cosmetic Oils*'*
... ever-so-famtly scented
with "Joy of living" by Ybry
. . . very, very easy on
budgetsl

*n

'"A
o

79c
$1.00

$1.15
CUTLER’S,NC
3419 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

• Bl« f. ». F*T. OFF.
@tMft BOFTHIIOBr NOtIKFF CO9FMAT1M

...the simple truth is

.

she wants a simple slipl
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MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC. Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

JOIN THE RED CROSS!

Deer Kill Far Ahead

Thereby You Serve Humanity and Patriotism
Name

Nearly 3000 Greater
Than Last YearPoachers Out of Luck

Every-Other-Day

Christmas Seals

Fishing Problems
Some Matters Which Will
Be Brought To Early
Attention of Legislature

The Annual Sale Is On and
the Cause of Humanity
Advances

1941

The annual sale of Christmas
The year old Maine Fisheries
A preliminary’ check by Inland
Health
Seals and Health Bonds
Association
plans
to
swing
into
F.sheries
and
Game
wardens
has
We’ve always rememberci what Dromedary' Dixie Mix Fruit Cake
has
been
launched throughout the
action
during
the
Winter
in
spon

revealed
a
new
all-time
high
deer
Street
someone in the radio family wrote cr a label from Dromedary Date
kill during the past season with soring Legislation for improve- ' State, and hundreds of interested
years ago about this time of year and Nut Bread, with 25 cents for it.
City .
State
more than 22.000 whitetaUs taken ' ments ln the fishing juu
industry citizens are working to make this
’’It takes brains to be poor all the One only to a family. A 75-cent
in the 16 counties. Commissioner
,
,
and
today
notified
Commissioner
i one of the largest and most pro
article
but
yours
for
the
duration
year round but espec.ally at Christ
Stobie announced. This surpasses
Check here the form of membership taken
ductive campaigns ever presented.
of
this
offer
for
the
box
front
or
Oreenleaf
of
a
number
of
projects
mas. All the same, it's n ..re In
the 1939 reeprd kill of 19.187 hy a
The 1940 Seals depict three happy
label
with
25
cents.
which
are
being
considered.
The
1
teresting; there's love as v. : as in
wide margin and was surprising to
Joyous children, singing Christmas
SI Annual $5 Contributing $10 Sustaining $25 Supporting
Ycu
may
have
two
lovely
illus

genuity In our gifts . . and we
officials in view of poor hunting organization, which is made up of i Carols. The artist who made the
a
large
number
of
fishermen
and
families on a budget need
hap trated picture-poems of two of Ed
conditions that prevailed with ex
dealers, pointed out tlie necessity ] design is Felix Martini, a talented
piness of Christm
Here gar Guest’s best beloved poems "A
ception of the Anal week.
ycung man. who was born in Italy,
Heap
o'
Livin
"
and
"Boy
or
Girl,"
Enter here
FOR DONATIONS ONLY
are a few small gifts
i could
Although the official returns of action on a nine-point program but who came to Vermont when
Total including
including
lobsters,
clams,
seals,
make if there aren't 1 ....
, pend suitable for framing on heavy
from the hundreds of checking
membership fee
.
he was two and one-half years
$
and such presents dot.., i
ie as antique paper ln copper gravure.
stations throughout the State will laws, sport fishing, advertising and old. and has lived in this country
by
sending
the
Indian
head
girl
well as ingenuity.
publicity
marketing
and
other
not be received and compiled be
cut hem a land O Lakes Sweet
eve rslnce. Hls special hobby ls
Tin funnels, flattened a b t w
fore the middle of January. Stobie phases of the industry.
•yi E :ttcr caitcn or wrapper
Cut
out
lliis
coupon
and
mail
with
your
contribution
io
the seam at the back, tne
The present lobster measure has music, and presumably that is the
ten cents lor eacli pair. AMERICAN RED CROSS. F.LMF.K C. DAVIS. TREAS., ROCKLAND, ME. said the figures of tlie wardens
reason he has given to the United
end corked and the funnel p ;. t
were
"reasonably
accurate"
and
been
ni ^or considerable study and States this year a Health Seal
ke Lvely gifts or you'd 1
with enamel paint, inside and c.i;
definitely established the fact that ^he Association believes that it is
Hlj y
n
your own home
stressing tlie joy children have in
then adorned with silver or gold
LAST
CALL
FOR
RED
CROSS
MEMBERSHIP
a record had been set. The pre desirable to have the cooperation singing Carols.
Anj if you'll send five box
star 6tickers are really lovely wall
of
Canadian
and
North
Atlantic
Ji'-ii 1
in Kremel Surprise—tlie (
Tlie American Red Cross obtained its charter by act of Congress and liminary total has been set at ap
The greatest safeguard for our
adorments to hold ivy or red berries
fishermen in an effort to effect
new ' no cooking" fudge mix you is therefore a quasi government agency One of the charier obligations proximately 22.122.
National Defense, is to keep the
and evergreen. Paraffin can be run
Unable to give estimated county 1 cerialn changes in the minimum
may have a crystal and chromium reads as follows:
general health of our boys and
inside to waterprocf the container.
totals at the present time Stobie ‘e^a^
lobster taken from Maine girls at a higli standard. To keep
dripless
syrup
pitcher,
with
a
gay
j
1.
"To
act
in
matters
of
voluntary
relief
and
in
accord
witli
the
mili

Cretonne or flower prints can be
said that the largest Increase waters and that a st*P by
glued to shortening or coffee cans, red catalin "hat" and an automatic tary and naval authorities as a medium of communication between the i would be shown In the southwest- : Pr°sram covering a period of three them free from disease, especially
people of the United States and their Army and Navy.
stainless
steel
cut-off
These
pitch

tuberculosis; to maintain healthful
knobs fitted to the cover and ycu
The Red Cross will fulfill this obligation by having representatives ln ern part of the State. "This re- |or more years should be proposed living conditions; to improve their
have a container for home-made ers retail at $1 25 cents but right.
now this is your chance JLo have 1 every camp, cantonment, military and naval hospital and wherever there fleets a trend which has been 'for consideration.
physical welfare; and to secure
candy or cookies
hoped Uiat this would lead
is a concentration of troops. Our country is at peace, but in the Interest! noted for a number of years," he ! 11
the correction of minor physical
Waste baskets covered with a them without cost.
of
national
defense
our
young
men
in
great
number:
are
being
called
from
i
said. From all indications the ,ub t0 a un^orm American and
Address Marjorie Mills. Yankee
patchwork design of magazine cov
their homes to serve ln our Army and in our N’a'J Help the Red Cross Washington County total will be i Canadian measure and' eventually defects; all these things make for
ers sell in the smartest stores, and Network, Boston, Mass, for these to help them.
smaller than that of last year Iwould bring about a better mar- a better and stronger country, and
they're not hard to make A coat of ' offers.
the Christmas Seals, tiny but
while Hancock County about held | feting
understanding
between mighty, play a big part ln keeping
shellac finishes off tire basket. An Cumberland Sauce
a fast oven half an hour uncovered.
Its own. For several years these ! comPet'inR States and the Prov- the boys and girls—our future
oblong cheese box. adorned with
SIMONTON
One-quarter cup red currant Serve with cream.
areas have shown the largest kill ’inces witb higher prices and concitizens—in good health.
enamel paint and a cut-cut design jelly, l tablespoon lemon Juice
I
Mrs Darrell Pound and son Da
in the State.
certed propagation and conservaMENl'
can hold a bread tin. Ulen a layer tetupoon ginger. 2 tablespoons
vid went Saturday to Hartford
Every purchase of Seals means
In commenting on the large kill tion efforts resulting. Many of the additional money to use in in
Breakfast
of pebbles and four or five tiny pots orange juice, 1 teaspoon prepared
where they will make their home.
Association
’
s
findings
are
based
on
Stobie said that it must mean
Sliced Oranges
of herbs or scented geraniums for mustard, grated rind 1 orange
creasing the general standard of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Simonton,
that there were more hunters as surveys and scientific study made health, upon which our National
Cornflakes
a home-made kitchen window box
Mix ingredients and heat over a
Catherine Simonton, Roberta Hol
during
the
past
year
by
Elroy
well
as
more
deer.
Dropped Eggs on Toast
Or paint a bright edge around a lew tire until Jelly melt- Serve
Defense so largely depends. Many
brook and Edgar Simonton were
From many parts of the State J°bnson of Bailey Island and
Coffee
bread board, paste one of the color- co;d with cold meats.
supper guests Sunday of Mr. and have come reports that the deer : biologist Leslie Scattergood of the young people have been saved
ful gastronomic maps or cliarts for Apricot Pudding
Lunch
from tuberculosis through the edu
Mrs. Clarence Pendleton at Nor
ran much larger in size indicating j
® Bureau of Fisheries,
herb uses, or a magazine fcod UlusTwo cups light brown sugar 3 Prudence Country Scrapple
ton's Pond.
cational work done by nurses and
good feeding conditions.
The i 'ri,e Association sees possibilitratlon ln color, shellac and you tablespoons Land O Lakes Butter
Apple Rings
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Morton and
other health workers, the health
woods were noisy until the last tle' ^or greater activity in the
have a wall decoration for some- drained apricots, 1 cup sugar 2 eggs
Shefford Cheese Stuffed Celery
family of Camden were guests Sun
projects, the school health activi
week
when
good
tracking
snow
:
c
’
iam
industry
and
endorses
legisones kitchen. We like Uie wooden >2 cup hot milk, 1 cup flour, 2 tea'Mock Indian Pudding
day of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mor
prevailed and resulted in a large I Nation to provide funds for a wide- ties Introduced and sponsored by
chopping bowls filled with earth spoons baking powder. 1 teaspoon
Canada Dry Ginger Ale
ton.
lncrease in the kill.
j spread propagation program. It the State Association and its
and holding five or six little herb vanilla, speck of salt
Harry Smith on leave from Fort
Dinner
branches, and financed through
Plante for another small kitchen
ni the bottom of a cake tin melt
For the most part nimrods had would also place all clam flats the sale of Christmas Seals. Five
Broiled Morrell Hain Slices
Williams passed the weekend at the
under
the
jurisdiction
of
the
8tate
gift and adornment. Ingenuity and the combined brewn sugar and buthome of Mr and Mrs. Cecil Annis. to work harder for their deer dur'Baked Sweets witli Nuts
cents out of each dollar is sent to
a little time really can do the work ter. Cover this with the drained
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Cripps en lng the season as the whltetalls an^ annul all existing laws with the National Tuberculosis Associa
Peas and Carrots in Cream
remained
on
the
beech
ridges
beI
exception
of
those
setting
the
of dollars.
apricots and pour over this a bat-1
tertained at dinner Sunday evening
Tossed Green Salad
tion for research work in tlie
minimum size at two Inches
With everyone busy as can bt ter made of other ingredients,
Mr. and Mrs Donald Simonton. Ed cause of ample feed and did not
'Apricot Pudding
tuberculosis field The remaining
venture
out
into
the
open
counj
and
governing
polluted
areas
It
these days, it might simplify mat- Bake in a moderate oven and leave
win Annis and Kenneth Turner.
Coffee
95 cents is used for health ac
teis if you'd drep us a line to say
tin until cool
Sene with
Mrs Donald Simonton entertained try so often. Except ln thc north- j also PUns 10 carefully Investigate tivities in Maine, and dedicated
• Recipes given.
you'd like the complete "kitchen whipped cream.
present law which prohibits
the sewing club Thursday. This ern and north central areas there
library" when you write for the
'*
was no snow until the last week Ishipping of clams out of the to the eradication of Tuberculosis.
weeks
meeting
will
be
at
the
home
MANY
GO
FISHING
free recipe books and pamplUets ^ncx Christmas Plum Pudding
, State in the Summer months and
of the season.
of Mrs. Ralph Morton.
ery wardens was advocated.
we have for you.
One envelope (1 tablespoon)
Nearly Eight Million Licenses
The deer hunting season was a believes that greater propagation
At the Community Association's
YauH get the Knox books. botli Knox Sparkling Gelatine
cup
In
informing
Commissioner
tough
one
on
poachers
with
224
activity
would
eliminate
any
argu
Issued In United States Past
business meeting last Thursday it
the big 55-page Mrs Knox recipe oold water, 1 cup milk, , square
Season
was voted to have roller skating ln nimrods falling Into the hands of ments ln favor of the measure as Oreenleaf of some of the Associa
book crammed with main dish, j chocolate or 3 tablespoons cocoa,:
tion's ideas acting executive sec
the hall after the holidays. Mrs. wardens for various forms of il it now stands.
salad, dessert, candy recipes using i '« cup seeded raisins. ’« cup cur
Believing that seals are destruc retary Charles Priest said that
During 1938-36 there were 7.858,- Mark Dunton was elected on the legal hunting. Night Jacking ac
Knox Gelatine, and the Knox rants, two-thirds cup Dromedary 275 sport fishing licenses issued to , sick committee and Irma Annis and
counted for 164 arrests. The very tive to the industry, affecting they were now being discussed by
Build-up plan leaflet, Uie illustrat : dates, >, cup nuts, chopped, 4 cup
lobsters, herring, mackerel and the various groups of members
teaspoon salt,
teaspoon men, women and children in Uie ] Jeannette Buzzell are on the sup- efficient warden staff has been other fish as well as fishing equip- along the coast and that ln the
ed Good Luck recipe book and the ' sugar,
United States, according to tabu- J per comn,*,Ue
conducting a relentless war on
big Brer Rabbit book You 11 have vanilla. 2 ey,g whites.
luwbreakers for a number of years | ment the Association would maln- near future definite recommenda
Put milk with chcpped fiuit in lations released by the Fish and
"Quick Tricks' Uie G Washington
and officials say that this will be tain the present bounty law and tions would be submitted for Leg
SPRUCE HEAD
Both Ace leaflet and Uie new double boiler. When cooked slight Wild-life Service.
in general keep the population of islative action. He pointed out
Mr. and Mrs. Milbridge Randall kept up until the poachers are all these mammals as small as pos that the Association was comprised
Nestle book and Uie free Kirkman ly add cocoa or chocolate which
The
total
revenue
from
Uie
sale
put
out
of
action.
has been melted and mixed with
and daughter have returned to
catalogue of premiums.
mostly of fishermen and that thc
of fishing licenses amounted to
Warden Supervisor
Raymond sible.
j Cape Elizabeth after visiting her
Add a postscript to yxxir request part of the sugar and a little milk
Sports fishing and its develop entire membership would be asked
$10,837,168. New York State, with 1
Morse
of
Ellsworth
has
compiled
too, to get Uie generous 4-bcwl to make a smooth paste. Pcur cold
parents Mr and Mrs Stanley Sim
$1,151,687 led all other states in the mons.
comprehensive figures on the kill ment is favored by the group to express opinion on all major
sample of Maltex we have for you water in bowl and sprinkle gelaUne
which believes that everything moves.
amount
of
revenue
received
from
free.
Address Marjorie Mills, on top of water. Add to hot choco- ..
,
...
... ., I Lavon B Godfrey and Miss Ethel in his district which takes in sec
possible
should be done to increase
v? Holorook
Sunday, a belat- tions of Washington and Hancock
Yankee Network. Boston, for Uie late mixture and stir until dis- «
activity
along those lines. Tlie SOMERVILLE
gan,
with
858.362
led
in
the
number
,
ed
Thanksgiving
at
the
home
of
counties.
Of
3000
deer
checked
kltchen library and the Maltex solved. Add sugar and salt and
Mr and
1794 were bucks and 1206 does. Asociation also believes that a
Mr and Mrs. Elurick Grotton of
sample.
stir thoroughly.
Remove from of licenses issued.
Of the 7.858,725 fishing licenses Rcckland
Women hunters tagged 212. There general study and revision of ex I Washington and Fiank Packard
Now for ether offers. Wouldn’t fire, cool, tnd when mixture beold during 1938-39 , 7,111545 were
you like a combination cake break- gins to Uiitken, add nuts and
•
j u
u .
i Mis Darrell Mann and daughter were 297 non-residents who took isting fishing laws should be un , were in Augusta recently.
deer and 946 Maine residents who dertaken and that careful study I Mr. and Mrs Linwood Turner of
fold in egg puronased by residents and 746.780 have relurned from Qreat
er. pie cutter and server for yeur I vanilla, and lastly
Turn by non-residents. Tourist fishing ■ Island. They were accompanied live outside of the territory. and attention should be given to Atigusta were callers 6unday at the
own use? Send the box front from whites beaten very stiff
| into mold that has been rinsed in licenses numbered 294246 in the 34 by Mr Manti, who is on a ten-day I Massachusetts hunters took 137, the development of new markets. heme of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
j New York 23. New Jersey 21 and The need for additional publicity Brann
'cold water and decorated with states where these are required. , furlough from the Light.
and advertising of Maine s fishery
and Mrs
' whole nutmeats and raisins. Chill More than 16500 licenses were
, sold
Donald York recently bought a Connecticut 29.
resources was set forth and Civil guests Sunday
and when firm remove to serving to children, and approximately [ h0U£e trailer.
Service for Sea and Shore Pish- Percy Eaton.
Mrs Eugenie Godfrey entered
dish. Serve with any desired sauce. 223X00 to women in tliose states
where women and children are i Knox Hcspltal Sunday for observa- I night guest of her daughter Vir
ginia Drinkwater of Rockland
Baked Sweets With Nuts
issued special licenses. There were | tion.
School will close Friday for a
1 Bake six sweet potatoes of uni 422.068 more fishing licenses sold'; Mr and Mrs David Post have
j two weeks' vacation.
form size; when done cut ln half in 1938-39 than in 1937-38
' moved to the house owned by Mrs.
Yuletide Pageants
' lengthwise, remove insides and
Alice Allard.
Many of these gnauing, nagging, painful mash with butter. salt and pepper,
Th e school children will have
SEARSMONT
Miss Ethel Holbrook will open
larkkche* penplo Han e cn i-.|d» «.r strMna .r, '.
tahleannons eream nnd ndd
Ulen caused by tuc-1 ;.nv>- ,...1 ,..«>• oe >»» ‘-.o.f p°°ns ‘-earn anu ana >
The Ladle.-, Aid met Wednesday her home. Saturday, in South j thelr Christmas Tree at the
relieved »hen treated in the ru-l.t
cup Englisll walnuts. Fill shells
j Church, Friday night.
t with Mrs. Harold Cobb. Sewing Thomaston for the Winter
Tha kidneya are Nature 1 chief .yrf taking
reheat
eireu add. awl pre
ua » ■ J ol i
“•*“ rei.ea.
Mrs Margaret Elwell and Mrs
Lionel Carr is visiting his par
,
was
done,
light
refreshments
served
Eva Post will have charge of the
aMood.
dBy They help moat ipeople
e epniaal . it 3 opiatu Heck Indian Pudding
[ by the hostess, and a pleasant so ents. Mr., and Mrs. Charles Carr.
EARLY GIFT SUGGESTION NO. 4
If the 15 milea of kidney tubee and filters
o
Mrs. L. C Elwell was recent over- singing.
don't work well, poison us wa.-'.e n iter ate; a I
Two Sh.edded Wheat bkCUlt, . cial occasion enjoyed.
The
program
will
consist
of
the
Tne
Fust
Aid
Class,
under
the
in the blood, t hese p.,ie ,ns niav .-:art nnggn g eggs, 2 tablespcons sugar, 31J cups
baekachee. rheumatic paitu, |.e.a of pep awi
Co„
u cup Brer instruction of Chief Allen F. Payplay "Joy To the World." The
eneray, getting up nights, rwell ’ ?. p nFir' .- milk. Sterling Salt,
Undtr-arm
parte will be taken by Norman
under the ey«, he»1achea nnd ciizzine^. fr<Rabbit Mola3i€5.
i ion of the Camden Fire Depart
cuent or scanty passages with smarting an i
_
, •
.
•*
zx
•
j
: Drinkwater,
Theodcre.
Allard,
burning sometimes shows there is soQletbing
CfUmb.e tilf blSCUlt finely and ment, held its first meeting Mcn! Walter Drinkwater. Seth Batty,
wrong with your khlneys or 1 J ,1-ier.
£OaJc
one cup
half an hOUT. | day. There is marked interest in
safely
Pont wait! Ask your drugRut f r Poan 2
___
i Margaret Elwell, Ruth Elwell, June
rills, used successfully by miiii 'i.- f r over 40 Add the well beaten
mo*a&.es, the class, and it is heped that oth
Mann, Irene Barnes, Oram Barnes
years. They gitm happy relief and wiU help tbe fUoar( gait, remaining milk. Bake ers will Join.
ilea of ktdnev
tunes flush
°
13 miles
kidney tu*»es
HuHi out poisonoua
p
and Elbert Burton.
Mrs. Ethelyn Gibson Morse of
in a slow oven two hours, and in
waste from your blo<4. Get Doan a rills.
$1.95 down; $1.25 monthly
A
play—‘Santa’s
Christmas
Waldcboro called last Thursday on
Party" will have as cast, Elbert
her mother. Rev. Mary S. Gibson.
Burton, Seth Batty, Irene Rack
Vyndel A Hewes of Portland was
Here's e buy that the Smart Shopper cannot afford to patt up—a beauti
liff, Theodore Allard, Jean Elwell,
ful chrome plated Sandwich Toatter with ttreamline detign end plenty of
a buslnees caller here Friday.
Margaret
Elwell.
Walter
Drinkwaeye appeal. Het genuine walnut richly finished hendlet.
Virgil Morse, Jr. and Clinton
I ter, Irene Barnes, Norman DrinkMank, both of Waldoboro, called
Can be adjutted for "dark-medium-light" end it fully automatic, ft't
| water and June Mann. Oram
last Thursday on Arnold Davis.
ideal for club tandwichet and cookt two full tlice three-decker tendwichet
Barnes,
Herbert
Elwell,
Norman
Miss Lcverne Whitten. Raymond
at well et ordinary toetted tandwichet.
Ames and Adonna Burch; the an
Batchelder and Maxine Batchelder,
Docs not tot dresses, does
Grills equally at well end fries small steaks, pork chops or bacon.
nouncer, Ruth Ewell.
all of Belfast visited Sunday with
not irritate skin.
Recitations will be given by:
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Townsend and
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
j Norman Drinkwater, Oram Barnes,
Pearl Batchelder.
right after shaving.
1 Norman Ame?, Adonna Burch,
3. Instandy stops perspiration
Electric lights have recently
I Herbert Elwell, Seth Batty, Jean
for 1 to J days. Removes odor
been installed in the grammar and
ftom perspiration.
Elwell,
Irene
Barnes,
Walter
primary school rooms at the village.
,4. Apure,white.gteaseless,stain
Drinkwater, June Mann. Margaret
less vanishing cream.
Elwell, Theodore Allard. Ruth El
5. Arrid has been awarded the
CUSHING
well and Irene Rackliff.
Approval
Seal
of
the
American
Mrs George Avery is visiting Mr
Institute of Laundering for
Avery in Bath.
being harmless to fabrics.
It takes money to make children merry
Mrs. Frederick Nord who has
25
MILLION jars of Arrid
at Christmas time. One month's in
been caring for her mother in
have been sold. Try a jar today!
come won't carry the extra load of
Rockland the pa.it two weeks, spent
the weekend at home.
expense for gifts that simply must
Edward Curtis of Rcckland has
be purchased.
MOTOR DRIVEN
MOTOR DRIVEN
4
At all «lorr» welling toilet gooda
been at the home of his brother OOt
Jz ■ j**(alto in 10/ anti 5Q/ Jarw
Therefore, the wise thing to do is
BRUSH
HAND CLEANER
BRUSH FLOOR CLEANER
Asa M. Curtis, the past two weeks.
Print Name

HAPPY RELIEF
FROM PAINFUL
BACKACHE

New
Cream Deodorant

Only$y. 95

Stops Perspiration

OUR NEW

CENTRAl^MAINE
POWEI
3MPANY

FORMING FOR NEXT YEAR

THE BEST BUY

ARRID

EVER OFFERED

to spread this cost over the whole year,

WITH

loin our new Christmas Club now

forming for next year. You may pay

am
OUR NEW .
CHRISTMAS
CLUB NOW
FORMING

any amount you wish weekly for 5C
weeks. Then we will send you a check
that will make your Christmas spend
ing joyful instead of painful.

Be one ol the lirst to join our new
Club, now forming.

Low Round-Trip Fares

FINEST UEANERS-MOST FEATURES - LOWEST PRICE

ie.

$

HOME/^HOLIDAYS
«4Ll!J.JL,5Hry "

Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinalhaven, Warren

, « Br.

-).■ «»i

0t - In

tU

«

fi-h C

r. C.O;«.F O « » J 1

(ASII

Term*

$3.95 down,

$3.20 monthly

TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
Take Advantage of Thii Nationwide Sale

Follow an OLD Custom

New Floor Cleaner Value $39.95

in a NEW Supc-r-Coach

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

39

95

One Way
New York City,
Washington, D. C.,
Portsmouth. N. H.,
SHELDON’S
444 Main St.

One Way
$6.15 Indiana polks,
Miami. FLa.,
$9.15 Philadelphia,
$2.65 Boston,
DRUG STORE
Tet. 646-W

>18 80
$22.03
S7.I0

$5.40

GREYHOUND

1. only 4(/2 Ibt.
2. air-cooled motor

1. spotlight
2. lightweight
3. powerful
suction

4. toe-tip
control
5.

New Hand Cleaner Value 16.95
TOTAL VALUE $56.90

3. 15-ft. cord

4. no oiling required
5. G-E warranty

CENT

rajQaaine

POWE
WEVeOMPAMY

. .

.

G-E war

ranty

EAST WALDOBORO
Mre. Harold Flanders and Mn
Henry lives, Jr., were Portland vis!
tors Saturday.
Guy Jameson has {tnploymer
at T. T. Black's.
Mrs. Percy Miller recently visit
ed her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ern
est Burns, South Waldoboro.
Mrs. Harry McIntire and Ra
Simmoris were in Damarlscott
Monday on a visit.
Charles Bowers and family wer
dinner guests Sunday at Lelan
Winchenbach's. Mr and Mrs. 1
B. Bovey were callers there Mon
day.
Mrs. Eva Masters and childrei
of Rcund Pond were guests lus
Thursday at Mrs. Ethel Hanna's
Mr. and Mrs Leland Orff an
daughter Elsa were visitors Sunda.
at J L. Flanders.'
Miss Dorothy Orff spent th
weekend at the home of he
mother, Mrs. Teresa Munro.
Arthur
Nickerson.
Jr.
Methuen, Mass., ls visiting at G
Mank's for a few days.
Otto Bowden was an August
vsiitor Monday.
Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach and Mr:
C. C. Bowers visited Monday it
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Leeman ol
Round Pond were guests of Mi
and Mrs. A C. Mank a few days rel
cently. Accompanied by Mr. an<
Mrs Albert Mank and daughte
Sandra, the group motored to Rich
mond where they were guests o
relatives.
Otto Bowden, Jr. spent the week
end at home from Ft. McKinley.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Bovey weri
Rockland visitors Monday.
The Social Club met with Mrs
Hazel Bowers last Thursday, eigh
members and two guests beirg
present. The program included i
quiz by members; contest,
Edna White, prizes awarded Mrs
Hazel Bcwers and Mrs Sadie Mank
Refreslunents were served.
Christmas tree will be lield Dec. 1:
at Mrs. White's in Warren.

Mre

Lumber for 150 five-room house
can be furnished by one giant Se
quoia tree.

GOOD
USED CARS
'41 Chev. Town Sedan

40 Plym'th 5-pass Coupe
'39 Dodge Tudor
'39 DeSoto Sedan

'38 Ford Tudor
'37 Plymouth Coupe

'36 Ford Coupe
'35 Chevrolet Sedan

'34 Pontiac Sedan
'33 Dodge Sedan

'39 Chev. i/2 Ton Pick-up
'38 Ford y2 Ton Pick-up
A CHOICE OF 30 OTHERS
CONVENIENT TERMS

'

ROCKIAND ' 1 USED

CARS

NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S SALE ON
F.XEC'l TioN op PFV FSTATF.
ATTACHED ON WRIT
fcNOX SS
DECEMBER 5. 194(
TpXen .hls fifth d.v rt December
A D 1M0. on execution dated th.
e’-hteenth d«v of November. A D
1940 issued on a Judgment rendered
bv the Superior Court for the Count>
of Knox, at a term the-eof begun and
held on the fir«t Tuesday of Novemb-r A D 1940 to wit. on the sixteenth
day ol November. A D 1940. in favoi
of The Federal l and Bank of Springfield a corporation dulv established
under the laws of the United State,
nt America and having Its usual place
of business tn the City of Springfield.
Coun’y of Hampden. Commonwealth
rf Ms sach'pet's. against Maurice 8
Powell, of Bridgewater, Massachusetts,
formerly of Washington County of
Knox. State of Maine, for six hun
dred fifty dollars and nineteen cents,
debt or damage, and sixteen dollars
and flve cents, costs of suit, and flfteen cents for one execution, and wlll
be sold at public auction at the office
of the Sheriff at the Court Hbuse ln
Rockland. County of Knox. State of
Maine to the highest bidder, on the
fir-it dav of Februsrv. A D. 1941. st
ten o'clock In the forenoon, the fol
lowing described real estate and all
the right, title and Interest which
the said Maurice 8 Powell has nnd
had In and to the same on the second
day of February. A D 1940. at ten
hours and thirty minutes ln the fore
noon the time when the same was
attached on the writ In the same
su't. to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land with
the buildings thereon standing situ
ated In the town of Washington, said
I county, bounded and described as
' follows to wtt: Bounded on the north
bv land of Blrdell Hibbert and high
way leading frem Collamore Hldge
to Razorville. on the west by the
Somerville town line.' on the south
bv land formerly owned by the late
Minnie Turner; on the east bv land
formerly owned by Irving Powell, con
tainlng one hundred (lOOl acres, more
or le-s. being the homestead of the
late Orris M Turner, and the same
eopveyrd bv Ida D Powell to Maurice
S Powell bv deed dated November 12.
1935. recorded In Knox Registry of
Deeds, Vol. 253. page 490
Excepting
and reserving a certain lot or parce
of land In said town of Washington
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the Intersection of the
Collamore Ridge road leading to West
Washington w th the Razorville road;
thence running easterly along the'
southerly side of said Razorville road.
108 rods to a stone wall at the corner
of land now or formerly of Irvin C.
Powell: thence southerly by said atone
wall and by land formerly of said
Powell to a stone wall at land now
or formerly of Minnie Turner at a
point marked bv a manie tree thnt
Is notched; thence westerly by the
ssld land now or formerly of Minnie
Turner and a stone wall to the Col
lamore Ridge road above referred to;
thence northerly by the easterly side
of said Collamore Ridge road to the
place of beginning, and being the
same parcel ot land conveyed by Mau
rice S Powell to Arthur F Hart and
Irving P. Tuttle by deed dated March
5. 1938 and recorded tn Knox Registry
of Deeds. Vol 253. pare 498
C. EARLE LUDWICK.
Sheriff.
ft.
146 Th-152
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Every-Other-Day
263; Murphy ,248; Payson, 232;
Danielson, 301; total. 1262.
Feyler's
(5)—Hallowell,
257;
Gregory, 253; Gross, 259; Hennlger,
301; total, 1070.
Gulf (0)—Payson, 236; Murphy,
•231; Seavey, 247; Danielson, 278;
1 total, 992,
By
| Texaco and Post Office rolled a
RUTH WARD
postponed match Monday night,
I with the result that Post Office
won the total toy one pin, taking
Results of recent matches are:
three points. John McLoon had
Texaco (3)—E. Cook, 336; A. Mc 315 for high total, and 118 for high
Loon. 265; Anastasio, 298; J. Mc single. The score:
Loon, 280 Mitchell, 300; total, 1479.
Post Office (3)—T. Perry. 311;
Snow's (2)—Cole, 326; Crockett, McPhee. 273; Chatto, 281; D. Perry,
270; Sukeforth, 297; Willis, 310; 280; Rackliff, 289; total, 1434.
McKinney, 250; total, 1453.
Texaco (2,—Anastasio, 265; L.
Coca Cola <4>—Grover, 265; Cook, 284; E. Cook, 272; J. McLoon,
Gregory, 246; Taylor. 247; Mitchell, 315; Mitchell, 307; total, 1433.
250; Glidden, 273; total, 1281.
The Snow's Shipyard vs. McIn
Feylers <1)—Hallowell, 252; Greg tosh Ices was close enough Tues
ory, 229; Gross, 274; Hennlger, 229; day night, enow's finally coming
W Heal, 281; total, 1265.
cut ahead with three points, six
Swift <4»—Gardner, 272; Small, pins to the good on the total. Nate
268; L. Lufkin, 297; Leeman, 249; Berliawsky rolled a 302 for high
total and 117 for high single.
E. Lufkin, 295; total, 1381.
Harding's Wonders won the
Water Co. (D—C. Winslow. 338;
Curtis, 233; Bartlett, 248; Dolghan, third string by one pin to win one
point in a match with Perry's Mar
211; Simmons, 315; total, 1345.
Kiwanis (4»—Scarlott, 283; Flan kets. The, two anchor men had
agan, 267; Miller, 286; Barnard, high total's, Stewart rolling 307
and Tommy Iott 302 Stewart's 133
265; Brackett, 285; total, 1386
Old Timers (1)—R. Richardson, was high single. Thc scores:
238; Benner, 289; F. Richardson, Snow's (3)—Crockett, 261; Suke
273; Miller, 287; Lawry, 285; total, forth, 288; Willis, 299; Gateombe,
280; Phillips, 271; total, 1399.
1372
McIntosh Ices (2) —Berliawsky,
Armour's (5)—Rogus, 273; Thom
as, 253; Jackson, 276; Brown, 274; 302; Sawyer, 270; Mason, 277; Mc
Intosh, 255; Magee, 28&; total, 1393.
Ryder, 277; total, 1353.
Perry’s (4)—Norton, 268; Legage,
Gulf (0)—Hallowell, 218; Black,
265; Poset, 299; Perry, 238; Stew
art, 307; total ,1377.
Wonders (D—Harding 233; Dan
ielson, 282; Clarke, 265; Hallowell,
221; Iott, 302; ttoal, 1303
Kiwanis Club won five points in
For real, quick relief from distress of
so aching chest cold and ita cough a make-up match Tuesday night,
ing—rub on Musterole, a wonder rolling against Feyler's crew. Wally
fully soothing "COI'NTEH-IRRITANT”. Heal had high total with 327, and
Better than a mustard platter to 113 for high single.
help break up painful local conges
Scarlott, 281; Flanagan, 268; Mil
tion! Made in 3 strengths.
ler, 275; Barnard, 293; Brackett,
281; total, 1398.
Feyler's <0> — Hallowell, 280;
Gregory, 243; Gross, 269; Hennlger,
236; Heal, 327 total, 1355.

The Community
Bowling
League

CHEST COLDS

MUSTEROLE

Some Good Advice

With Our Soldiers

STRAND THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY
UR. KILDARE'S CRISIS

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

For Members of Camera
Club—And It Comes From
An Authority

How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Correspondent

Members of the Knox County
Fort McKinley, Dec. 7
Much to the surprise of all Camera Club will be interested,
members of the Battery, we wit
and perhaps benefited, by reading
nessed a spectacle which we
thought unbelievable—Ted Libby the following extracts from a let
shoveling snow! But that's nothing ter written by Alton Hall Black
j Almost every enlisted man on the ington (The Blackington Lecturesi
; Post has had a hand at shoveling to a member of The CourierI >now now The Island looks small Gazette staff.
when we want to get off. but, lt
I have noted with interest the
sure is big when we have to shovel' progress of the Knox County Camsnow.
era Club and also the loyal sup
I Joe Cross seems to have all of port that you have given it. Have
j hls troubles when he is on guard. wondered what life would have
I This time it was oilstoves. Don't been like for me had there been
let the Government know that you such an organization ln Rockland
threw its ollstove ln a snowbank; then!
you might get 50 years for it, Joe.
Having attended literally hun
Sgt. Frank Williams, Corp. Fin dreds of exhibitions and acted as
ley Allen, and Marshall Nash, car judge on many, many occasions I
penters, have made nice, deep lawn notice that there is a tendency to
chairs for use on the wooden “lawn'' strive for the unusual—the spec
of our recreation room.
Robert Livingston. Lois Ranson and Bob Steele as they appear in
tacular and the ultra modern—ln
Corp Harry Smith has been seen the choice of subject material and
Republic’s Three Mesquiteers Production, “Under Texas Skies."
quite a bit up at the Non-Coms technique.
Club, working on another "cold."
Arico, sc, f ........... 0
1
1
When I lived in Knox County
GPP. No 156, Sgt. Alvin JelllHendrick, g, f i.. 0
1
1
I was discouraged because I didn't
son says “hello'' to G.P.F. No. 155.
1
5
Thomaston High won a close and Smith, g and f .... 2
have any bigehimneys, bridges, skyWhen young Dr. Kildare gets into new trouble, his mother is always Sgt. Jellison claims that he has an crapers, cathedrals and Impor exciting game from the Zeta Psi Heald, sc and f .... 2
0
4
What
there with advice and romfort. Emma Dunn and Lew Ayres again play unbeatable bowling team.
Zephers of Bowdoin College at
tant
people
to
photograph;
now
do you say to that, Charlie?
mother and son in “Dr. Kildare's Crisis.'*
23
Thomaston Tuesday, score 21 to 16.
After eight years in the service, that I am in a big town I long for
birch trees, old wharves, sailing The Zephers were Frat Champs at Thcmaston (17)
Charlie
Reynolds
was
finally
nailed
G.
F. PU.
Whitten, 243; D. Richardson, 255;
Bowdoin last year. This was the
to the Guard list. Charlie says vessels and real characters to
1
3
total, 1225.
fifth straight win for the High F. Burnham, f .... 1
photograph.
There
are
pictures
2
8
Thomaston, (0)—Doherty, 251; that if the weather wasn’t cold he everywhere and I wish more young School—the Alumni. Union twice, Crie. f ................... 3
4
2
Lakeman. 231; Strout .213; R. Fey thought he would like lt.
and Rockport all being victims of IP. Burhanm, c, f .. 1
Talk about your absent minded photographers would get into the
Bell, sc ................. 0
0
0
ler, 241; O. Feyler, 224; total, 1169.
the T.H.S. boys.
habit
of
picturing
people
just
as
professors! They haven't a thing
M.
Mitchell,
g
....
0
0
0
T.
11.
S.
Pekes
on Bill Lucas. He started to go they are—at home—in the kitchen
0
0
G.
F. Pts R. Mitchell, g ...... 0
MINTURN
out on Post without his sidearms —in the shop—in thelr boats—or
2
f ............... 0
2
2
Staples,
rf
..
3
8
the
woods
or
anywhere
as
long
as
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon of Sorrento on. That’s good head work, Bill.
Simmons, g .......... 0
0
0
0
0
0
Linscott,
lf
arrived Saturday to spend the
“Hap" Smalley is certainly slip they show what people look like
0
0
8 Hall, g ................. 0
3
2
, Winter with her daughter Mrs. AI- ping. He asked for his breakfast when they are really working—or Miller, c ....
0
Woodcock, c ........ 0
0
1
1
3
Verge,
lg
...
' den Stanley.
]
playing
and
living.
in bed—and—he got it. “Papa"
0
Torrey, g ............. 0
0
2
...1
0
Sawyer,
rg
It is interesting to note that
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Norwood Hoyt worked right on it.
0
0
0
Lynch,
c
....
Ex-mule Skinner Hurd has taken the Art Editor of PM—New York's
j have moved to thc parsonage at
5
7
17
0
0
0
up watch repairing. All he uses most modern newspaper—chose a Simpson, lf
Atlantic.
Camden,
9 15 19 23
0
0
Johnson,
rg
.........
0
By R. F. W.
, Mrs. Atoby Stanley entertained at for tools Is a pair of pliers and a group of just such pictures from
Thomaston,
5 6 11 17
the current exhibition in New
bridge Saturday. High prizes went hammer.
Referee, Wotton. Time, Four 8’s.
21
Our
old
pal,
Eddie
Estes,
has
a
York. There isn't a landscape in
The league standing, with the to Charles Joyce and Myrtle jealous disposition. He seems to the group (that PM picked) and Bowdoin
In a preliminary game played at
Staples; low to Judson Smith and
F
Pts. 630 Friendship High School girls
O.
flrst half nearly over, is:
be
quite
jealous
of
me.
I
wonder
not
a
single
“
arty"
subject;
just
Luella Savage.
2 defeated the Thomaston Grammar
2
Adams, rf ........... 0
W.
L.
PC
why?
plain, clear cut shots of folks doing
Supt. George Bragdon visited
2
0
Comery,
lf
...........
1
School girls 16 to 9.
34
Sylvester ....
11
.755
Charlie Simpson is rather early things.
1
5
Horsman. c .......... 2
McRae .......
32
.711 the Island schools last week.
13
with hls “Orange blossoms' but
My
reason
for
writing
all
this
is
Schools close Friday for the he claims he has one.
1
Dale, lg ............... 3
24
600
16
High School
II
FRIENDSHIP
a simple one. namely, that if more
0
0
McKinney
.511 Christmas vacation to reopen Jan.
23
22
Alton Brown has been kept on amateurs realized that pictures Jealous, rg ........... 0
Mrs. Charles Stenger and Mrs.
0
0
245 13. The children enjoyed an en- the run chasing all over the Port can be made of ordinary everyday Platt, rg ............... 0
11
34
Thcmaston
A. D. Oray of Waldoboro attend
1
tertainment
and
Christmas
tree.
0
0
Hayward,
if
......
0
Soule .........
6
34
after "Bunk Oil," “Sky Hooks,”
Dorethy Johnson found a but "Cannon Reports," “Bunk exten subjects—they would do more Luwsen, If ........... 0
0
0 ed Wednesday a meeting of the
0
0 executive board of the Maine Con
The results of Monday night's tercup Monday. Calvin Stanley sions," “Striped Paint” and many photography and have more fun Joyns, lg ............. 0
gress of Parent-Teachers in Wal
reported seeing a flock of wild other such articles as are needed and leave behind a pictorial record
matches:
doboro.
of these hectic days. And if you
16
geese
going
North.
He
says
it
will
6
McRae (4)—McRae, 269; Bird.
by rookies.
follow the big magazines—you will T. H S
The Red Cross committee of
be
a
moderate
Winter,
according
10
21
226; Tripp, 220; Prescott, 263;
Well, Christmas is almost here,
see that the page displays of news Bowdoin.
which Mrs. Charles Stenger is
9
16
to
this.
Rackliff. 254; total. 1232
so I guess I'll have to write to dear
pictures are made by top notch
Referee, Charles Wotton. Time, chairman, reports an encouraging
ole Santa and have him bring me
McKinney (1) — Crouse, 251;
cameramen (and women) who four 8's.
gain in receipts over last year,
some
stationery.
I'm
running
low,
Thomas, 255;
McKinney. 241; SOUTH HOPE
$98 59 being the total amount col
have learned this—and are get
Pvt. Roy A. Jacobs cf Fort Mc especially after writing 11 letters in ting paid big money for their stuff. Camden Girls Won
Barnard, 220; McIntosh, 244; total,
lected this year. Many women ln
Kinley passed the weekend as guest one day. I'm a good correspondent
1181.
this community are knitting socks
The
Camden
Alumnae
defeated
when
it
comes
to
letters,
but,
sev

High School (5)—Oross, 274: of his sister, Mrs. Elmer C. Hart
and sweaters and sewing for the
Malaya
will
bar
all
foreign
pro

Thomaston,
23
to
17.
The
score:
Farrington, 249; E. Willis, 242; V. of this place and hls parents, Mr. eral people have informed me ducts not necessarj- for the colony's
Red Cross.
Camden Alumnae (23)
Willis. 257; Mazzeo. 249; total, 1271 and Mrs. Roy T. Jacobs ef South that I'm not too hot as a corre war program.
G.
F. Pts
spond
for
The
Courier-Gazette.
Soule (1)—Kent, 234; Folland, west Harbor.
Trinidad shipped 111,707 gallons
Mitdiell, f ............. 1
1
3
The hardest work that Paul Bar273; Egan, 232; Quint, 234; Beau
of grapefruit juice to other coun
West
Virginia
was
the
third
larg|
Dickens,
-f
...............
4
1
9
Canada's greatest manufactur- ton does Is laying between the
lieu. 242; total. 1215.
est producer of buckwheat in the Bryant, c ............... 3
0
0 tries in seven months fo this year.
Sylvester (5) — Sylvester, 253; lng industry is the production of ’ sheets (Bunk Fatigue). He escaped
shoveling snow.
Bradbury. 233; M. Richardson, 241; paper and pulp.
Seme of the boys were disap
pointed when they found that they
NEVER
BEFORE
SUCH A BARGAIN I
could not enroll in the N.Y.A. It
so happens that N.Y.A. also stands
for North Yarmouth Academy, a
school for girls.
Charlie Frazier, a one-time mem
ber of the Battery is now seeing
some active service with the British
in England.
Corp Harry L Smith, Private
Daniel Benner and Private Percy
Gross have been sent to Fort Wil
liams on detached duty.
We understand that Charles
Simpson Is allergic to Model A
coupes.
Charlie Reynolds got down to
the dock in Portland the other
night just in time to miss the last
boat. To make sure that he got
back to "the rock" early in the
morning he slept on the boat. "One
thing over park benches on the
boat.' says Charlie, “is the steam
heat."
r
Stewart M Pollard
'\
i

Basketball Battles

Community
Bowling League
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Japanese are rationing building
materials in Shanghai, China.
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Just one look will tell you that this is
thc sort of refrigerator that you would

expect to cost up to $30 moreYes sir, even the half-ton
GMC Trucks now have this

proved GMC comfort and
safety development that
makes a truck “as easy to

steer as an automobile.”

even at today’s low prices! It’s a big,

Come in today and ,‘ry a
GMC—the truck that’s way
out ahead in power, econ
omy, and driver comfortl

Time payments through our own YMAC Plan of lowest available rates

mode/

sparkling, truly de luxe model, com

plete with the most thrilling array of
latest features, especially built by Kel'

teD

vinator to be the greatest value sensa

tion of the year! See it now —buy it
Size* 3tt »• 6, $3.90.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT iHlSE PRICES
Plus Small Charge for Postage
Copyright 1940
Endicott Jonin»on Corp
“

346 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Mail Orders Filled At These Prices—Plus Postage

MUNSEY AUTO SALES
21 LIMEROCK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE TRUCK OF VAUIE .

tJDHKSDN GMC TRUCKS

GASOLINE
DIESEL

SPECIAL
ONLY

HOUSE-SHERMAN
INC.
442 Main St., Tel. 721
Hockland, Me.

$19.95
EASY
TERMS

while this opportunity is still available.

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
313-319 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Short Lobster Law

Every-Other-Day

Why The Maine Coast Is Popular

Maine Association Will
Seek To Have One Under
Federal Supervision
The directors of the Maine Fish
eries Association, at their meeting
in Portland last week, proceeded
to deal with matters directly af
fecting the various branches of
the fishing industry.
It was agreed to further every
effort to secure Federal legislation
to establish a Federal short lob
ster law.
Executive committees were set
up to cover several branches of
the fishing industry, and these
committees were definitely in
structed to proceed at once to
study the problems of their res
pective branches of the industry,
to hold such meetings as may be
necessary to gather facts, to com
Down thr roast we go to Cape Roller, and feast our gaze on picturesque Harborside.
municate with men in the in
dustry and such State and Fed
eral officials as necessary to se Bristol; William Cook. Tenant’s
ter to Hawaiian Islands in the
cure information and assistance | Harbor
critical period in the nineties pre
By Jan. 4 to have drafts of pro- I Clamming — Carl Linscott. Orr s
ceding their union with the United
posed legislation ready to be print Island; Charles Morrill. Portland;
Some Interesting Things States.
ed in the January issue of the As Dr Harold Webb. Mere Point.
The seacaptains of the New
Noted By Cong. Brewster England
sociation's magazine. “The Maine I Sardinmg—Charles York. Boothcoast builded better than
Fishery News and in the sea- 1 bay Harbor; John Toft. Portland;
On His Recent Visit
they knew when in the early Nine
board newspapers, that ample no and a third member yet to be se- ;
teenth century they sailed thelr
A three weeks’ campaign tour I ships around the Horn to the
tice may be given to the Associa lected from the eastern section.
tion members and to the industry,
Ground Fishing—Harold Paul by Congressman Ralph O Brewster Sandwich Isles and laid the founthat the first drafts may be care sen. Cape Elizabeth; Capt. Joyce. ' wound up on the West coast with j dation for a development that
fully considered for adoption, Rorkland; Oeorge Davidson. Port appearances in Los Angeles. San gives Hawaii good title to its claim
amendment or modification, be land.
as the Paradise of the Pacific.
Francisco and San Diego. Calif..
fore the final drafts are present
The missionary background is
Smelts — Harvey Barlow. East
ed to the Legislature. As all bills I Boothbay;
John
Trefethering. ! Portland. Oregon and Spokane. still clearly evident in the charmust be ready for the Legislature (Freeport; Charles York. Booth- Washington. A non-political in- acter and economy of this teemby Feb. 9. there can be no delay. ' bay Harbor.
spection tour of the defenses of ing land. Men and women from
Tire committees set up by the I Since the organization of the , Hawaii seemed opportune in view Maine joined with others from
directors are:
! Association
last Spring, local of the increasingly tense situation New England in pointing a peoLobstering — Elroy
Johnson. I groups of fishermen and members j in the Orient.
pie toward an earthly Paradise.
Bailey Island; Carlton Fossett. i of the industry have been organ- ! Hawaii has been aptly termed Whether or not the bristling guns
i ized and joined the Association. our "Billion Dollar Filling Stat- ' of Pearl Harbor and Schofield
, and by the end of the year ex- tion.' Two of the greatest air- Barracks and the hawks of Hick. pects to have a membership of fields in the world are located ham Field constitute an incongru11000 men. In September of this there as well as the most powerful ous note will perhaps be deter.vear the Florida Fishermen have , fleet and the largest concentra- mined by the service to which
created a similar organization.
tion of troops under the American ’-hey are put in the next tumultufrom developing at start
flag This indicates its strategic ous years.
In a new plant in Sweden fish importance in the defense of the
A Maine man laid out the great
Put a few idrops of Vicks Va-tro-nol
' irrigation system that brings the
up each noatril at the very flrst sniffle oil will be converted Into a har Pacific.
This mighty citadel stands in no heavy rains on the steep east side J
or sneeze. Its stimulating action aids dened oil huitable for shortening.
Nature's defenses against colds.
small measure as a monument to of Maui around a 10.000 foot volRabbit meat now is put up in a man from Maine—Hon. Harold j -'ano to make the west side a garcans.
M Sewall of Bath who was Minis- ' Jen of sugary delight. Here are
■
■■ ■—■ i
i great ranches with thousands of
I acres of sugar cane and pineapple
tiering up to the cattle ranges on
A the drier heights.
One of the greatest Governors
in the brief history of the Islands
A was likewise a man from Maine—
Hon. Wallace R Farrington, for
merly of Rockland, a graduate of
A the University of Maine—whose
memory is still revered and whose
A service is worthily perpetuated by
A his son as a leading publisher of
the Islands and a member of the
A Hawaiian Senate.
Hawaiians are even now sending
their sons to Maine for their edu
cation as a result of the esteem
in which they hold President Ar
A. Hauck of the University of
A thur
Maine who served as head of one
of the best schools in the Islands
before he came to Maine.
A A Maine girl ls executive officer
for Capt. Claude M. Gillette of
■ the Navy in charge of the great
industrial plant of the Navy at
Pearl Harbor. Here Lydia Baxter
of Bath breathes a con
isn’t a day too early to begin your Christmas
A Gillette
genial atmosphere redolent of the
shopping! And because you want the gifts you give
Bath Iron Works of her native
to be outstanding, we re suggesting that you give
city. Meanwhile like a good Maine
Yankee Mrs Gillette finds time
quality jewelry from our
to introduce Maine products to
enormous stock. These
Hawaii and in the far away island
are just a few of the
of Kauia a visitor from Maine
many real values.
was thrilled to find in the chief
store serving 40.000 people of every
nationality on earth a full line of
This is a clock year and
Baxter's canned goods straight
from the State of Maine.
we offer a wide range of
Another article may perhaps
handsome docks. All styles,
properly deal with the significance
and
Guaranteed
of Hawaii in the peace of the
Pacific and of the world.
Pleasing Prices.

for years and years to come!

Maine In Hawaii

Helps
Prevent

COLDS

VICKS VATRONOL

HTnifeai
COFFEEMASTER
Simply put in your coffee
and water—and forget it.
Go on about your business.
Come back at any time,
even hours later—deli
cious, clear, full-bodied
coffee will be waiting—all
perfectly brewed and kept
piping hot, ready to pour.
Remove Brew-top and you
have the loveliest of servers.
Complete with 8-cup
server with built-in Auto
matic table stove, Brewtop and filter
$16.00
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ASK ABOUT “LEIGHTON'S SPECIAL” WATCHES

KARL LEIGHTON
MAIN AND WINTER

va

ROCKLAND. MAINE

i by Grace S Bowden I
Senior teaching assignments in
| the Laboratory School for the presl ent period are: Sub-Primary and
' Grade One, Gertrude McKinney,
Verna Mitchell, Josephine Hutchins
and Madalene Mayo; Grades Two.
Three and Four, Roger Dow. Marie
Porter, Ione Garcelon, and Beatrice
Turner ; Grades Five and Six. Pris
cilla Plummer, Willena Larrabee,
and Richard MacLeod: Graces
I Seven and Eight, Ersal Tozier and
■ Charlotte Rowe; Rural Training
School. Malcolm Blodgett, Ruth
Howe. Orland, Grace Gross.
Principal Hall has been appoint
ed an asscoiate member of the ad
visory board for registrants for se
lective service for the Blue Hill
district.
Vice Principal Jasper F. Crouse
gave an address on 'Educating for
National Defense" at the district
meeting of teachers of Union No.
93. held in Castine Friday night.
Lois Robinson and Dorothy Pen
dleton, teachers in Dark Harbor,
spent the weekend at Richardson
Hall.
Principal Hall, Vice Principal
Crouse, and Everett H. Nason at
tended the meeting of the Hancock
County Schoolmasters' Club in
Southwest Harbor Monday.
The combined girls’ and boys' glee
clubs of the school, under the dl
rection of Ethel Lee Wardwell, di
rector of music, are to present the
cantata “Child Jesus" by Colkey at
the Trinitarian Church, Sunday,
7 Dec. 15. at 4 p m.
•Members of the school enjoyed a
A dancing pnrty in the gymnasium
Friday night.

The Japs bought $19,000,000
STREETS,
A
u u u u a. a, u n. w. u u t- u. u. u u u au «. a. u n. a, .. _ Iworth of American machine tools
1l.i .-.t .year. AUJ monkey uremhes?

u

PERt OLATOR — Grace
ful designs tn lustrous
chrome
ne pi
plate. —*4.95
»
up.

very w
to cook electrically. She can do
complete cooking on this pepu—
■
lar ra.ngett -—*.*9.11.95; Oven
only.
*19.95.

COFFEE MAKER — De
licious coffee electrically.
*3.95 up.

TM1.\ WAFFLE IRON —
Beautifully designed, heavy
chrome plate Cooks two
waffles it a time —97.9*.

IRONS—A wlds variety
of the most popular
models—*2.95 up.

CLOCKS—One of the most com
plete assortments of General Elec
tric and Telechrons tn town —
*5.95 up.

CASSEROLE—One of our most
popular appliances. Handy for
cooking beans, soup stocks,
escallops, biscuits, cakes, fried
foods— W.95

( I RI.IMi IRON — Ideal for
mother or daughter.—95c up.

P I N VPS — A
special at this
price of only
*1.55 Including
100 watt bulb.
A wide variety
ot styles rea
sonably priced.

WAFFU IRII\—A line ri
,
him plated low priced moo”
standard size—*4.25 up.

TRAVEL IRON — Packs swsv
taking up little room —*’.95
up

At Castine Normal

1
2
22
2A

Nationally-known time
pieces, extra fine dia
monds, home decorat
ing and serving pieces
await you here, enabling
you to do almost all of
your Christmas shop
ping in this one store.
Don't hesitate to come
in just “to look around’’
—wc will be glad to sell
you when you’re ready.

Uf",' •'

TOASTER—Chrome with
black trim
Opening
racks turns the toast —
*1.69 up.

’-SLICE TOASTER — Automa
tic; perfect toast everytime.
Just drop In two slices of
bread, press down lever and
forget lt.—*16.

FLOOR LAMPS — Some of
the most beautiful ln years,
st new low prices
Heavy
bronze bases with silk
shades —*6.95 up.

BRIDGE LAMPS — Popular
bridge snd swing arm mod
els with Better Sight fea
tures. Beautiful silk shades
with heavy cast bases —
*6.95 up.

BARGAIN!
NEW

SCHICK

SHE'LL BE ESPECIALLY

PLEASED WITH A

HAMILTON BEACH
THI Qiuliki FOOD MIXiR

CORN POPPERS—The new au
tomatic type, the latest ar.d
best.t—*4.95. IOthers *1 up.

ROOM HEATERS — A
useful gift that will be
appreciated.—*3.95 up.

BUY ON OUR BUDGET PLAN—
Remember it’s easy to buy any small electric
appliance on our Budget Plan. A little down—
the balance monthly. Ask about it!
GIFT WRAPPING—Any appliance beautifully
gift wrapped at no extra charge. We’ll gladly mail
it if you wish, postage only, added. Men! You’ll
like this service!

No gift could please her more.
It means the end to all the tir
ing arm-work of mixing, beat
ing, and whipping. Makes her
favorite recipes more delicious.
With juice extractor and two
bowls,

$23.75

STOP IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION

YOUR SHOPPING HEADQUARTERS—Meet
your friends here or drop in when you’re weary
from shopping and rest up a bit. You’ll enjoy the
interesting demonstrations going on. Browze
around to your heart’s content—we’re sincerely
glad to have you call!
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